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IThis resserch report describes IIic process of privatisation with psrticuiar 
reference to the slrllne Industry. Most airliner, have t^en operating within the 
ambit of the public sector. However, a number of airlines have recently been 
either partly or fully transferred to the private sector. Moreover, several 
governments have recently publicly announced that they intend to privatise their 
national airlines.
The concept of privatisation surfaced during the late nineteen-seventies, and 
several countries are still gaining experience In respect of the application of 
privatisation. Privatisation Is a complex phenomenon which necessitates meticu­
lous attention to the various aspects of the organisation which is being privatised. 
The privatisation process needs to be carefully approeched in order not to 
endanger the strategic position of the public sector company which is being 
privatised.
Privatisation represents change. The Interests of the varloue stakeholders in an 
organisation which Is being privatised, need to evaluated be and appropriately 
dealt with.
The Introduction briefly outlines the emergence of privatisation and the relevance 
of privatisation to the airline Industry. N also sets out the objectives of the 
research report and the reasons why the research Is considered o oe Important.
The characteristics of the airline Industry, both strategic and operational, are 
discussed In depth with the aid of a literature survey. The major issues in respect 
of the slrllne Industry are examined, culminating in the key success factors for 
the airline Industry.
The theory and application of privatisation are examined in deptn wtth the aid of 
an extensive literature survey. The argument In respect of the desirability of 
privatisation, as well as the process of privatisation Is extensively diecuseed. The 
discussion culminates In the Identification of the key success factors for 
privatisation In general.
A set of propositions for privatisation In t.ie airline Industry Is dsveloped from the 
consideration of strategic and operational characteristics of the airline Industry, as 
well as from theoretical and practical considerations of privatisation In general. 
This set of propositions Is tested end evaluated with regard to a number of 
airlines which have already been fully or partly privatised.
■-alKs ■'
The research methodology Is set out sfter the theory In respect ol the airline 
Industry and privatisation In general, as well as a hypothesised framework for 
airline privatisation, are covered. The research methodology establishes the link 
between the theory examined and the objectives of the research study. The 
research methodology essentially entails Interviews which were conducted with 
key individuals from vsrlous privatised airliner The findings of the research study 
are discussed and analysed m respect of the hypothesised framework formulated 
for airline privatisation.
The report ends with conclusions drawn from the research. Recommendations for 
further research suggested by the study are listed.
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CHAPTER!.
INTRODUCTION
U-THE EMERGEMCI OF PRIVATISATION
Privatisation, as a national economic policy, surfaced during the mid- to late 
seventies, principally as a reaction against the Increasing direct Involvement by 
governments In their respective economies. In many countries, twentieth century 
economic policy brought about encroaching socialism which Increasingly resulted 
In the displacement of the private sector by the public sector. However, the 
general public became Increasingly disillusioned with the performance of public 
sector business enterprises. These public sector business enterprises. In many 
Instances, not only proved unable to fulf'I the functions and object I vo i for which 
they were created, but In fact also constituted « serious drain on thu financial 
resources of the Treasury.
In a number of countries, evolving public opinion demanded a restructuring of 
national economies. In particular, electorate* In the United Kingdom and iha 
United States elected governments committed to the reduction of the role . nd 
extent of the state sector In the rjonomy. In New Zealand, a nominally souatist 
government was elected, but 'pp,adoxlcally',thls government has been pursuing a 
vigourous privatisation policy. Even In the People's Republic of China, the 
emergence and development of a private sector re c ite d  encouragement from 
political leaders. Privatisation represents the systematic transfer of productive 
resources from the public sector to the private sector.
In Britain, the industrial economy has been substantially restructured as a result 
of the privatisation policies pursued by the Thstcher government, since It 
assumed power In May 1979. Grlmstone (1988,plO) sta'es:
‘When the Conservative government, led by Margaret Thatcher, 
came to power In 1979, the state-owned industrial sector 
accounted for Just over ten per cent of the country's gross 
domestic product. Nationalised Industries employed around one 
and three-quarter million people and they dominated the 
transport, energy, communications, steel and shipbul'ding 
sectors of tin? British economy. Eight years later, nearly half of 
the previously state-owned Industrial sector has been priva­
tised. More than twenty thousand million pounds has been 
raised for the Exchequer. Over six hundreo thousand people 
have been moved to the private sec'or ar.d the proportion of 
peop1*  who own shares has more than trebled.'
Within the global context, the philosophy of privatisation gained considerable 
momentum as a r.esult of the achievements of the restructured Rritlsh economy 
since 1979. Although the Thatcher government Is Ideologically committed to the 
superior performance of the private sector, the philosophy of privatising 
state-owned enterprises has nevertheless spread to many other countries which 
are far less committed to, and enthusiastic about f  * market economics. In 
particular, many governments are Increasingly confronted with the realities of a 
fiscal squeeze, especially as the demand for social services appears to be 
unlimited, whereas the ability of governments to attract funds In order to finance 
such expenditure Is clearly limited. This realisation pui the notion of state 
ownership cf production facilities Into a different perspective as these govern­
ments could no longer obtain sufficient financial resources to subsidise 
loss-making public sector business enterprises. The fiscal priorities of many 
governments clearly changed. Privatisation has not become only desirable from 
an ideological point of view, but has also become a fiscal necessity.
The reasons for the shortcomings of the public sector are complex. Grlmstone 
(1988,p11) continues:
'In many cases It can be seen that the fault lay not with the 
management and the workers but with the system. The 
Industries were continually open to political and bureaucratic 
Interference. Social and commercial objectives became con­
fused to the detriment of both. The Industries’ finances were 
underwritten by the government and It became clear that 
success was not necessary for the Industries to survive.*
Clearly, the pursuance of social and public objectives featured highly In 
nationalised companies. In fact, a multitude of politically Inspired objectives were 
pursued as governments attempted to placate their various constituencies. The 
managers of these public sector companies became far more sensitive to the 
sentiments of their political masters, rather than to the realities of the 
market-place.
Privatisation seeks to reduce the extent of political Influence on the purely 
commercial and business decisions of managers of public sector business 
enterprises. A privatisation policy must consequently take cognisance of political 
realities. At the macro-level, privatisation tends to elicit vociferous opposition 
from Ideologues commuted to a socialist economy. At the micro-level, privatisa­
tion may be opposed by a variety of Interest groups that perceive that they may 
be disadvantaged If privatisation actually does occur. The different Internal and 
external Interest groups Include, Inter alia, politicians who control the destiny of at 
least a few areas of the economy; managers and employees who fear changes 
that will take place once the firm has beer, privatised; consumer groups who 
realise that they may be disadvantaged If the privatised firm charges market-re­
lated prices for Its products rather than extensively practiced widespread
c -oss subsidisation, trade unions who would no longer be able to gain political 
capital t'om an Industrial dispute; as well as suppliers whose Industrial marketing 
practices may neeu to be significantly adapted. Privatisation thus Involves certain 
dramatic changes for the respective stakeholders. A central tenet of privatisation 
theory Is that the political processes emanating from privatisation policy must be 
carefully managed.
Privatisation represents a major strategic reorientation for a Public sector 
enterprise A privatised company may Indeed lose protection afforde y 
state-o’.vnershlp, but many new business opportunities may become available o a 
privatised business. Privatisation may consequently materially affect tne future 
strategic direction of a public sector business enterprise.
1 ,  THF RELFy flNflff PRIVATISATION TO THE AIRLINE INPUSTBX
The International airline Industry, with the notable exception of United States' 
carriers, has traditionally operated within the ambit of state ownership, -tate  
ownership, as well as the regulatory framework established by the respectlve 
governments In order to protect their national airlines from a potentially highly 
competitive environment, clearly circumscribed the objectives and parameters 
guiding the strategic positioning, as well as the operating characteristics o 
individual airlines concerned. These objectives and parameters, however, are very 
often Influenced by political, rather than commercial motivations.
However, In a number of countries such as Australia, Canada, the United 
Kingdom, France and Japan, private airlines have operated alongside major public 
sector national airlines. These privately-owned airlines include, Inter alia, Ansett 
Airlines In Australia, Canadian Airlines International In Canada, British Caledonian 
Airways and British Midland Airways In the United Kingdom, UTA In France, Toa 
Domestic Airways and All Nippon Airways In Japan. In a few countries such as 
the Netherlands, Germany and Switzerland, the respective national airl nes, 
namely KLM, Lufthansa and Swissair respectively, have had adegreeofpM vate  
shareholding In addition to majority or minority state shareholding. Although the 
financial performance of some of these privately- or semi-prlvately owned 
airlines may not always have been exemplary, the existence of ...ese airlines 
nevertheless bestowed credence to a notion of a viable private sector airline
industry.
The global trend towards privatisation of major Industries has consequently also 
affected the airline Industry. In particular, the airline industry has been identified 
in an number of countries as one of the first candidates for privatisation. A 
number of airlines such as British Always, Malaysian Airline System, Singapore 
international Airlines, Alitalia, KLM and Lufthansa have recently been either partly
or fully privatised. Moreover, airlines which have ber n suggested as prospects *(?• 
privatisation Include Air France, Air Canada, Air New Zealand, Alla Royal 
Jordanian Airlines, Australian Airlines, Qantas, South African Airways, Mexlcana 
and Aerolineas Argentines.
Privatisation In the airline Industry, however, presents a number of unique 
features These unique features emanate from aspects such as the extensive 
framework of regulation which has an all-pervasive Impact upon the operations 
and strategies of airlines; the substantial amounts of capital required by airlines; 
(he high degree of labour Intensity of the airline Industry resulting from airlines 
being a service Industry; as well w  the extent of the public profile of the Industry. 
There are, however, factors which would facilitate privatisation of the airline 
Industry. In particular, even although state-owned airlines may form an Integral 
part of the public sector, these airlines have clearly the defined Identity of a 
business enterprise. The prominent public profile of the airline Industry also 
appears; ingender some considerable Interest from the Investment community.
1 THF rTH.iFfynvES OF THE RESEARCH BEPQBI
The main objective of this research report Is to establish a framework for airline 
privatisation. A set of propositions was developed from analytical consideration of 
the characteristics of the airline Industry, as well as from an evaluation of the 
theoretical and practical considerations of privatisation In general. These 
propositions form the guide-lines of the hypothesised framework for airline 
privatisation. The set of propositions were consequently tested and evaluated 
against the practical experience of a few airlines which have recently been either 
fully or partly privatised.
The research report sought to Identify some of the peculiar aspects appertaining 
to privatisation In the airline Industry. The theory of privatisation clearly states that 
full cognisance of the unique Institutional, social, political, economic and 
commercial factors present In a specific country, Industry or firm Is an essential 
prerequisite for successful privatisation.
An objective of the research report Is to make a contribution to the evolving 
literature based on privatisation, particularly with regard to the airline Industry. 
Finally, as the research report sought only to establish a framework for airline 
privatisation, the guide-lines emanating from this framework require further 
detailed research.
Privatisation Is a world-wide trend, whereby several governments are endeavour­
ing to restructure their national economies, In order to meet the challenges of the 
evolving global economic system.
The theory of privatisation emphasises that a business enterprise has no right to 
long-term existence unless the business operates profitably. State-owned 
enterprises, however, do not need to operate profitably In order to secure 
long-term existence. The absence of capital market discipline, as well as the 
extent of political Interference In the management of state-owned enterprises, 
may necessitate extensive restructuring of public sector businesses before they 
can be privatised Privatisation may consequently be a rather complex Issue. In 
particular, privatisation Involves a reorientation of public policy. The political 
considerations and consequences of a privatisation policy must therefore be 
carefully and skilfully handled.
Privatisation Is, however, a relatively novel concept. The experience and literature 
relating to privatisation Is therefore rather limited. This research report alms to 
provide a framework and guide-lines In respect of the application of privatisation 
with particular reference to the clrllne Industry.
1.5 THE SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS OF THE RESEARCH
The research alms to establish a framework for airline privatisation. Privatisation, 
however, constitutes a complicated and extensive phenomenon. The wide variety 
of aspects Involved In privatisation In general, and airline privatisation In 
particular, have been Identified, but would require further research.
Although some of the Issues concerning the desirability of privatisation In general 
are considered, the research report focuses on the process of privatisation In 
airlines after a decision has been taken In favour of privatisation. The research 
report consequently does not consider the debate concerning the merits of 
privatising an ai-iine In any detail.
South African Airways has recently been suggested as a prospect for possible 
future privatisation. The research report does not cover specific Issues with 
regard to the possible privatisation of South African Airways, but rather considers 
Issues with regard to the airline Industry In general.
The research study Imposed certain limitations In respect of the generality of 
some of the research findings. The limitations result Inter alia, from the following 
aspects:
a. The sample size of airlines which could be researched was relatively 
limited.
b. Circumstances and conditions within the airlines which were Investigated 
differed vastly as a result of Institutional factors.
c. Privatisation Is a unique experience for the specific airline Involved. It Is 
therefore an experiment that cannot be repeated for another particular 
airline.
d. The definition of privatisation entails both fu-l and partial privatisation. The 
Implications of full and partial privatisation, however, appears to be 
significantly different.
The sample of airlines chosen represents the major different approaches to airline 
privatisation. Consequently, the detailed analysis of the privatisation process In 
the chosen airlines Is regarded as adequate for a generalised framework for 
airline privatisation to be developed and tested.
1.6 THE FRAMEWORK OF THE RESEARCH REPORT
Chapter Two examines the strategic and operational characteristics of the airline 
Industry. The discussion emphasises the changes that are currently taking place 
within the airline Industry.
Chapter Three outlines major theoretical considerations with regard to privatisa­
tion In general. Some of the major Issues In respect of the privatisation debate 
are discussed.
Chapter Four explains the practical aspects with regard to tne Implementation of 
privatisation In general.
Chapter Five outlines the key success factors for privatisation In general.
Chapter Six outlines a generalised framework for privatisation In the airline 
Industry. A set of propositions, which were developed from an assessment of the 
contents of Chapters Two to Five Is listed.
Chapter Seven sets out the research methodology and approach used to 
establish the validity of the hypothesised set of propositions for airline 
privatisation.
Chapter Eight discusses the practical experience of a sample of airlines with 
regard to the hypothesised set of propositions for airline privatisation.
Chapter Nine contains the conclusions and recommendations.
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CHAPTER !
THE CHAR
2.1 INTRODUCTION
The objective of this chapter Is to Identify and describe the strategic 
characteristics of the airline Industry, and to provide a theoretical and practical 
framework for strategic decision mak'ng within this airline Industry. The 
environment In which the airlines operate has, In recent years, become 
Increasingly demanding, particularly with regard to competition Intensifying 
between different alrllnos. Deregulation Is a fundamental contributing factor to the 
altering of traditional operating procedures and strategic relationships within the 
Industry. State-ownershlp of airlines has also been an essential feature of the 
Industry although airline privatisation has In recent years become an Increasingly 
Important strategic Issue for airline management to consider. Privatisation 
represents a major strategic repositioning of airlines which have hitherto operated 
within the ambit of the public sector, and has contributed to the airline Industry 
being In a state of flux.
A strategic analysis of the airline Industry must tane Into account the competitive 
driving forces within the Industry. Porter, (1980,p.4) states that:
‘Knowledge of these underlying sources of competitive pressure 
highlights the critical strengths and weaknesses of the company, 
animates Its positioning In Its Industry, clarifies the areas where 
strategic changes may yield the greatest payoff, and highlights 
the areas where Industry trends promise to hold the greatest 
significance as either opportunities or threats.‘
Competitive forces consist of the threat of new entrants, substitute products or 
services; the bargaining power ol suppliers and buyers; as well as rivalry 
amongst existing firms. The curent strategic posture of the airline Industry Is a 
direct result of the way In which Individual airline companies adapted individually 
and collectively to these competitive forces. In particular, the history of the airline 
Industry has been one of progressive evolution. Competition amongst airlines has 
Intensified recently as a result of deregulation emerging as a major political Issue 
In many countries.
During the past thirty years, airline passenger travel has been growing at an 
average rate In excess of eleven percent per annum. During this period 
considerable route expansion took place, new airlines were cieated, and new
marketing philosophies were Introduced. All this took place during a period In 
which the world economy in general, and world trade In particular, were 
expanding ct an unprecedented rate.
With regard to the structure of the airline Industry that evolved during this period, 
between forty and fifty percent pi the airline industry's current output on a 
world-wide basis occurs within the International environment (Table 1). With the 
exception of a few large countries such as the United States, the Soviet Union, 
Brazil and the People's Republic of China, the output of International air services 
tends to exceed the output of domestic vneratlons which are measured In terms 
of tonne kilometres performed. As a result, the major airlines In most countries 
tend to be primarily concerned with International air services, and many airlines 
only operate Internationally. In spite of the International orientation of the airline 
Industry, aviation policy Is characterised by being of a highly nationalistic nature, 
which has effectively prevented the emergence of a truly global airline.
InM^NATIONAL AIRLINE OPERATIONS AS PROPORTION OF TOTAL WORLD 
AIRLINE OUTPUT
AIRLINE OUTPUT MEASUREMENT INTERNATIONAL 
OPERATIONS OF 
TOTAL OUTPUT
Passengers Carried 20.6%
Freight Tonnes Carried 43.3%
Passenger Kilometres Flown 41.4%
Available Seat Kilometres 42.6%
Passenger Tonne Kllomet es 42.3%
Freight Tonne Kilometres 74.5%
Available Tonne Kilometres 49.8%
Source: World AH Transport Statistics. 1936, International Air Transport Associ­
ation, Geneva, June 1987.
In ell countries except the United States International scheduled air transport 
services tend to be dominated by one particular airline, which Is recognised as 
the national tlag-carrler. The national carriers are In most Instances either wholly 
or partly owned by their national governments. Some countries such as Canada, 
France end the United Kingdom have, however, pursued a conscious policy of 
allowing limited entry of a second scheduled airline on long-haul routes. These 
airlines, In contrast to the national flag-carrlers, tend to be owned by private 
shareholders. Also, during the past few years, a number of governments have 
either wholly cr partly divested their shareholding In their national airline.
This chapter addresses a number of Issues, namely the objectives of the airline 
industry, the performance of the airline Industry, the stakeholders In the airline 
Industry, the dynamics of the airline Industry, competitive Issues In the airline 
Industiy, the cost structure of the airline Industry, the market characteristics of 
the airline Industry and the key success factors of the airline Industry.
Considerations in respect of the objectives of the airline Industry are discussed 
because the objectives which airline management strlvos to achieve are major 
determinants of strategy formulation and Implementation within an airline. In 
oartlcular, airline management does not seem to be unanimous in their pursuit of 
the profit motive. The motivations as well as behaviour patterns of airline 
management have a significant impact upon the performance of the airline 
industry, measured in terms of the rate of return earned on capital investment. 
The airline Industry is characterised by being relatively marginally profitable. The 
financial performance of an Industry tends to be a major determinant of that 
industry's ability to attisct new Investment capital.
The dynamics of the airline industry Is described because the dynamics of an 
industry Is Indicative of the ability of such an industry to adjust to a changing 
environment, in particular, the airline industry Is currently being affected by 
changes emanating from the deregulation policies being pursued by a number of 
governments. The ability of airlines to adjust to a new environment of 
deregulation, depends crucially upon the cost structure of the airlines, as well as 
the ability of the airlines to satisfy the needs and requirements of consumers In 
the marketplace. Finally, the key success factors of the alhlne industry are listed.
2.2 OBJECTIVES OF THE AIRLINE INDUSTRY
Although neo-classical micro-economic theory postulates that profit-maximising 
behavio-ir drives decision-making within a business organisation, no firm should 
expect to pursue a set of entirely coherent objectives. According to Cyert and 
March (1963), a firm should not be treated as a single-goal decision-making unit, 
but rather as a multi-goal, mult'-declsion making organisational coalition. A firm 
Is thus perceived as a coalition of different groups which include inter alia 
shareholders, management, employees, trade unions, customers, suppliers, 
financial Insti'utlons and the government. Each group pursues its own set of 
goals and objectives. Independently, as well as inter dependently Whatever the 
nature and extent of such internal and external political and organisational 
conflicts, all firms should eventually reach decisions based on a set of relatively 
coherent goals and objectives. Ultimately, the goals of a business enterprise are 
decided by the firm's top management. These goals provide the strategic direction 
that an organisation will pursue.
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An analysis of airline behaviour Indicates that the strategic and operational 
direction ot the airline Industry Is governed by a set of goals and objectives 
which may not appear to be entirely complementary and consistent (Shaw 
1981,p.77). These goals and objectives appear to emanate from the realities of the 
Internal political bargaining process, as well as the perception of the external 
environment by the respective declslon-makors.
The multitude ot objectives pursued by different airline companies consist of the 
following, lnt»r alia:
Profit maximisation
Revenue maximisation
Maximisation of market share
Satisfaction of consumer needs
Efficient resource utilisation
Promotion of commercial and Industrial development
Employment generation
Tourism development
Support of a home aerospace Industry
National deience
Minimisation of social costs
it Is generally assumed that the objectives of p Ivately owned airlines are based 
on long term financial success, expressed by profit mvxlmlslng behaviour. This 
view, however, Ignores the wider social and political concerns which may need to 
be taken Into account by the airline management In their decision mat ing 
processes. Although many state-owned alrllnea are given written objectives 
requiring acceptable profit levels, non-profit objectives may Indeed be dominant 
considerations for alrlli.es operating within the ambit of the state sector. The role 
that governments tend to altach to their airline Industries, as well as the external 
benefits derived from Infra structural airline operations makes the pursuance of 
parochial profit maximisation unlikely to be the sole and single driving force of 
the various Industry participants. Profits are, however, vital for the, continued 
long-term existence and growth ot privately, as well as state-owned airlines.
Few airlines can pursue profitability If they are oblivious to market-share 
considerations. Maximisation of market-share may Indeed be entirely compatible 
with profit maximisation. Howevir, In respect of International aviation, govern­
ments exercise total control over market entry. An airline which does not meet 
national balance of payments and foreign exchange requirements by obtaining a 
satisfactory share ot the market, runs the risk of Its own national government 
licensing new carriers to compete with It, or even withdraw Its route licence 
altogether.
Although consumer need satisfaction Is a major marketing consideration In an 
airline’s operations, it is Increasingly becoming a political Issue. Shaw (I981,p.78) 
states there are strong emotional aspects In the demand for air travel'. Many 
people contend that they have a right to low-cost vacation travel, and to be able 
to visit friends and relatives In distant countries at affordable prices. In recent 
years, tne consumerist movement has affected the airline business more 
significantly than many other industry. An airline which falls to ensure that all 
actual and potential segments of its chosen market are provided with services 
that more or less match the requirements demanded, runs the risk of competitive 
new entry being allowed.
Doganis (I985,p.207) asserts, that most international airlines generally lack a 
single overriding objective with regard to their pricing policies. Pricing policy Is 
aimed to achieve a number of internal objectives, which may be further 
constrained by externally imposed objectives. The endeavour to simultaneously 
produce different pricing objectives may create conflicts and contradictions, 
which may be exacerbated by pursuing diverging objectives on different parts of 
a route-network. Profits may be maximised on some routes, especially those 
experiencing little or no competition, whilst on other routes the prime objective 
may be to Improve market-share, or to stimulate market growth, inevitably, within 
any airline, a multitude of pricing objectives will prevail at different times and in 
different areas of its operations.
The pursuance of profit-maximising behaviour may have a different temporal 
dimension In different airlines. Some airlines may be concerned with current 
profits, whilst others may emphasise longer-term profitability. The latter carriers 
may be prepared to forego profits In the short term. In order to ensure the 
attainment of their longer-term objectives.
Cyert and March (1963) povtumte that a business enterprise is an adaptive 
organisation In the sense that It learns from its experience. The airline Industry 
operates within a highly dynamic environment, which emanates from the changing 
nature of the economic, social, political and technological forces that have an 
Impact on the Industry. Also, the internal relationships within an airline are 
constantly In a state of flux. Airline management meets the challenges thus 
Imposed by adapting and redefining the goals and objectives being pursued. 
Recently, a number of governments decided to privatise their hitherto state- 
owned airlines. This represents a major strategic rn-orientation for the airlines 
affected and ,nmy result in a significant redefinition of the goals and objectives 
propagated by their management.
During the past thirty years, the airline Industry has experienced a rate of 
expansion unrivalled by any other torm of public transoort. The rate of 
technological Innovation has been exceptional, resulting In costs and fares 
declining substantially In real terms, which In turn have stimulated very rapid 
growth Ir, the demand for airline services. Also, for most of that period, scheduled 
airlines enjoyed considerable protection from both Internal and external competi­
tion. Rapidly growing demand for services and the protection given against 
competition, however, have not resulted In healthy profits. A few airlines did 
Indeed manage to remain highly profitable, but the Industry as a whole has only 
been marginally profitable (Tables 2 and 3).
TABLE. 2
WORLD-SCHEDULED AIRLINE’ SYSTEM FINANCIAL RESULTS 
(In million United States Dollars)
YEAR OPERATING
REVENUE
OPERATING
EXPENSES
OPERATING
PROFIT
NET
PROFIT
1975 38309 37579 730 -67
1976 43400 41244 2156 825
1977 50344 47715 2629 1656
1978 58769 55669 3100 2412
1979 70755 70019 736 588
1980 87665 88294 -629 -919
1981 93013 93680 -667 -1150
1982 93292 93399 -107 •1300
1983 98330 96201 2129 •7:0
1984 105410 100337 5073 2000
1985 112261 100164 4097 2100
1986 123038 118547 4491 n.a.
Source : World Air Transport Statistics (1975-1986), International Air Transport 
Association, Geneva
WORLD AIRLINE IMnURTRY RFTWRN ON Qp f h a t in g  REVENUES
YEAR OPERATING
PROFIT
NET
PROFIT !
1975 1.9% -0.2%
1976 5 .0 * 1.9%
1977 5.2% 3.3%
1978 5.3% 4.1%
1979 1.0% 0.8%
1980 -0.7% -1.0%
1981 -0.7% •1.2%
1982 -0.1% -1.4%
1 1983 2.2% -0.7%
1984 4.8% 1.9%
1985 3.6% 1.7%
1986 3.7% n.a.
Source : world Air Tran.port StatHtlca (1975-1986), International Air Transport 
Association Geneva
There Is no simple explanation tor the apparent contradiction between the 
Industry's rapid growth and Its marginal profitability. For the Individual airline, 
financial success Is dependent upon matching supply and demand In a way that 
Is both efficient and profitable. Airline management has considerable control over 
the supply of air services, but relatively little control over the demand.
Doganls (1985,p.92) asserts that In order to achieve a profitable matching between 
supply and demand, It Is crucial for airline management to have a thorough 
understanding of the fundamentals of Its chosen market. An interrelationship 
exists between supply and demand. Demand for an airline's services Is Influenced 
by aircraft types and speeds, departure and arrival times, frequency of services, 
air fares, In-flight services, as well as the quality of ground handling. Conversely 
the demand will Itself affect those supply features. The density of pascenger 
demand, Its seasonality, the purpose of travel, the distance to be travelled and the 
nature of the freight demand should influence supply and will consequently have 
an impact on costs. The relationship between supply and demand Is described as 
the load factor that Is achieved. Airline profitability Is highly sensitive with regard 
to the load factor achieved. Load factors tend to vary substantially during the 
different phases of the business cycle, which Implies that airline pro,itahlllty tends 
to be highly cyclical.
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this obvious paradox.
development of Intense competition tends to depress profitability as the Industry 
approaches maturity. Further expansion of the Industry can only be ^sta'ned by 
attracting Investment capital to the Industry with the prospect of future prospe Ity 
resulting from an expanding market. Finally, during the mature stage of the 
product, growth In demand slows down, and may even stagnate. c ° nse^ ® " , 'y’ 
the industry may be consolidated as existing participants come together either by 
merger or market collusion In order to reduce the severity of competition. Under 
such emerging oligopolistic market conditions, profits may tend to rise to more
acceptable levels.
Secondly, It Is also argued that the airline Industry can be sustained by a rate of 
return on earnings significantly lower than required by almost all other Indust es 
(Shaw 1981,p.73). This emanates from the nature of Investment In the alrnne 
Industry. Airlines typically tend to Invest mainly In aircraft that have been 
produced according to standardised specifications by a relatively small number of 
manufacturers. Resale value of these aircraft may be more or less guaranteed, 
especially during periods when demand for capacity Is buoyant.
In addition, airlines generally Incur very few fixed costs for term ^a'. and other 
airport facilities. Such facilities are paid for as user charges levied by the airport 
operators and the air traffic control agencies. This situation Is In contrast w 
almost any other manufacturing industry, which would require large amounts of 
capital to be Invested In fixed facilities that nave few " " ' ^ ^ r T c a o l t a ,
rate-of-return.
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and national economic oDjectlves may Induce a national government to cfford 
protection for such an airline, thereby ensuring Its continued viability through 
either loan guarantees or subsidies.
The flexibility of the scheduled airline Industry is constrained by the necessity of 
operating according to fixed schedules that have been planned in anticipation of a 
certain level of market demand. Short-term fluctuations, or even medium-term 
aberrations in the anticipated market demand, clearly limit the ability of scheduled 
airlines to maximise profits on a sustained basis. Many of these airlines operate 
within a regulated environment, which at least guarantees high profits on some 
of the routes.
Fifthly, the aircraft manufacturers have been rather Innovative In designing 
financlai packages In order to Induce financially strapped airline companies to 
acquire new airliners. This has aggravated the financially Insecure position of a 
number of airlines, as their debt-equity ratios have continued to worsen. The 
financial institutions have proved unwilling to face the consequences of pushing 
these airlines into bankruptcy.
Finally, It Is being contended that regulation of the airline Industry has been 
responsible for low levels of profits being achieved. Regulation tends to reduce 
the scope for effective competition between airline companies. Airlines have 
accordingly tended to concentrate their competitive efforts to an excessive extent, 
on thoee aspects where the regulator has allowed competition to continue. This In 
turn has resulted in a general tendency towards high costs In the Industry, with 
these costs rising Inexorably to neutralise almost all of the guaranteed revenues 
emanating from such regulatory efforts by the authorities.
It is argued (Doganis 1985, n.16) that the traditional measure of profitability, 
namely the rate of return on Lssets employed, may not be applicable to the airline 
Industry as a whole. This stems from the difficulty In estimating real asset values 
for airlines with varied depreciation policies, using varying proportions of leased 
equipment and often receiving direct or Indirect government subsidy In various 
forms. The measures of profitability normally used among airlines are either the 
annual operating profit or loss expressed as a percentage of the total operating 
revenue, or the total operating revenue expressed as a percentage of the total 
operating expenditure. The latter measure Is known as the revex ratio'.
A revex ratio of at least one hundred and ten percent Is deemed to be necessary 
for an airline to be regarded as adequately profitable, (Wheatcroft and Llpman, 
1986, p.34). Such a margin is required In order to make provision for Interest on 
loans, dividends to shareholders, taxes, and a reserve which the capital market
(debt, as well as equity markets) will consider as a reasonable self-financing 
contribution to the future acquisition of equipment. Few airlines though have been 
able to achieve such a ratio consistently over a considerable period of time.
2.4 STAKEHOLDERS IN THE AIRLINE INDUSTRY
The airline Industry In general, as well as the various airline companies In 
particular, are governed by the actions of a number of groups of Individuals and 
organisations, motivated by their own parochial Interest In the workings of the 
Indust; y. Through their diverse activities and roles, these stakeholders contribute 
to the dynamics of the Industry.
A number of these stakeholders can be Identified. They Include, Inter alia: 
Government In Its role as guardian of the national economy 
Government In Its role as regulatory authority 
Government In Its role as shareholder 
Shareholders of airline companies 
Managements of airline companies 
Employees of airline companies 
Trade unions active In the airline Industry 
Airport authorities
Providers of air traffic control and navigation facilities
Equipment manufacturers
Fuel companies
Financial Institutions
Travel agents
Freight forwarders
Consumers
Airline trade organisations 
Competitors
Governments ti nd to take a keen Interest In the fortunes of their airline Industries 
because of direct, as well as Indirect impact of airline activities on their national 
economies. In many countries the airline Industry makes a major contribution to 
the Gross National Product. In addition, national as well as local economies derive 
substantial Indirect benefits from the activities of airlines such as those benefIM 
affecting the country's balance of payments, and the employment Implications that 
stem from the purchasing power of the employees of airline companies, as well 
as the employees of Infrastructural facilities and equipment manufacturers.
International aviation may have a significant Impact on the balance of payments 
position In all countries. The balance of payments effects derived from air 
transport are, however, often so complex that a single event can produce both a 
positive and a negative Impact.
In particular, the complexity of the Impact of foreign ex"*iange from the 
International commercial operations of airlines, arises from the fact that revenues 
may be earned and costs Incurred In different currencies. In terms of oalance of 
payments considerations, the sale of aviation equipment Is also Important. In 
particular, the USA enjoys a large balance of payments surplus and almost every 
other country a deficit. Aviation fuel, especially since the escalation of fuel prices 
during the 1970's, has been responsible for a growing negative trade contribution 
In all countries that are not self-sufficient with regard to oil supplies. In particular, 
the airline Industry represents one of the major customers of multinational fuel 
companies.
The International airline Industry has been a catalyst for the development of 
International tourism. Currently one of the world’s major growth Industries, 
International tourism, holds the promise of becoming the largest Industry In world 
trade before the end of this century. This holds significant foreign exchange and 
employment implications for a number of national, as well as local economies. In 
particular, many hotel and tour operators derive their economic well-being both 
directly and Indirectly from the activities of the world’s airlines.
Air transport represents a valuable Infrastructural link In the economic structure 
of a country, and contributes to the development of International, as well as 
domestic trade and commercial links, with resulting employment and economic 
growth being generated by the trade. Regional accessibility to remote areas Is 
also promoted, thereby stimulating regional economic development.
As a major Industry, aviation competes for resources, thereby having broadly- 
based consequences for other markets and Industries In the general economy. 
High consumption of aviation fuel for Instance may have an impact on the prices 
of other petroleum based products. Also, state-owned airlines In particular, tend 
to I *  dependent upon their national governments for Investment funding. The use 
of such Investment cash for airline finance implies that It is not available for use 
elsewhere, and this may be contrary to public policy considerations. Indeed, If 
investment cash Is used for »he Import of foreign aircraft, in a sense it represents 
a drain on the national economy.
The aviation industry is a competitor fur land resources because of the size of 
modern airports, these tend to be located close to cities where land Is a scarce 
commodity In the truest sense. In most countries, the provision of airport facilities 
tends to be the responsibility of national or local governments. Whenever airlines
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formulate their marketing strategies, the Implications of these strategies tor the 
airport and air traffic control facilities must be fully taken Into account. Lead times 
for new Investments by airlines tend to be relatively short. In contrast, lead times 
for new Investments by air traffic control, and especially airport operators, have 
been known to extend over periods of several years or even decades before such 
Investment plans have been brought to fruition. Moreover, In recent years, new 
airport developments have been constrained by the actions of ecological pressure 
groups.
A country's inhabitants may find their national security enhanced by Its air 
transport Industry.
Many nations also perceive their image and prestige to be enhanced by its airline 
Industry, as Is evidenced by airlines operating on routes purely for the sake of 
flying the flag.
The significance of the airline Industry for the general economic well-being of a 
country has led many governments M  Institute regulations on the domestic, as 
well as International operations of their airlines. In particular, within the 
International arena, airlines are directed to actively pursue public policy 
considerations as dictated by their national governments. This may Include 
aspects such as actively supporting a foreign trade campaign or strengthening 
cultural relations by operating routes which may not be profitable. Domestically, 
governments may exercise their regulatory authority by restricting entry Into the 
market. This provides protection to an Incumbent airline, but also reduces the 
dynamism of a developing Industry. Moreover, a regulatory regime reduces the 
scope for management action and managerial discretion.
The role of management In an organisation Is manifold. It Includes Inter alia tasks 
such as:
a. To set the goals, objectives and strategy of the firm;
b. To seek out a competitive strategic advantage for the business
c. To Identify all Internal and external stakeholders whose actions may 
have an Impact strategically or otherwise on the organisations;
d. To recognise and resolve the conflicting Interests between the various 
groups within an organisation;
e. To reconcile the conflict within the goals and objectives of the 
business enterprise end the Interests cl the Individual groups;
f. To take decisions In order to Implement the set strategy.
Within the framework of the airline Industry, the roles of management must be 
exercised within the guide-lines set by an airline's shareholders. In the United 
States, various airlines are owned by private Investors, and the shares of the 
majoi airlines are actively traded on the New York Stock Exchange. In contrast,
TABLE 4
AlBLlMf OWNERSHIP PRQFJLE
AIRLINE
Aer Llngus
Aorollneas Argentines
Air Canada
Air France
Air New Zealand
Alitalia
American Airlines
Ansett Airlines
Australian Airlines
Austrian Airlines
British Airways
British Caledonian Airways
Canadian Airlines
Cathay Pacific
Delta Air Lines
El Al
Flnnalr
Iberia
JAL
KLM
Lufthansa 
MAS 
Pan Am 
Qantas
Royal Air Maroc
SAA
SAS
Singapore Airlines 
Swissair
TAP • Air Portugal 
TWA
United Airlines
USAIr
UTA
Varlg ______ _________
NATIONALITY
Eire 100.0%
Argentina 100.0%
Canada 100.0%
France 99.4%
Now Zealand 100.0%
Italy 66.6%
USA 0.0%
Australia 0.0%
Australia 100.0%
Austria 99.0%
United Kingdom 0.0%
United Kingdom 0.0%
Canada 0.0%
Hong Kong 0.0%
USA 0.0%
Israel 100.0%
Finland 76.1%
Spain 99.8%
Japan 0.0%
Netherlands 39.4%
Germany 75.0%
Malaysia 52.0%
USA 0.0%
Australia 100.0%
Morocco 92.7%
South Africa 100.0%
Scandinavia 50.0%
Singapore 55.5%
Switzerland 23.1%
Portugal 100.0%
USA 0.0%
USA 0.0%
USA oo%
France 0.0%
Brazil PT%^
STATE
HOLDING
Source: interavia. October 1987
most of the International airlines outside the United States, especially those 
designated as national carriers, are ptrtlally or wholly owned by their national 
governments (Table 4). Recently, however, several government have decided to 
shift their national airlines from the public sector Into the domain of the private 
sector.
Private shareholders generally require that a business enterprise be managed 
with a view to Increasing shareholder wealth. Although governments as 
shareholders may have similar motivations, there exists an Irresistible temptation 
to employ shareholder power in order to strengthen a government’s political
agenda. The trend towards privatisation In the airline Industry may thus result In 
management needing to redefine their role on the basis of the aspirations of new 
shareholders.
Despite appearances to the contrary, brought about by the sub.»iaitlal capital 
requirements of the airline Industry, almost all airlines are characterised by being 
markedly labour Intensive. It Is estimated that nearly two and a half million 
workers are employed directly by the world’s airlines. Airline employees tend to 
be highly unionised, and Shaw (1981,p.55) states that:
Airports have always proved suitable places for the develop­
ment of Intensive trade unionism. This has been due to the large 
numbers of people working In close proximity and the power 
possessed by many groups within airlines to shut down 
operations'
In those countries where free wage bargaining prevails, the Interaction between 
the supply and demand 'or the various categories of labour required by an airline, 
together with the strength of particular unions, will broadly establish the airline’s 
various wage levels. In other countries wage levels may be set by national 
agreements between governments, or employers’ associations and the trade 
unions, whilst In some cases governments themselves virtually dictate the wage 
levels to be paid and Impose them on employers and employees alike. 
Negotiations between airline management and trade unions on wage related 
matters do take Into account the prevailing wage levels in the country concerned.
Doganle (1985,p.95) states that an Interesting by-prodi cl of deregulation In the 
United States was the way in which largely non-unlonlsed airlines undermined the 
power of established airline unions, Including the pilots' union. The new carriers 
had no trouble In finding employees willing to work at much lower salaries and 
under stricter working conditions. Established carriers were forced to either 
Induce their employees to accept wage cuts, which were Indeed effected by 
several airlines, or to Introduce a two-tier wage structure whereby new 
employees were taken on at much lower salaries than existing ones. Both options 
contributed to deteriorating Industrial relations between management and their 
employees In some airlines.
An airline can obtain capital from a number of sources. Internally, an airline 
company's sources of finance Include retained profits, depreciation, and tax 
deferrals, whilst externally It can obtain debt finance or near debt finance such as 
leases and equity finance from the stock market.
Airlines would generally prefer to be seif-tlnanclng, but may only be able to do so 
to a limited extent due to the huge amounts of capital required for re-equlpping 
aircraft fleets. The benefit of equity finance is that an airline need only pay
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A m u M  EMPLOYEES ; 1986
AIRLINE EMPLOYEES
Aer Llngus 
Air Canada 
Air India 
Air New Zealand 
Alitalia
American Alrllnee 
Australian Airlines 
British Airways 
British Caledonian 
Cathay Pacific Airways 
Delta Air Lines 
Flnnalr 
Iberia
Indian Airlines 
Japan Air Lines 
KLM
Korean Air Lines 
Lufthansa 
Malaysian Airline System 
Northwest Airlines 
Pacific Soutwest Airlines 
Pacific Western Airlines 
Pakistan International Airlines 
Pan Am 
Oantas
Scandinavian Airlines System 
Singapore Airlines 
Swissair
Trans World Airlines 
United Airlines
6000
22234
17458
7484
20433
51700
8671
38939
8899
7656
38801
5435
22152
20192
20367
20262
10000
37920
10798
33427
5347
2725
19000
21599
12501
19773
10270
17657
27442
59000
Source: Gilbert, T , intflmatlflnal Airline industry: A Survey al Corporate and 
Financial Reporting. Ernst & Whlnney International, 1987
dividends If a profit is made. Most of the International airlines outside the United 
States are government-owned. Governments have, however, been loath to Invest 
new equity capital to finance aircraft acquisitions. Private shareholders hive also 
been hesitant because of the poor financial performance of the airline Industry.
According to Doganls (1985,p.8), two developments enabled the airline Industry to 
acquire new sophisticated aircraft.
a. Aircraft manufacturers became Increasingly Involved In raising capital 
for their customers, either through commercial banks In their own 
countries, or through special export trade banks such as the United 
States Export Import Bank. Manufacturers vlgourously competed with
each other to devise more attractive tlnanclng packages for their 
clients. The terms of such purchase loans became Increasingly 
Important for airline management when deciding upon aircraft types.
Consortia of banks purchased aircraft which they In turn leased to the 
airlines. These consortia enjoyed tax concessions, whilst also retaining 
ownership of the aircraft.
n recent years, the debt-equlty ratio of many airlines has continued to deteriorate 
,s a result of their Increasing dependence upon external debt to finance aircraft 
>urchases. A number of airlines consequently find themselves currently 
inder-capltallsed and In need of an Injection of equity capital In order that their 
merest burden can be kept within manageable proportions. Financial institutions 
iave however, also preferred to reschedule such loans rather than to force 
Hrimes Into bankruptcy and as a result be left with aircraft that cannot be easily
MM.
The Increasing reliance on debt finance nay, however, have bee., a a mixed 
blessing for airlines concerned. It Induced airlines to Invest when they ought to 
have pursued an austerity policy, which resulted In many major airlines becoming 
heavily over lndebted. When traffic growth forecasts did not materialise, these 
airlines were Incapable of servicing their huge debts. Several carriers, such as 
Branltf and Laker In 1982, collapsed suddenly as the'r creditors ran out o 
patience and refused to reschedule debt repayments.
The production of equipment for the airline Industry constitutes one of the world's 
major manufacturing Industries. Manufacturers of airframes and ecro-englnes, as 
well as electronics and avionics producers concerned with air traffic control and 
air navigation systems derive their fortunes almost entirely from the air transport 
industry. Moreover, this Industry Is dominated by a relatively small number of 
firms and production Is concentrated In a n w  Industrialised, devoiopo 
economies. The high technological nature of such production, combined with the 
employment of labour and the foreign exchange generated by firms such as 
Boeing and Airbus Industrie makes this Industry highly susceptible to Interference 
from and directives Issued by national governments.
The distribution channel for airline services is dominated by travel agencies and 
freight forwarding agencies. World wide, more than seventy percent of all 
international airline tickets are sold through agents. Travel agencies can offer a 
number of services In a very cost-effective way which Is Invaluable to both the 
providers and the users of airline services. Agents save airlines large sums of 
money through reservations and ticketing procedures. They also allow airlines to 
carry out their selling activities at a lower cost because they reduce the extent to 
which a carrlei requires to establish and operate ticket offices. The advantage
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that a travel agency has over an airline h  that it can sell tickets on behalf of all 
airlines, tour organisers, anti others willing to appoint It as an agent for their 
services. The air travel consumer Is provided with a personalised source of airline 
tickets (and packaged holidays) and Is able to go to a single location and make a 
selection from a comprehensive range of trpvel products.
Freight forwarding agencies control the distribution channel for air freight 
services to an even greater extent. Freight forwarding agents are able to offer a 
door to door service, which airlines would only be able to equal If they were 
willing to Invest In a widespread road transport Infrastructure. The air freight 
Industry does not generally onjoy a competitive advantage over surface tianspcrt, 
especially over shorter distances. Freight forwarding agencies are consequently 
In a position to offer freight transport service that encompasses different modes 
of transport, thus enabling customers to choose a most suitable mode.
The control that agencies exert over the distribution channel for airline services Is 
becoming an Increasingly controversial Issue. The extent of commissions payable 
to agents Increasingly brings the role of agents Into question.
The role of the travel agent, and the structure of the travel agency Industry, Is 
currently undergoing significant changes, in recent years, technological develop­
ments, particularly In the field of direct access to airline reservations computers, 
have fundamentally threatened the role of the agent. A series of airline product 
developments such as the shuttle concept and standby ticket, have contributed to 
diminishing the role of the agent In selling.
Consumers of air transport Include air passengers, as well as shippers of air 
freight. The desires of consumers are manifold. The major Interests of consumers 
concern the availability of a safe airline product at a reasonable price, which more 
or less meets their needs. In recent years, It has become evldc :t that consumer 
groups are Increasingly vociferous In their opposition to the airline Industry. The 
consumerlst movement has consequently exerted more pressure on the airline 
Industry than on many asner Industries, mainly because emotional demands for 
cheaper airline travel tend to enjoy universal appeal.
Since the Inception of the airline Industry during the early part of this century, the 
significance of various segments of the air transport market has been 
fundamentally transformed. In the early days, air postal services dominated, 
whereas In the aftermath of the Second World War, the business travel segment 
became dominant. Recently, the leisure travel market has become an Increasingly 
Important market segment. These developments are as a result of the enormous 
social, economic and technological changes that occurred during the twentieth 
century and contributed to the dynamics of the airline Industry. The air transport 
Industry Is, however, still growing which means that there Is a largo group of
unexplolted potential consumers. These people have a desire to use airline 
services, and are willing to pay a reasonable price In order to do so. However, the 
correct type of airline products ind services have yet to be mar)' ivaltable to 
them.
Airlines have organised themselves Into e number of airline trade organisations, 
one of them being thn International Air Transport Association (IATA). IATA has 
been, and to some extent still Is, an extremely controversial organisation, mainly 
because of Its role In establishing International air fares. IATA ham consequently 
become the symbol of International air transport legulatlon. In recent years, the 
Influence of IATA has declined considerably, resulting In Its role being redefined 
to Include aspects such as cooperation of a more technical nature. The clearing 
house services of IATA Is also extremely valuable to the airline Industry In the 
sense that It facilitates Interline travel between different airlines.
The International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO), Is a branch of the United 
Nations Organisation which concerns itself with the more technical aspects of 
International aviation, such as air navigation facilities. It accordingly formulates 
policies and standards of a technical nature which airlines of the world are 
required to adhere to.
The nature of competition within the airline industry Is changing as pressure to 
deregulate the airline Industry mounts in different countries. Full-scale competi­
tion between various airlines Is however, constrained due to a number of factors 
such as restrictions on foreign shareholding which hamper the emergence of truly 
global airlines; :he International airline Industry being seen by many governments 
as an Instrument of foreign policy; state shareholding In airline companies; and In 
some Instances a lack of trust In the market as a mechanism for allocating scarce 
resources. The trend, however, Is for competitive forces to become more intense 
as an growing number of countries are either pursuing or propagating an open 
skies' air transport policy.
2.5 DYNAMICS OF THE AIRLINE INDUSTRY
Developments In the air transport Industry have continued to fundamentally 
restructure the strategic and operational relationships within the Industry. The 
economic, social, political, technological and competitive environments In which 
the airline Industry operates, have In recent years been In a constant state of flux. 
This dynamic Is evolving new strategic opportunities, but at the same time 
presenting the Industry with a host ol strategic threats. As a result, the economics 
of the Industry are consequently continuously being redefined, and airlines are 
being presented with the challenge to s'ratc plcally and operationally adjust their 
Internal and external relationships.
It has been observed In many Industries thb. costs follow a downward trend 
during the transition from an Infant to a mature staoe. The Boston Consulting 
Group found that, ‘every time the cumulated experience In manufacturing a given 
product doubled, the total unit value added cost, expressed In real terms declined 
by a constant and predictable percentage.' (Robinson 1986, p.168) This 
phenomenon Is known as the experience curve. This effect has also been present 
In the airline industry and has contributed to fundamentally changing the 
economics of the industry.
Unit cost levels, within the International airline industry, displayed a consistently 
and very pronounced downward trend over a long period of time. During the past 
four decades technical changes and Innovation In aviation have been progressing 
at a pace equalled In few other Industries. In the context of operating costs, the 
impact of such technological advancement has been phenomenal.
Cost reduction as a result of technical progress resulted from a number of 
sources:
a. The change-over from platen to turboprop and jet propulsion resulted 
In a considerably Improved consumption of fuel. Bearing In mind that 
fuel represents a major Input cost for the airline Industry, these 
technical developments had a significant Impact on the economics of 
the industry. In addition, new prop j "  technology. It Is claimed, will 
offer fuel saving of between twenty-five to thirty percent over 
technology currently being employed.
o. Maintenance costs have also been reduced because turbine-powered 
aircraft can be maintained at costs well below plston-englned airliners. 
Moreover, a lower frequency of maintenance Is required.
c. The Increasing range capability of aircraft has also resulted in a 
reduction of costs associated with Intermediate stops.
d. The Increasing size and productivity of aircraft has contributed most 
significantly to reductions In unit cost levels. In particular, many of the 
costs associated with aircraft operations do not rise In proportion with 
aircraft size.
Technological developments In aviation, whilst beneficial In terms of their Impact 
on operating costs and safety, also pose some serious problems. New aircraft 
were often Introduced In response to competitive pressures from otner airlines. 
These newer airliners ware often larger, and flew at higher speeds, resulting in a
strong downward pressure on load factors In anticipation of market growth. Also, 
whilst operating costs per capacity tonne kilometre were falling, the capital costs 
for acquiring these new aircraft were escalating very rapidly.
The extremely rapid development of aviation technology since the Second World 
War has not only succeeded In dramatically reducing unit costs, but also in 
creating new market opportunities. These market opportunities resulted from the 
fact that larger payloads (passengers and freight) could be carrleo faster and at 
reduced costs by successive generations of airliners. This lower level of costs, 
translated Into a reduction In the level of fares and tariffs In real terms, as well as 
the rising level of general prosperity In the economy as expressed by teal per 
capita income, resulted In very rapid growth of the air transport industry. During 
the past twenty-five years, the Industry’s output has Increased nearly twenty-fold.
The post-war period has also saen a fundamental structural change In the 
composition of the air travel market. Whereas business travellers In previous 
years constituted the major market segment, price and Income-elastic leisure 
travellers dominate nowadays, in 1950, less than twenty percent of all passengers 
on world airlines were travelling for pleasure. It is estimated that by the end of 
this century more than ninety percent of ail passengers will be trave:"ng for 
pleasure related reasons. This development represents a major dynamic for the 
airline Industry in the sense that this huge leisure market segment will exert 
r assure on governments world wide to deregulate the airline Industry, thereby 
resulting in air travel becoming increasingly competitive.
Social and economic philosophy emerging during the 1980s has been the political 
consensus of reducing government intervention In the working of the economy. 
Shaw (I961,p.103) states that:
‘The airline industry, given both its intrinsic Importance and Its 
emotional appeal to many people, was always likely to be a 
prime target for the deregulator's attention.’
The recent trend towards privatisation cl the airline Industry In a number of 
countries Is evidence of this new political environment.
Throughout Its history, the geographical distribution of growth in the demand for 
air transport services has been highly uneven. In recent years, the long-estab­
lished markets of the United States and Europi have seen their airline Industries 
expanding at a *.»newhat slower rate. In comrast, within the countries of the 
Pacific rim, reflecting higher levels of economic development, airline services 
have been expanding at a particularly rapid pace, h is consequently expected that 
during the next decade, the relative significance In global terms of North Atlantic 
routes will decline substantially In favour of Pacific ro Jtes.
Rapid development of Information technology Is contributing to fundamentally 
alter strategic and operational relationships within the airline industry. The 
Increasing automation of activities such as reservations, ticketing, schedule 
planning, pricing and distribution, Is enabling airlines to cut costs and Improve 
productlvlty.lt Is generally recognised within the airline Industry that sophisticated 
computerised reservation systems currently bolng developed and expanded by 
some airlines, are major strategic tools that will enable these airlines to effectively 
control the distribution channel for airline services. The physical purchase of 
tickets will also change dramatically. Use of computers to sell tickets will ailow 
the airlines to control the distribution channel more closely by taking these 
services out of the airport and travel agencies and placing them closer to their 
various customer groups
A major strategic threat to the airline Industry Is the question of security. Key 
questions In this connection are whether the concern for terrorism could dampen 
long term demand for flying, and whether the Intensive security controls being 
Imposed will Impede prospects for opening new routes.
A recent development, particularly In the United States, has been the development 
of mega alrilnes, l.e. very large airlines created either through mergers and 
acquisitions, or to a lesser extent through high rates of Internal growth. The 
objective of forming these mega-carrlers has been mostly to reduce compotltioi. 
within a deregulated environment, and also to be a stated objective to compete 
more effectively within a global context. It Is not expected that a full-scale global 
airline will emerge during the next few years as most, If not all, governments are 
Intent on pursuing a parochial nationalistic aviation policy with regard to 
International air transport.
9 R COMPETITIVE ISSUES IN THE AIRLINE INPUSTBY
The freedom of action In the air transport Industry Is circumscribed by a unique 
regulatory environment. Regulation of air transport operatlor.s can be defined as 
the purposeful attempt by governmental authc rltles or their appointed agencies to 
ensure that vsrtaln objectives are being met, which might not be achieved under 
the operation of market forces. Regulation consequently constitutes government 
Intervention In the working of the airline Industry, thereby fundamentally 
Influencing the economics of the Indust.y. Ussltzyn (Shaw, 19R1) asserts:
Probably no other world-wide economic activity of comparable 
magnitude is more thoroughly regulated, less free of ohlclal 
restraint and guidance, than I® world air transport.
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advanced level of a/latlon technology, the need to ensure passenger safety, 
the international nature of much of the airline Industry, have all 
Introduction and development of a more complex and wide-ranging 
rugulatory regime than those found In most Industries.
Airline regulations are broadly of two kinds. Firstly, there Is a whole host of 
technical standards and regulations, the prime objective of which Is to achieve 
very high levels of safety In airline operations. Secondly, International air 
transport Is governed by a multitude of national, bilateral and multilateral 
regulations and agreements whose objectives are the economic, and on occasion, 
the political regulation and control of the Industry.
Technical, or non-economlc regulations Include aspects such as:
Aircraft airworthiness In terms of Its design and production standards, 
and also In terms of Its performance under widely different operating 
conditions.
The quality of maintenance and overhaul work, as well as the training 
and qualifications of the engineers responsible for such work.
The number and type of flight and cabin crew, their duties, training, 
licensing, work loads and schedules.
Flight preparation and In-flight procedures.
Aviation Infrastructure such as airport facilities, meteorological ser­
vices and en-route navigational facilities.
Air transport has always been considered to have unique safety issues. 
Regulation of markets that restrict entry to those firms which can demonstrate 
their ability to operate according to generally accepted safety standards has been 
and remains non-controverslal. However, an opinion exists that a high degree of 
competition Is In Itself dangerous as airlines would tend to neglect appropriate 
aircraft maintenance. An argument to the contrary states that airlines have a 
strong commercial self-interest In safe operation.
Technical standards and safety procedures tend to raise the cost structure of 
airline operations. Such controls are however, essential for maintenance of high 
safety standards. Significantly though, all airlines are more-or-less equally 
affected since there is very little potential for circumventing national or 
International safety regulations for any substantial period of time.
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Economic aspects of the regulatory regime governing the International airline 
Industry have remained largely unchanged over an extended period of time. Such 
economic regulation has been based upon bilateral air services agreements 
negotiated between governments regulating the exchange of traffic rights, 
Inter-alrllne agreements controlling capacities and frequencies and tariff agree­
ments negotiated within the I ATA framework. The significance of these economic 
controls, unlike the technical standards outlined above, is that all airlines are not 
affected equally.
From a marketing point of view It may be perfectly correct for management to 
support the Imposition of regulatory control over an Industry If It Is felt that such 
regulation will be to Its advantage in meeting corporate objectives. Therefore, In 
many Instances, the support for regulation, which has come from a large part of 
the airline Industry, may have been entirely correct. However, In aupport.ng a 
regulatory framework for the airline industry, airline management has brought 
upon itself two Important consequences. Firstly, competitive opportunities against 
rival airlines have been sharply reduced. Secondly, management has lost Its 
freedom to respond quickly to changing market conditions r \,ulat!ons have 
been based on the twin processes of Inter-aK ...e'-governmental
negotiation and compromise.
Economic regulation has constrained freedom of action of Individually scheduled 
airlines In a number of ways:
a. Airlines generally do not enjoy freedom to access markets and routes 
at will, thereby making the airline dependent on action and support 
from ..atlonal government In ordei to obtain the necessary traffic 
rights. Government action though, u  directed by national policy 
considerations which may not necessarily conform to the Interests and 
objectives of the airline concerned.
b. The level of output or production of an airline may not be entirely at 
the discretion of Its management. Production may be limited either 
through provisions contained within bilateral agreements circumscrib­
ing capacity, or through Inter-alrllne agreements on revenue sharing 
and capacity. Either airline within a duopollstlc market environment 
may be unable or unwilling to Increase their own capacity, thereby 
vetoing the other airline’s expansion plans. Such action Is normally 
supported by Its respective national government. Shaw (198l,p.97) 
notes that, ‘the all-embracing nature of bilateral agreements mean that 
marketing In scheduled airlines’ International services has been 
carried out In an environment of government regulation which Is 
tighter than that facing any other major world Industry.'
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c. Regulation has Impinged on pricing as a marketing decision. The aim 
of the Imposition ot many regulations has indeed frequently been to 
reduce price competition amongst Industry participants. Within the 
International environment, tariffs have traditionally been set as a 
compromise within the multilateral framework of IATA. Also, govern­
ments generally have the responsibility of approving or disallowing all 
domestic and International tariffs. Airline pricing Is thus subject to a 
multitude of political considerations.
d. Other aspects of economic regulation Include such diverse aspects as 
the type of service provided, the quality of cabin service which might 
be offered, as well as the type of equipment which might be operated.
e. In some Instances, the elimination of competition Is taken to the 
ultimate degree by an Insistence that carriers should operate a pooling 
agreement, whereby at the end of each year revenues, cows or profits 
are shared out according to an agreed formula.
Economic argument In favour of regulation of both International and domestic air
services. Is based upon:
a. The market for air transport services Is characterised by the presence 
of strong oligopolistic tendencies. Such an oligopolistic market 
structure emanates from the industry’s peculiar cost structure which 
displays a relative lack of economies of scale, as well as the nature of 
the airline product being relatively homogeneous An absence of an 
appropriate regulatory regime would consequently lead to wasteful 
competition as new entrants are tempted to establish themselves by 
undercutting fares. A price war with adverse consequences would 
accordingly result.
b. A second economic argument In favour of the economic regulation of 
the air transport industry, Is based upon the notion that the Industry Is 
a public utility, or at least a quasi public utility. External benefits 
arising from civil aviation are assumed to be not only of an economic, 
but also of a strategic, social, as well as political nature. The Industry 
needs to be regulated accordingly In order to ensure that such 
benefits are not jerpardlsed. In addition, the airline Industry plays a 
significant role In promoting regional accessibility within a country. In 
providing the essential communications for International trade and 
commerce, and, through air freight, providing the physical means by 
which an Increasing amount of trade can be accomplished.
The public utility nature of the air transport Industry has, rightly or 
wrongly, been considered so Important that most countries have 
concentrated on developing one major scheduled operator, usually 
with direct government participation. The same carrier often operates 
domestic services and acts as the designated foreign carrier. These 
countries have tried to avoid conflict between private commercial 
needs and 'national Interest' by having a monopolistic structure In air 
transport, with a strong direct or indirect government Influence on the 
national airline. It was, and still Is, a natural extension of th.s point of 
view to believe that free and unregulated competition on International 
air routes would endanger national Interests because of the possibility 
of adversely affecting the national airline.
The public service features In operating a scheduled air transport 
service Impose costly obligations on the airlines concerned. This 
aspect makes the scheduled airline Industry particularly vulnerable to 
price competition from airlines not committed to operating according 
to fixed schedules.
It Is argued that free competition may result In scheduled services 
being undermined. Demand for airline services Is highly variable In 
respect of tlma of day, day of week, as well as month of year. In the 
absence of regulatory controls, It Is thus plausible that routes may 
tend only to be well served at peak times when many carriers perceive 
opportunities for worthwhile participation. During off-peak periods, 
however, service may tend to be discontinued, resulting In no true 
scheduled provision, and In particular a degree of Inconvenience to all 
those wishing to travel outside peak periods.
Within a regulated environment, scheduled services can be guaranteed 
by affording protection from competition for a limited number of 
airlines on the explicit understanding that regular, reliable year-round 
service would be offered. High returns earned during periods of peak 
demand should compensate for lessee Incurred during periods of 
relatively slack demand, thereby ensuring an overall profitable 
operation.
The theory of perfectly competitive markets not only requires freedom 
and ease of entry, but also freedom of exit In order that loss-makers 
may leave the market to more efficient carriers. In practice, on 
International air routes, the loss-makers tend to continue operating In 
spite of losses Incurred. State-owned airlines may receive direct 
subsidies or government guarantees to enable them to raise further
loans, allowing such unprofitable airlines to stay In business. Even If 
privately owned, the losses Incurred by unprofitable airlines might be 
mitigated by selling off non airline assets.
It has been suggested that regulated market conditions would more 
likely ensure the existence of a wide route network than free 
competition would It Is argued that In a regulated environment, market 
entry will only be granted to a limited number of carriers If market 
potential Is deemed to be limited. These airlines mlgt t then be able to 
enjoy reasonable traffic levels and to exploit such available economies 
of scale. Free market conditions on the other hand, may tend to 
encourage a large number of carriers to enter a particular route or 
market. Costs may be forced up as carriers duplicate Investments 
such as those In ground handling facilities. The aval,able traffic may 
also be shared rather thinly between the competing airlines. A 
plauslolo consequence might then be that all carriers would find It 
Impossible to maintain a viable profitable operation, resulting In the 
abandonment of the route.
Regulation may also provide a solution to the problem of maintaining 
an air transport service on thin routes, which Is unlikely to be 
profitable, even for efficient airlines, if market entry is restricted on 
dense routes, thereby enabling airlines which are granted entry to earn 
abnormally high profits, It Is argued that regulators may then be able 
to Insist that such alrllras else operate some unprofitable routes, on a 
basis of cross-aubsldlsatlon. Regulation would thus tend to ensure the 
development and maintenance of an air transport Infrastructure 
according to the political, social end economic objectives of j  national 
government.
The airline industry still exhibits some of the features of an Infant 
Industry. These are manifested In the existence of substantial 
differences In efficiency and competitive ability between Industry 
participants. The wide array of social and economic Influences 
emanating from air transport la a strong motivating force for a country, 
with a relatively weak national airline, to Impose a regulator/ regime In 
order to protect Its national Interests.
Weak nations have tended to regulate airline competition, and also, 
directly or indirectly, to subsidise thalr flag carrier's operations. 
Airlines from more powerful countries hove consequently complained 
that they face unfair competition from both subsidisation and edicts 
from governments placing pressure on their citizens to use the
national airline. The reeult has almost always been an acceptance of 
regulated competition belnc the beat compromise achieved under 
;neee circumstances.
Economic regulation of the airline Industry has elicited criticism on a number of 
grounds. These Include Inter alia, the following:
a. The convenience of a scheduled product Is only really needed by 
business passengers and those travelling on urgent family matters. 
The needs of the market segment that consists of leisure travellers 
and holiday-makers, may Indeed be better served by low prices rather 
than a high degree of scheduled convenience. Shaw (1981 ,p.92) 
concludes that, a decision to regi e air transport In order to protect 
scheduled services Is therefore a value Judgement that the Interests of 
one section of the travelling public should be placed before thoae of 
another.’
b. Regulation of International airline operations has resulted In largo 
amounts of airline marketing resources being spent on co-operative 
discussions with other airlines, whereas It might be argued that the 
airlines' marketing activities should rather have been focused on 
planning, developing and selling their products In order to attain a 
competitive edge. Also, the all-pervasive practice of concluding pool 
agreements, has tended to consume large amounts of executive time.
An airline however, still needs to attain a superior competitive position 
in order to strengthei: its negotiating stance at annual pool dis­
cussions.
c. Regulation may not have had the effect of significantly reducing the 
extent to which airlines compete. Many all lines are guided by 
corporate objectives which demand achievement of competitive 
success against their rivals. A consequence of regulation has 
therefore been the redirection of competitive effort to those areas 
such as cabin service and promotional expenditure where competition 
has remained possible. Revenues that are ensured by regulated prices 
have been used to pay for evermore costly non-price competition.
d. Regulation of the airline industry has resulted In blunting alr'lne 
Initiative In respect ot responding to emerging market opportunities, 
particularly In those Instances where an airline has enjoyed monopol­
istic protection. Regulated air transport markets consequently display a 
lesser degree of dynamism than deregulated markets, as Is evidenced 
by the experience ot the United States airlines since deregulation.
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confers on airlines, 
g Regulation Is administratively c> imbersome and costly.
The regulated environment In which the post-war airline Industry has been 
operating, has brought about a number of beneficial consequences.
a. it has provided a stable basis for the progress of the Industry from Its 
earliest stages to Its current level of development.
strengths of the airlines In the two countries are fundamentally 
different.
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urgent personal matters,
d. Regulation has brought about a consistency of services.
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commonly agreed tariff.
off-peak times without (ear of losing revenue to their competitors.
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availability of seats, whenever required.
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tariffs and a wider range ot services and product teaturjs .
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in the vast majority of International airline sectors, competition Is limited to the 
deslgnrted national carriers of the two countries Involved. In a limited number o 
instances, one or more, fifth freedom carriers may be ilcented to operate on a 
particular international route, but In most cases these airlines only supply a 
relatively small proportion of the total capacity available.
The duopollstlc market structure of most International markets has created a 
strong Incentive for formal or Informal agreements amongst the duopollsts. o 
share out the market. This Is achieved by the wide array of pooling agreements 
between airlines. Where one of the two competing airlines Is much weaker or 
smaller than the other, pooling is a mechanism that guarantee, the share o 
capacity and revenue of the weaker airline. In those instances where nelthe of 
the two carriers enjoy an obvious competitive advantage over the other, pooling 
Is a wey of pushing up load factors by restricting the amount of capacity and 
frequency offered. Consequently, costs are reduced ana schedules rationalised, 
in the absence of pooling agreements, competing airlines tend to concentrate 
departures a. peak period, of demand, whereas „ all revenue w ere shared 
airlines might be willing to operate some flight, at less attractive times. Poo 
partners w n  collectively plan their schedules In order to offer a good range of 
departure times throughout the day. This practice seems to benefit passengers 
and tends to stimulate demand.
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declining levels of service particularly with regard to the on-tlme performance of 
the American airline industry.
In those Instances where airlines operate In bo’h liberalised and highly 
competitive markets, problems may occur in the competitive markets because 
those airlines may be tempted to utilise the x ess profits earned In regulated 
markets to otrengthen their competitive oosition against their rivals, as they do 
not have access to the profitabU regulated markets.
The future of a deregulated airline Incuitry is dependent upon a number of critical 
conditions:
a. Stable world economic conditions, thereby ensuring that participating 
airlines enjoy reasonable financial health.
b. The ability of airports and air navigation facilities to handle the ensuing 
increments! traffic.
c. The existence of a political consensus that deregulation will afford 
benefits to the national economy.
d. The ability of the airline industry to sufficiently meet demands of the 
various market segments in respect of quantity, as well as quality of 
service provided.
e. Declining equity participation by governments in their national airlines 
as is evidenced a world-wide trend towards privatisation in the airline 
industry.
2.7 COST STRUCTURE OF THE AIRLINE IN D U S IM
The cost structure of the siriine industry is Influenced by a multitude of factors 
which may be grouped into three broad categories o r the basis management's 
ability to exercise control over them:
a. Prevailing wage levels, fuel prices and airport and navigation user
chargee are generally assumed to be beyond the control of an airiine'a 
management. An airline must accept these as more or less given, and 
may only marginally mitigate their impact through negotiations with 
unions or fuei suppliers.
b The geographical location of an airline's home base, the bilateral air 
service egret nenta signed by its government, the traffic deneity on its 
•outes end other such factors will strongly influence the type of 
xircraft required and the network to be operated Although an airline's 
management may exercise some discretion in the choice of the type of
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aircraft used and the route network operated, management Is only able 
to Influence cost levels emanating from these factors to a limited 
extent.
Management has more-or- less total control over costs Incurred 
through Its marketing activities and financial policy. In particular, 
managerial efficiency and effectiveness are significant cost determi­
nants, and are crucial In the sense that they determine the degree to 
which '.he Impact of the other factors mentioned above, whether 
favourable or unfavourable, can be modified for the benefit of the 
airline concerned.
For most International airlines, wage costs represent between twenty-five and 
thirty-five percent of their total operating costs (Table o), although this figure Is 
lower In many Third World airlines. Since wages represent a high proportion of 
total costs, variations In the average level of wages paid have a dire ;t effect on 
an airline’s total costs, and may also lead to appreciable cost differ*! ..es between 
airlines. However, salaries and wages paid by an airline depend primarily on 
prevailing salary levels and the labour market In Its home country rather than on 
the negotiating skills of the airline’s personnel department.
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Britlsn Airways 23.9
KLM 33.5
Lufthansa 32.1
Singapore Airlines 19.3
Swissair 38.6
Source: Airline Annual Reports
A number of Institutional arrangements exist whereby airline wage levels are 
determined. In some countries the Interplay between supply and demand for 
various categories of labour required by an airline, together with the strength of 
particular unions, will broadly determine the level of wages. In other countries 
wage levels may be set by national agreements between the government or
r
employers' associations and the trade unions, whereas in some Instances 
governments themselves virtually determine the levels to be paid and Impose 
them on employes and employees alike, in all cases the prevailing wage levels 
are related to the standard and cost of living In the country concerned.
Tlie ultimate cost of labour depends not only on the wage rates paid, but also on 
the productivity of that labour. Airline productivity Is a highly complex Issue 
dependent upon Institutional factors such as working hours per week, maximum 
duty periods for flying staff, as well as upon operational factors such as size of 
aircraft, stage length and frequencies operated. Within these constraints, the role 
-* management Is to achieve as high a level of productivity as possible amc igst 
Its various groups of workers.
As a result of Caregulatlon In the United States, some new largely nin-unlonised 
airlines succeeded in undermining the power of the established airline unions. 
These new carriers experienced no d:;,.uulty In attracting employees willing to 
work at much lower salaries and under stricter working conditions. Some of the 
established airlines Induced their employees, either voluntarily or Involuntarily, to 
accept wage cuts, whereas others Introduced a two-tier wage structure whereby 
new employees were taken on at far lower salaries than existing ones. Some 
airlines also offered shares to their employees In exchange for wage conces- 
slons. The objective of these actions was to bring the wage costs of established 
airlines more Into line with the new emerging low cost carriers.
Fuel costs currently comprise between ten and twenty percent of airline operating 
costs. The airline Industry Is extremely vulnerable to events In the internatlonr oil 
market. The unstable conditions that prevailed In the world oil market In 1974,75 
and again In 1979/80 created tremendous problems for the airline Industry as It 
attempted to structurally readjust to a fundamental new cost structure. Recently, 
however, as a result of an over-supply of crude oil In the International oil market, 
the oil price, and In particular the price of aviation fuel, has fallen resulting In a 
substantial reduction In airline operating costs. The price of aviation fuel Is one of 
the major determinants of short term fluctuating airline profits.
The price of aviation fue! depends partly on the pricing policies of fuel companies 
and partly on the fiscal policies of the government of the country concerned. 
Although the price of crude oil and refinery costs are similar world-wide, the 
distribution and handling costs tend to vary considerably. Oil refineries aro widely 
scattered around the world but only a relatively small number of refineries refine 
aviation fuel. The supply of fuel to some airports may Involve lengthy and costly 
transportation, especially If the airport Is a fair distance from a port. Transporta­
tion and handling costs also vary In relation to the volumes handled. A
government influence the price of Jet fuel by Imposing Import duties or other 
kinds of tax on me fuel, or by fixing the price of fuel as a matter of government 
policy.
Hew airlines though, pay the posted price of aviation fuel. Major airlines are 
normally able to negotiate quantity discounts. The level of the discount will also 
be Influenced by the number of fuel suppliers at a particular airport. If there Is 
only one oil company providing fuel, then the scope for pushing down the price Is 
clearly limited. Recently, however, some International airlines have succeeded In 
negotiating packages for supplying fuel on a world-wide basis.
Although an airline's management Is only able to Influence the basic price of fuel 
marginally, an airline can lower Its fuel costs by endeavouring to consume fuel as 
efficiently and effectively as possible. This Is achieved Inter alia, by trying to 
reduce the weight of the aircraft by using lighter equipment In the cabin, and less 
paint on the outside of the aircraft, avoiding carrying more fuel than Is required 
by the safety minima on a particular sector, as well as by reducing aircraft 
cruising speed. An Increasing use Is also being made of airliners employing more 
efficient technology In respect of fuel consumption.
The price of aviation fuel Is denominated In United States Dollars. Fluctuating 
exchange rates thus may have a major Impact on the fuel costs of a non-Unlted 
States airline. In particular, the impact of a fluctuating Dollar on the operating 
profitability of those airlines which earn relatively little revenue In United States 
Dollars, may be quite substantial. Airlines may, however, by applying financial 
mechanisms such as hedging, reduce the risks and Impact of fluctuating oil 
prices and currencies.
Airline depreciation costs depend upon the depreciation policy pursued. In 
particular, the depreciation period adopted and the residual value assumed are 
determined by an airline’s financial policy. In many countries legislation or 
accounting convention may require the adoption of a particular depreciation 
policy or may Impose certain minimum requirements. Most International airlines, 
however, have some flexibility In deciding on the effective commercial life of their 
aircraft and their residual value at the end of that life. This type of flexibility is 
Important and may significantly affect reported operating profits. This aspect 
makes comparisons between International airlines somewhat difficult. The 
Increasing utilisation of leasing and other off balance sheet financing methods to 
acquire new aircraft also tends to affect the level of depreciation charges Incurred 
by a specific airline.
The deteriorating debt-equlty ratios of many airlines have also resulted In an 
Increasing Interest burden faced by these airlines. State-owned airlines, which In 
recent years have received very little capital Infusions from their governments 
and consequently have had to rely on debt capital to finance their aircraft 
acquisitions, are particularly vulnerable In this regard. Financing charges can only 
effectively be controlled by financially restructuring the capital etruc ure of the 
airline concerned. In many Instances, this is easier said than done.
Airlines have very little control over the level of user charges such ce landing 
fees and air navigation charges. Although the airline Industry as a whole, acting 
through IATA, may try to hold down increases in landing fees or en-route charges 
In a particular country, an individual airline has no scope for negotiating better 
utes for Itself. Those costs currently account for approximately seven percent of 
to'al airline costs and have been the fastest rising portion of total costs during 
the pas* decade. In order to combat security risks, airlines are confronted with 
Inert ased costs In respect of security control functions, as well as rising 
insurance premiums.
Once an aircraft Is scheduled for a particular flight, the total cost of that flight Is 
only marg'nally Influenced by thv number of passengers, or the amount of freight 
carried by that flight. The cost characteristics of an Individual flight operation of a 
scheduled a rllne, have contributed to the view that the cost structure of the 
airline Industry Is of an ex+remely fixed nature. An Industry rule of thumb states 
that the variable cost of adding additional passengers amounts to only te.i 
percent of the Ure paid by that passenger. The short-run cost characteristics of 
airline operations, as well as the highly perishable nature of the airline product, 
are mainly .espons ble for the price wars seen In highly comoetltlve markets.
However, according to Doganls (1985,p.89), the cost structure of the airline 
Industry Is characteris ed by a high proportion nt variable costs. In the short term, 
significant cost savings can be achieved by cancelling a flight cr a series of 
flights. Moreover, many costs previously considered to be of a fixed nature, are In 
fact variable. Doganls (19V5,p.89) contends that as much as ninety percent of total 
costs can be varied In the medium term either by discontinuing all operations, or 
by a partial withdrawal of certain operations. This view of airline costs, however, 
presupposes an active ana flexible approach to cost and operations management 
In an airline.
Such a high proportion of variable costs has Important Implications for airline 
operations planning. In the shoit term, substantial cost savings can be achieved 
by cancelling a flight or withdrawing from a route. Costs can be adjusted by 
selling redundant aircraft , thereby reducing depreciation charges, reducing or 
redeploying staff, closing down non-performing sales offices or selling off
tlxed Investments In navigational aids, runways or terminals.
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airlines has often been well below the cost of provision.
With regard to operational aspects, the threa most significant considerations 
which have an Impact upon the level of operating costs are:
a. The stage length ol the sectors and routes operated by an airline.
b. The traffic volumes on these routes.
c The size of the aircraft operated on these routes.
w m m m
the aircraft fleet.
B * *
of traffic handled.
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the use ot labour. Labour costa, particularly with 'egard to maintenance staff and 
crew, do not rise proportionately In relation to aircraft size. The cruising speed of 
an aircraft and the range or distance that an aircraft can fly with a full payload, 
together with an aircraft's sire are the essential determinants of an aircraft’s 
productive potential. This has a crucial Impact on the cost structure of an airline.
Higher costs are t'kely to result If an airline has not standardised In respect of Ito 
fleet of aircraft. The»> higher costs result, Inter alia, from the costs of spares 
holding, training fllghi crew and maintenance staff. Also, malntsnance costs woulJ 
be particularly high for small fleets If engines and aircraft were to be sent 
elsewhere for major overhauls. Such small fleets may preclude the Installation ot 
more advanced local maintenance facilities. Pilots are certified for only one 
alrch.lt type at a time, v. ilch means that a larger number of flight crew per aircraft 
would be required. This Implies that an airline with a small mixed fleet faces a 
cost disadvantage.
Doganls (198S,p.132) states:
The quality ot management affects the efficiency with which the 
management of an airline brings together the various factors of 
production at Its disposal In order to meet different levels and 
types of demand In different markets. In theory It Is management 
ability, or the lack of It, which should explain cost differences 
between airlines which cannot be attributed to variations In Input 
costs, aircraft types operated, stage lengths or any of the other 
cost variables.’
The demand for airline services Is a derived demand In the sense that It Is 
dependent upon other activities such as business communication, holidays, sport 
fixtures and general trade and commerce. In order to understand the nature of the 
market segments that the airline Industry endeavours to satisfy, the characteris­
tics of these other activities must be assessed and evaluated.
The peculiar nature of the airline product has created a strong Incentive for 
airlines to Integrate vertically Into other areas of the travel Industry such as 
hotels, travel agencies, car hire firms and tour operating companies. The objective 
Is principally to exercise greater control over the nature of the total travel product, 
as well as to have some control over the distribution channel or the a'rllne 
product. Also, airline marketing techniques are frequently oriented towards selling 
and promoting a value-added produtt comprising n total travel package, rather 
than merely selling and promoting a particular airline Journey.
Che purpose of most air travel Is either for business or leisure reasons. Business 
travel Involves a journey necesslVed by one's employment The main determl- 
nants for business travel tend to be 'he level of trade and commercial Interaction 
between tw , cities. The leisure market can be subdivided Into two distinct 
catego .es, namely holiday travel and travel of which the primary purpose is 
vicitlng friends or relatives. The ouslness and leisure market display some very 
different characteristics which, inter alia, emanate from the fact that the leisure 
traveller Invariably pays for his own travel, whereas the business traveller s the 
journey Is normally paid for by a business organisation. The leisure segment of 
the air travel market Is, however, expected to grow at a much faster rate than the 
business travel sector. This phenomenon Is related to ttn  growing affluence and 
changing demographics In industrialised countries, as well as the fact that the 
general population has an Increasing amount of leisure time at Its disposal.
Doganls (I965,p.162) states that In recent years there has been a growing 
awareness amongst airline managers that the simplistic approach to market 
segmentation based on trip purpose, has some very serious shortcomings, in 
particular, too much emphasis Is placed on the demographic and socio-economic 
features of the passengers, rather than appreciating passenger needs and 
requirements when travelling by air. Dcganls (I985,p.i62) asserts that:
departure than to know his sex or age?'
Also, traditional market segmentation tends to oversimplify and ignore the 
motivational factors Involved In travel decisions. Theeo motivations are intimately 
related to the specific requirements and needs of a specific business or leisure 
traveller. The rationale behind a more complex market segmentation approach Is 
that each segment should have disvnctivt noeds and expectations, such as the 
need to alter reservations, to make stop-overs, the ability to pay particular fare 
levels, expectations In terms of In-flight service and comfort. An Improved 
understanding of the motivations and consequently the needs of the air transport 
market Is essential for appropriate product planning and pricing by the airline 
industry.
The dem.rnd for airline services Is determined by the Interaction of a .argo 
number of variables which have different Impacts on t r *  various market 
segments. These variables fall broadly Into two categories, namely the generei 
economic and supply-related factors that Influence demand In ail markets, and 
the more peculiar factors that Influence demand In specific markets only.
The phenomenal growth In the demand lor airline services during the past thirty 
years can largely be attributed to the fact that the price of airline services has 
declined substantially In real terms, and to rising general affluence In many 
countries as exemplified by the growth In personal disposable income. The world 
economic climate, end the rate of economic growth In particular countries or 
regions of the world, Influence demand In a rather complex way. They determine 
the level of Industrial and economic activity In each country, and more generally 
the level and nature of International trade. The level of economic activity and 
trade determines the growth In the demand for business travel. Indirect,y, It also 
Influences leisure demand since It affects the level and growth of personal 
Income. These economic factors must be assessed within a demographic 
context. The size t>nd cUstrlbutlon of populations served by a route Impose a 
major constraint on the level of potential demand.
Supply conditions other than price, have a significant Impact on the demand for 
air transport products. Whilst frequency of service, seat availability, departure and 
arrival times, number of en-route stops and other supply features Influence the 
level of demand, as well as the distribution of that demand between competing 
airlines In the short term, It Is the Improvements In the overall speed and 
convenience of air transport that have had the most significant effect on demand 
In the long term.
The nature and growth of airline demand on any route can only be understood by 
reference lo the economic and demographic characteristics of the market at 
either end ot the route, as woll as to the supply features of the air services 
provided. The peculiar circumstances affecting demand on a particular route such 
as the tourist attractiveness of a destination, the historical, cultural, ethic and 
even Ideological ties between two countries, the Impact of exchango rate 
fluctuations, as well as earlier or current population movemen.s must be 
considered. These diverse factors will provide the explanation of growth and 
current level of demand on a particular route. Changes in any of these factors will 
have an Impact on the growth of demand in the future. Ultimately, however, the 
demand for air travel, similar to most goods or services, seems to be most 
closely related to price and to the Income levels of its consumers.
Although passengers represent the major portion ot traffic carried by the world's 
airlines, height and mall also constitute a significant amount of revenue earning 
traffic. For the airline Industry as a whole, the carrlnge of freight Is a significant 
factor, both In terms of the productive resource.) absorbed by It and the 
contribution made to overall revenues. For a specific airline, the relative attention 
given to passengers and freight Is a matter of market opportunities and marketing 
policy. Although freight yields generally tend to be lower than passenger yields, 
some airlines are pursuing a conscious strategy to serve the needs of the sir
freight market. The airline industry has a competitive edge over other modea of 
tranaport for the conveyance of freight In respect of high-value and time sensi­
tive freight over longer distances.
The airline product possesses seme very distinct characterlatlca. Flretly, the 
product produced by an airline la of an Intangible nature, namely an available 
passenger seat or cargo space betweon two cltlea. The relatlonahlp between the 
capacity offered by an airline and the actual passengers and freight carried la 
expressed aa a percentage called load factor. Aa a result of the peculiar nature of 
airline coata and revenuee, airline profitability Is highly sensitive to fluctuations of 
the load factor. The load factor Is Important becauae the airline product la of a 
highly per' ble nature, alnce once a flight haa departed to Ita destination, any 
unoccupied seat or unutilised cargo apace la lost aa potential revenue. Alao, the 
demand for airline eervhea la highly sensitive to a vaat array aeaaonal fcctors, as 
well aa the business cycle. In particular, airline profitability tends to fluctuate 
widely during the different phases of the busmens cycle.
The majority of International alrllnea do not have an entirely free hand with regard 
to the demand they set out to eatlefy. Their routee, aa well as the de islty ol 
demand on those routes. Is largely determined by the Interaction of geographical, 
political, economic and aoclal factore which tend to be outalde the control of an 
alrllne’e management. The geographical location of in alcilne'a home base, 
together with the level and extent of business and tourist Interaction between the 
home country and other natlona, largely determines the demand and growth 
potential of a apeclflc airline. Alao, In those instances where an airline la a 
country a only international amine, which la the case with most alrllnee, political 
preaaure may be exerted to Induce an airline to operate certain routea which It 
would otherwlae tend to Ignore.
2.B Kt-Y SUCCESS FACTOHS OF THE AIRLINE INDUSTRY 
Porter (1»80,p3) states:
The eaaence of formulating competitive etrategy la relating a 
company to Ita environment. Although the relevant environment 
la very broad, encompaaalng aoclal, aa well aa economic forcea, 
the key aspects of the firm's environment Is the industry or 
Industries In which It competes. Industry structure haa a strong 
influence In determining the competitive rules of the game aa 
well aa the atrateglea potentially available to the firm. Foicea 
outalde the Industry are elgnlflcant primarily In a relative eenae; 
alnce outside forces usually affect all flrma in the 
Industry, the key is found in the differing abllltlee of firme to 
deal with them.'
Wheatcrolt and Llpman (I906,p.l94) assail that there can be no single formula for 
success In the airline Industry. They do, however, identify a number of key 
requirements:
a. A well trained and well motivated workforce.
b. A cioae control of costa.
c. Price, product and capacity adaptability to meet changing competitive 
conditions.
d. Effective marketing arrangements and particularly CRS (computerised 
reservations system) access to all markets.
e. Full use of automating all activities, but particularly those In 
computerised yield management and Inventory control.
f. Control over feeder services either directly or by agreement with 
commuter and regional operators.
g. Predominance at one or more nub airport with control of landing slots 
and gates.
h. Expansion of market opportunities through acquisitions, mergers or 
cooperative ventures where and when appropriate.
The environment In which the airline Industry operates Is currently In a state of 
flux. In particular, the move towards a deregulated market structure entails that 
airlines are confronted with the prospect of having to operate In an environment 
In which the rules of the game are fundamentally changing. Also, a major 
strategic reorientation awaits those airlines, which have hitherto operated within 
the ambit of the public sector, but will be prh atlsed within the foreseeable future. 
Alrllnea win consequently have to assess l telr abilities to meet the challenges 
and opportunities of the newly emerging environment when formulating and 
Implementing their strategic response.
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The environment In which the airline Industry operates Is becoming Increasingly 
dynamic. This environment Is Influenced by a mult'tude of economic, social, 
political and technological issues, as well a i changes In the competitive 
environment. Howeve-, there are many variables which affect Industry perform- 
enee and profitability over which airline management has relatively little control. In 
particular, many airlines are being challenged by competitors which often have a 
lower cost structure, and a more flexible approach to taking advantage of 
emerging or latent market opportunities than their more traditional rivals. Also, the 
management of several airlines are being confronted with the prospect of no 
longer managing their alrllnea as a public sector enterprise, but rather as a 
private sector business concern. Such managements have not only to reformulate 
the strategies they have hitherto pursued, but also must adapt to a new set of 
operating objectives. Deregulation and privatisation are the major issues
confronting the managements of several airlines for the rest of this decade. The 
theory of privatisation, the application of privatisation and the key success factors 
for privatisation are discussed In Chapters Three, Four and Five respectively, 
whilst a framework for airline privatisation Is presented In Chapter Six. The 
practical experience of some airlines In respect of privatisation Is discussed In 
Chapter Eight.
CHAPTERS
THE THEORY AND CONCEPT OF PRIVATISATION
The purpose of this chapter Is to discuss and analyse theoretical issues with 
regard to the concept of privatisation. Although private ownership of productive 
resources represents o central tenet of the economic system in most countries 
outside the socialist world, state ownership of significant Industries In so-called 
capitalist economies has been  ^ well establlahod practice for a considerable 
period of time. Privatisation constitutes a conscious effort to reduce the role of 
the public lector In the economy. Successful privatisation is, however, a complex 
phenomenon. This chapter focuses or. some of these complexities.
Firstly, the background and origins of privatisation are discussed. In particular, 
privatisation became a public policy issue as a result of a general disillusionment 
with thv performance of the public sector. Secondly, the objectives of a 
privatisation policy are identified. Thirdly, the rationale for prlvatlaatlon Is 
discussed, particularly from the point of view that unsatisfactory performance of 
the public sector emanates from the political dependence of public sector 
business enterprises. The benefits resulting from a privatisation programme ate 
also listed.
Learned opinion, however. Is not unanimous In Its advocacy of prlv, tlsatlon. Thla 
chapter discusses some of the arguments In favour of state ownership of 
productive resources. Moreover, some aspects of the debate concerning market 
structure versus private ownership of productive resources as a remedy for the 
unsatisfactory performance of state-owned enterprises are dlscuftstd. The 
obstacles to Implementation of a prlvatlaatlon policy are also discussed.
Finally, the Importance of the interests of the various stakeholders In the 
orlvatlsatlon process are Identified and analysed. In particular, privatisation Is an 
intensely political process and successful privatisation must take cognisance of 
the rolea, desires and actions o' the varloua stakeholders.
State ownership of productive resources lo not a recent phenomenon. Since 
earlier than the Roman ora, governments established commercial entitles to 
perform essential economic activities. The rapid expansion of the role and 
functions of the state Into virtually every sphere of economic activity constitutes
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viewed as vehicles for rapid growth and economic development.
During the 1970s, however, the macro-economlc envi.onment In most countries 
changed dramatic illy. Latham-Koenlg (1987) asserts:
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Coburn (I986,p.52) state:
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corruption have abounded.' 
escalating indebtedness.
sign ifies a reduction In governm ent Involvem ent In the economy and 
corresponding Increase In the role of the private sector.
Pirle (1986,p.3) asserts:
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achieve In the public sector.’
Privatisation, defined as the total or partial transfer of state assets to private 
ownership, Is a development of global dimensions. According to De Jonquleres
(1987,p.1):
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China.’
in the United Kingdom, where the Thatcher government has pioneered the 
concept of widespread privatisation, It has become a key element of economic 
strategy with the explicit aim of Increasing business efficiency and encouraging 
popular capitalism, l.e. widespread share ownership. It Is estimated that by the 
end of 198?, the size of the public sector In Britain will have been reduced by 
approximately forty percent in comparison to 1979 when the Conservative Party 
assumed power. Plrle (1986) alleges 'hat Britain’s experience of privatisation has 
encouraged several other governments to adopt a similar policy.
a a OBJECTIVES OF PRIVATISATION
Privatisation represents a fundamental shift In government policy towards 
managing the economy. Previously, In many countries, state control and 
ownership of the production Infrastructure was regarded as the appropriate 
instrument for managing the economy. The trend towards privatising state-owned 
enterprises, together with the financing of new Investment In public services from 
private sources evolved as a resul, of the combinctlon of a number of factors
such as:
a A desire to reduce public sector borrowing requirements, thereby 
diminishing fiscal deficits, as well as the state’s burden of servicing public
sector loans.
A desire to reduce taxation.
m .  * , * « ,  availability ol aova^lga landing Including axpo-l cradla. 
especially to Third World borrowers.
I. Disenchantment with public sector administration.
, perceived benefits of privatisation.e e
economic necessity.
Tha principal =b|ac.l».a ol pdvallsallcn may P . aummarlsad a . tollcw.:
a. Better management.
b. increased efficiency.
c. Extra government revenues.
d. Developm ent of financial markets.
e. wider share ownership.
I Employee Involvement.
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resources 
I political prestige.
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and competition can consequently be stimulated. The Improved efficiency of 
Individual firms Is also expected to lead to Improved allocation of resources In the 
economy as a whole, thereby promoting prospects for general economic growth.
The proceeds from privatisation can be utlllsec to help finance tax cuts, retire 
public debt or obtain funds for other public projects. Prlvatlsatk i  can also 
provide fresh sources of capital for Investment In Infrastructure projects, 
especially In developing countries.
Popular capitalism can be promoted by encouraging Individual Investors to 
suoscribe to privatisation issues. Jonn Moore (Korsten, 1986, p.6), the Financial 
Secretary to Britain’s Treasury explains:
'Our aim Is to build upon our propert -owning democracy and to 
establish a people's capital market, to bring capitalism to the 
place of work, to the high street, and even to the home.’
Employee Interest and commitment In their firms can be stimulated by 
encouraging them to become shareholders of their companies. Such a 
shareholding not only gives the employees a dlreo stake In their work place, but 
also contributes In removing the distinction between owners and workers. By 
widening share ownership, some governments hope that their electorate’s 
enthusiasm for embracing socialist parties In elections will diminish.
When the provision of certain services and activities are taken outside of the 
political arena, resources tend to be allocated on the basis of economic rather 
than political criteria. Particularly In respect of wage negotiations, public sector 
unions often elicit political support for their negotiating stance.
De Jonquieres (1887) asserts:
'Many governments also aspire to privatisation as a mark of 
prestige, conferring on their countries, a seal of political and 
economic stability and as a method of broadening and 
developing their financial markets.'
3 4 T h : RATIONALE FOR PRIVATISATION
It Is Important to realise that being owned by a government Is not all bad, nor is 
becoming part of t ie  private jector all good. However, an essential difference 
between irms operating In the pub’le sector and firms operating In the private 
sector results from the different goals being pursued by the respective business 
enterorlses. Whereas private companies must respond to the marketplace In 
order to be able to expand on a profitable basis over time, public sector
companies tend to respond to a totally different set of signals, such as the need 
to satisfy all of the potential constituencies, even when the requirements of some 
of these Interest groups may not make commercial sense. Governments have 
political sensitivities which tend to be quite different from those of an 
organisation driven by the profit motive.
Plrle (1986,p.10) states:
'Private business Inhabits the economic world, but state 
business lies In the political world and Is governed accordingly.'
In particular, state-owned enterprises do not behave like private sector 
businesses because the public sector Is an integral part of the political process. 
Resources also tend to be more often than often not allocated on the basis of 
political pressure exerted by the respective political constituencies, rather than on 
the prospects of achieving profits. Political and economic objectives are not 
necessarily complementary and this fact would explain at least partly the lesser 
degree of efficiency In the public sector when compared to the private sector, and 
measured In respect of the rate of return on capital employed. Significantly, the 
state does not behave as a normal Investor and In fact cannot be expected to do 
so. In particular, the state has Interests other than profitability and rates of return 
to consider.
Lord King (Plr.e,l985), the chairman of the now privatised British Airways asserts:
The ole of the politician should not Include that of the 
Industrialist because he has a perfect natural conflict of Interest.
For Instance, It Is Inevitable that a Departmental Minister and his 
civil servants will Interfere In the conduct of the business for 
which they have been made responsible. They will do this - not 
because of a form of perverseness • but because they, and 
perhaps the Treasury, may have a different use for available 
funds than satisfying an Individual application from one of their 
businesses. This could be to the considerable detriment of a 
particular company and Its customers and - In due course - to 
the competitiveness of the Industry Itself.'
In particular, the priorities and time horlsons of the public and the private sector 
tend to be entirely different.
Although governments may not necessarily Interfere In the day-to-day manage­
ment of a r'o ’e-owned enterprise, the monitoring and control processes, which 
are requlreo according to a politicised public sector financial framework '., public 
sector companies, as well as restrictions imposed on the attracting of external 
financing, tend to result In greater bureaucratic Involvement than experienced by 
private sector firms. At various times, governments have found the temptation to 
Intervene In the pricing policies of public sector enterprises particularly i  cult to
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resist. This tends to have a perverse eflect on the prices of the output of public 
sector firms, I.e. prices can rise substantially after a period of artificial price 
restraint. More specifically, government Intervention with regard to pricing policy 
might seriously distort the true market position of a public sector firm.
The actions of nationalised concerns have heen circumscribed by a variety of 
directives and controls which Inter alia, Include the following:
a. Restrictions on pay and prices.
b. The requirement to engage In foreign boirowing as part of a programme to 
manage the exchange rate.
c. The requirement to buy locally manufactured capital equipment.
d. Control over the timing and extent of capital expenditure.
e. The location of the companies' headquarters.
f. The structure of the companies’ balance sheeis.
g. Directives on the employment of labour.
h. Directives on operating some unprofitable services.
Traditional policies controlling public sector operations tend to operate at the 
macro level, attempting to secure solutions on the supply side, thereby seeking to 
alter tfie conditions under which puollc sector goods and services are produced. 
According to Plrle (1986), such macropolltlcal ideals are doomed to failure. Plrle 
(1986,p.vl) continues:
The privatisation strategy, on the other hand, Is a mlcropolltlcal 
approach which applies one of a number of techniques to each 
specific oroblem, making provision for the concerns of each 
Interest group as It transfers activities from the public to the 
private sector. It Is an approach which produces creative and 
Innovative solutions to each problem, not a single solution on 
each case.'
It Is argued that the policy of privatisation Is derived from a recognition that the 
weaknesses of public supply are Inherent. Plrle (1986,p.20) states:
'It assumes that any temporary grafting of private enterprise 
attributes onto the state sector will be temporary, and that the 
gains will be whittled away as the characteristics of the public 
sector economy reassert themselves. Such attempts to make the 
public sector more cost-effective and more responsive to 
demand are ones which will have to be continually remade, at 
great cost In political goodwill, and with no permanent success.
Any Improvement In the performance of public sector enterprises would thus 
seem to be of a transient nature.
The political control of business enterprises, operating within the puollc sector, 
stems from the use of public funds that Is being made by thbse enterprises. Their 
borrowing, for example, Is normally underwritten by the government, and Is 
accordingly undlstlngulshable from other forms of public borrowing, with the 
result that, on occasion, the financing needs of Individual state companies must 
be subordinated to macroeconomic requirements. Such financing constraints may 
have a serious Impact on the companies' Investment and expansion programmes. 
Yet, as long as these public sector enterprises operate within the public sector, 
public money Is at stake, which means that public financial accountability through 
Parliament, as the guardian of public finances, must be preserved Consequently, 
the strategy and objectives of the public sector business enterprises tend to be 
subjected to the political agenda of the government In power.
Parliamentary authority over a state company cannot be compared with the 
shareholders of a private sector business enterprise. Public ownership tends to 
be extremely diffuse and Impersonal. Public ownership might thus not generate 
the urgency and Incentive to effect an optimal utilisation of resources. Private 
ownership on the other hand, Incurs a direct responsibility to private shareholders 
who demand that the best possible use of assets and resources is made. 
Although the view Is often expressed that decisions made within the public sector 
represent the choices made by the public, these choices In fact express the 
priorities of legislators and bureaucrats.
Another consequence of public ownership Is the conventional assumption that a 
government will not allow one of Its businesses to be declared Insolvent. This 
assumption means that a state-owned concern may be able to continue trading In 
spite of experiencing prolonged financial losses. Moore (1983,p.8) states:
If the government stands behind the Industries and Is viewed as 
possessing a bottomless purse, It Is no wonder that Ineffic­
iencies flourish and market responsiveness doeu not stand ve:y 
high in the Industry's scale of priorities '
A weakness of public sector operations concerns their ability to effectively control 
costs. The private sector, In order to survive and be able to attract financial 
capital, must be alert to cost-cutting opportunities. The financial security of the 
public sector on the other hand, creates an Immunity from cost controls. Although 
the budgets of public sector businesses are nominally under the control of 
governments, public sector costs are affected by a number of factors outside the 
control of government. In particular, wage demands In the public sector may tend 
to Ignore the financial condition of the particular state-owned enterprise, and any 
disputes that may arise have the potential to become a political Issue aimed at
embarrassing the government. The all-pervasive practice ol cros. subsidisation 
by public sector businesses also has the effect of raising the general cost 
structure of these businesses.
Saves (1987,p.20) adds:
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has a bigger budget.'
The relative absence of market responsiveness, and a marketing orientation 
within public sector firms, Is responsible for the fact the public sector operations 
tending to become producer-orlented their activities being directed more towards 
meeting the Interests of those engaged In production rather than those who 
receive the service. Sir George Jefferson (Moore, 1985), the chairman of the now 
prlvat' ed British Telecom adds:
The commercial development of the business was centrwd on 
not call the tune.'
In meny Instances of public sector manufacturing, the central purpose of the 
activity Is shifted from the production of goods for consumers to the provision of 
jobs for workers, Irrespective of the costs Involved.
The unresponsive behaviour of public sector business enterprises Is regarded as 
Inherent to ihe nature of the state sector and la exemplified by a statement made 
by Drucker (1977):
Inherent In and Integral to It r nd Inseparable from It.
The cultural orientation of the pubi c sector differs fundamentally from the private 
sector. In the private sector, attributes such as risk-taking are generally valued, 
whereas '.lie public sector responds to political pressures. Public sector officials 
tend to become rather adroit In managing the political process rather than 
emphasising Innovation. Moore (1983,p 13) asserts:
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ol poorly managed Individual nubile sector business concerns have far-reaching 
consequences, tarnishing the reputation of other public sector enterprises, even 
although both groups of public sector enterprises are connected only public 
ownership.
Because of the dominant position of many state-owned firms In the economy, 
their actk ns also tend to permeate through the whole economy. If those public 
sector businesses which enjoy monopolistic protection, exploit thoir market 
position, and If they enterprises are run as bureaucracies rather than businesses, 
and If they do not respond to market opportunities, th * effect Is felt throughout 
the economy.
Attitudes towards the public secto' of the economy are often affected by the way 
In which performance is e\ aluated. Whilst the production of goods and services 
In the private sector l i  evaluated In terms of normal commercial criteria such as 
oiofltablllty, efficiency and customer satisfaction, state activity Is viewed as a 
public svrvlce which would require dlfferem standards of Judgment. Public sector 
activities are often judged In oppoaltlon of what was Intended. Moreover, any 
assessment o', state-owned businesses Is complicated by the fact that these 
businesses are normally required to pursue a multiplicity of objectives and are 
often subject to political Interference In their day-to-day operations. State-owned 
businesses consequently escape scrutiny by professional financial analysts which 
tends to undermine financial discipline, control and Internal accounting pro­
cedures. Comments on the performanr m of a particular public sector company In 
the media, more often than not tend to be politically motivated
The most Important economic dlm.tnslo’' of privatisation Is perhaps representeo 
by the fact that decision criteria In privatised business enterprises are shifted 
from the political to the economic arena.
J.S THE BENEFITS OF PRIVATISATION
Certain benefits arise when a state-owned enterprise’s brought within the fold of 
the private sector:
a. Privatisation produces transparency of decision-making. Privatisation 
forces decisions out Into the open and allows people to see whether 
particular action has been taken for social or economic reasons. The 
extent of cross-subsidlsatlon of activities may consequently be reduced.
When privatisation is accompanied by the establishment o( a more 
competitive market structure, the privatised firm will tend to operate more 
efficiently In terms of Its cost structure. The chances of better provision of 
services to consumers Is enhanced by greater competition. Specifically, 
privatisation encourages Innovation.
Life In the private sector means more freedom «o manage and less 
Intervention from politicians and civil servants.
Privatisation makes Incentives more available for management and 
employees: for example they can have direct shareholding In the company 
they work for. Employee shareholding may be a very powerful motivating 
force, boosting the morale of workers and management alike.
Privatisation piuvldes an opportunity for the Investment community to buy 
shsres In major enterprises.
Privatisation may turn tax consumers Into tax producers. In particular, the 
tax base is broadened as orlvatlsed concerns become profitable and 
consequently become tax payers.
In somu countries, unprofitable strike riddled businesses have been 
converted Into thriving profitable enterprises.
Privatisation may contribute towards depolltlclsing certain controversial 
social and economic issues. The government Is under less pressure to 
Intervene In the Internal affairs of business enterprises.
In those Instances where the yield of the sale of public sector firms has 
been utilised foi development projects and social Investment, less 
privileged communities have benefited.
Pay bargaining can be carried out much more responsibly and easily In 
companies removed from government Interference. The conduct of 
Industrial relations is taken outside the political aren . In e  government Is 
no longer a direct participant, but rather an Indirect observer. There Is 
consequently less scope for militant trade unions :o directly Involve the 
government In wage or other Industrial disputes.
The public Image of the privatised firm Is enhanced. As a listed company, 
the privatised business Is more closely watched by the financial media, 
and the management of the privatised company Is better able to build an 
appropriate relationship with the Investment community.
The privatised firm has acceas to the equity capital market.=a=e=s=
g o v e m m e n fa  macroeconomic objectives.
the experience ot Brltlah Alrwaya. 
moat public aector firms are obliged to do
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As the profitability of firms Is expected to Improve after privatisation, the 
market value of any remaining government shareholding would Increase 
accordingly, which In some Instances may even exceed the value of the 
firm before privatisation.
3.6 THE CASE FOR STATE OWNERSHIP
Herbert Morrison (Moore, 1983), In his book ‘Socialisation of Iransport’ published 
In 1933 stated what he saw as the major theoretical benefits of nationalisation. 
These benefits Inter alia, Include the following:
a. The quality of service will Improve and the prices charged will tend to 
decrease.
b. The Industry Itself will become more efficient.
c. The board of the nationalised concern and Its officers will consider 
themselves as custodians of the public Interest.
In many Instances, state-owned enterprises were created as a pragmatic or 
Ideological response to a host of specific economic needs or problems:
a. Promoting economic development.
b. Extracting revenue.
c. Rescuing falling enterprises.
d. Enhancing political and economic control.
e. Accomplishing social goals.
f. The phenomenon of natural monopolies.
a- An Ideological commitment to public ownership.
Since the 1950s, many governments have created public sector companies with 
the specific aim of accelerating economic development, thereby contributing to 
the attainment of Important economic, social and political objectives. These 
state-owned enterprises have been active In those Industries where private 
Investors were either unwilling or unable to Invest because the rlsk-retum 
relationships were considered unsatisfactory, or the capital requirements 
exceeded the available capital resources. Governments In many developing, as 
well as developed countries, have Invested heavllv in Inter alia, the steel, mining 
and airline Indus'les.
In many countries, foreign ownership of productive resources Is a highly 
contentious political issue. By establishing a pm lic sector enterprise, a few 
developing countries have nationalised some if these foreign controlled 
companies with the specific aim of obtaining a g: «ater share of the revenue 
stream produced.
Many companies have been brought Into the fold of the public sector as a result 
of rescue action taken by a government. The logic behind this Is the economic 
burden of taking on a loss-making enterprise being outweighed by the benefit ol 
saving jobs or ensuring essential supplies. Especially during times of recession, 
politicians are tempted to rescue ailing firms In order to protect employment.
It is argued that entrusting a few strategic services to private organisations might 
Increase the political power of these organisations to such an extent that a 
general loss of Independence for other private and public eniltles would ensue. In 
Africa and Asia In particular, state-owned enterprises have been created In order 
, j  establish economic and political control, as well as to wrest the control of 
trading activities from ethnic minorities. In these Instances, public sector 
companies have been used as a means of counterbalancing the economic power 
of private business groups or political power blocks.
Public services are often utilised as a vehicle to advance other social objectives 
such as regional economic development. Public sector bub esses might also be 
obliged to undertake certain activities for which the returns on private capital 
would be Insufficient, but which are nevertheless considered to be essential In
the public Interest.
Conventional wisdom holds that monopolies are prone to take advantage of their 
customers. Consequently, only politicians and civil servants could be entrusted 
with monopoly power because they would exercise monopoly power with 
restraint. The protagonists of state ownership believe that when the management 
and workers In a public sector enterprise are placed In a position of trust and 
responsibility, the management and workers of the public sector firm would be so 
imbued with a sense of public good that their actions and aspirations would 
naturally reflect what Is best for the country In general, and the company In 
particular. In some economic and political circles, a monopolistic market structure 
Is also considered to be In the public Interest, because competition Is somehow 
considered wasteful and costly and to the detriment of consumers. This argument 
is based on the existence of a relatively small market, together with the limited 
availability of scarce resources.
For some Ideologically committed Individuals, the Idea of seeking profit Is held In 
utter contempt. The profit motive which drives private sector businesses Is thus 
discouraged and replaced by a system whereby goods and services are being 
produced for the public good by businesses operating within the ambit of the
public sector.
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Although state-owned enterprises are often ridiculed for being Inefficient, state 
companies can tie efficient and profitable, and there are many cases throughout 
the world that prove this. The causes of poor performance In the Inefficient public 
sector businesses need '0  be Identified In order that correct've action can be 
Instituted. Austin, el aL (1986) list some of these corrective actions:
a. Clarifying Inter governmental reporting structures, thereby emphasising 
both autonomy and accountability.
b. Clarifying and simplifying enterprise performance objectives with the 
purpose of reducing the incidence of conflicting and confusing objectives.
c. Depolltlclslng the appointment of senior public sector managers by 
Instituting the chief executive officer be appointed by the state enterprise 
board rather than by the Ministry or Head of State.
d. Creating performance-based Incentive reward systems, including the use 
of management bonuses and profit-sharing schemes.
e. Establishing improved procedures for appointing state enterprise boards, 
emphasising greater professionalism and longer continuity.
f. Establishing Improved management Information systems focused on key 
performance Indicators.
g. Strengthening accounting and financial reporting practices Including the 
use of annual outside audits for larger enterprises.
a 7 M A R K ET STRUCTURE VERSUS OWNERSHIP
Market structure and ownership of productive resources are two Issues which 
dominate the public debate concerning economic policy and structure during the 
1980s. Market structure refers to the extent to which competition between 
business enterprises should be promoted, whereas ownership concerns the 
question of privatisation as opposed to nationalisation.
Spier (1986) asserts:
•Deregulation Is the ‘sister’ of privatisation. Often deregulation Is 
a precondition for the process of privatisation to take place at 
all.'
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Deregulation or liberalisation In these Instances, Involves the abolition of statutory 
controls which prevent private operators from competing with state enterprises. 
Also, the liberalisation of markets may force public sector compmles Into 
becoming more market oriented and efficient In terms of resourca utilisation, 
thereby facilitating these firms’ move towards the private sector. In many 
Instances, the first step In the development of a trend towards private supply lies 
In demonstrating the viability of a private alternative. Public sector supply has 
been prevalent In a large number of Industries, such as the alillne Industry, and 
Informed opinion often questions the possibility of a valid private equivalent.
The argument that privatisation will encourage competition Is dependent on the 
form In wh'rfi the state-owned enterprise Is privatised. If, during the process of 
privatisation, the number of competing firms Is not Increased, It will be difficult to 
Imagine how privatisation would encourage competition. A private monopoly will 
simply be substituted for a public monopoly. There Is no evidence that an 
unrestrained monopoly In the private sector would be less Inclined to exploit Its 
monopolistic market position than a monopoly In the pub'lc sector. The 
Implication Is that the privatisation of a public sector business, which has hitherto 
enjoyed monopolistic protection, requires the creation and development of a 
competitive environment. If It Is not possible to establish effective competition, an 
appropriate regulatory regime should be developed, In order to ensure that the 
privatised company does not act to the contrary of public Interest.
It Is, however, a great fallacy to believe that all nationalised monopolies are In any 
sense natural monopolies. A natural monopoly exists where the long run average 
cost of production by the first producer In the field, steadily declines over the 
relevant range of output, thereby enabling the firm to exploit Its market position. 
The counter argument states that the long run average cost curve Is constantly 
changing due to technological change. Few so-called natural monopolies seem to 
be able to survive without legal restrictions on the operations of competitors. This 
fact appears to make the concept of natural monopoly little more than a 
theoretical nicety. The established competitive advantage of a public sector 
monopoly Is. however, a reality and needs to be taken account of If a business 
enterprise Is to be privatised.
Regulation of business activities is not without criticism. Firstly, regulation tends 
to spawn further regulation, which Implies that the regulatory framework Is likely 
to expand over time. Also, regulation by the state is a costly activity because 
regulation consumes resources from both the public ard the private sector. 
Finally, politicians who formulate these regulations o’ len lack any detailed 
knowledge of the Industry for which the regulations are Intended.
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Deregulation and privatisation may In some Instances be In conflict. The greater 
the extent of competition to which the firm, which Is to be privatised, Is subjected, 
the lower the profit prospects of the firm would be, thereby depressing Its share 
price. The Improved efficiencies that privatisation Is supposed to bring about, may 
conceivably neutralise the Impact of a more Intense competitive environment. 
Deregula*lon, however, would tend to create greater uncertainty, thereby 
depressing share prices. Consequently, there Is a risk that a government that 
wants to privatise a public sector company may preserve some monopoly 
privileges In order to boost the yield from the sale of the public sector business.
TABLET
PRIVATISATIO N AND THE IMPORTANCE OF MARKEI-SIBUCIiJBE
A. B. c. " I D. E.
Can the comosny go 
bankrupt?
No f 0 Yes No Yes
Can the company be 
taken over?
No No Yes No Yes
Is there an Incentive to 
meet consumers' needs
No No No Yes Yes -
Is there an Incentive to 
minimise costs?
No No Yes No
V“
fexpianilion: a  = state ! 1
B = Private monopoly 
C ■ Small private monopoly 
D « State-owned company In competitive market 
E *  Privately owned company In competitive market
source: Prowse, M„ Whv Ownership is not everything. Financial Tlmeo,
April 24 1986
With regard to the allocation of resources, economists have Identified two types 
of eMclency, namely productive and allocative efficiency. Productive efficiency 
considers the question of whether a company produces a given level and quality 
of output at minimum cost. In order to avoid being taken over, or facing 
bankruptcy, companies strive to produce at minimum cost. Ownership Is 
consequently claimed to be the key to productive efficiency. Privatisation 
enhances productive efficiency whether or not the privatised firm operates In a 
monopolistic or competitive market environment. The demands of shareholoers, In 
respect of the returns earned on their Investment, dictate that privatised
companies organise their Internal affairs as efficiently as possible. Allocative 
efficiency on the other hand Is concerned with the ability of a business to 
respond to the needs of customers In respect of the price and quantity of goods 
produced. Customer satisfaction Is enhanced by the nature arid extent of 
competition In the market. Market structure Is therefore the key to allocative 
efficiency.
Prowse (1986) asserts that a public sector firm In a competitive market has the 
Incentive of meeting customers' needs, but not at minimum cost. Conversely a 
privately-owned monopoly has the Incentive to minimise costs, but tends to 
Ignore consumer needs In terms o> the range and price of Its o u tfit . The size of 
a company Is crucial concerning productive efficiency considerations. In respect 
of a large privately-owned monopoly, there Is no real prospect of either takeover 
or bankruptcy and hence no strong incentive to minimise costs Private 
monopolies may also underperform compared to public monopolies with regard to 
allocative efficiency. According to Prowse (1986), private monopolists tend to 
strive more seriously to maximise profits, which In their case will not lead to the 
efficient pricing of goods. Limited gains with regard to efficiency can thus be 
expected from prlvat.slng a public monopoly without addressing the Issue of 
market structure.
Prowse (1986) continues:
‘Nationalisation and privatisation are both Ideologies that 
emphasise the significance of ownership. Nobody would argue 
that ownership Is irrelevant but there !s cause for concern when 
this consideration starts to deflect attention from the more 
Important economic Issue of market structure.’
When a government decides to privatise a state-owned business which has 
enjoyed monopolistic market protection, that government needs to address the 
question of deregulation, as well as other competitive issues.
3.8 OBSTACLES TO PRIVATISATION
Privatisation Is an Intensely political process, which entails fundamental 
restructuring of the economic, social and political environment. These changes, 
however, engender opposition and resistance. Some obstacle'* to privatisation 
Include:
a. There Is genuine concern that a private monopoly will replace a public 
monopoly. However, public monopolies tend to enjoy almost guaranteed
finance and regulatory protectlcn, whereas private monopolies must 
compete lor tlnanclal resources, and they are exposed to, if not protected 
from, potential competition.
The economic stricture In many cour'rlee Is highly concentrated. There Is 
concern that privatisation will strengthen this concentration II exiting 
conglomerates or business elites are allowed to obtain ettectlve control ol 
businesses which have hitherto operated within the ambit ol the public 
sector.
The privatisation ol state-owned enterprises entails that productive 
resources are transterred from the public to the private sector. Many 
groups within society which are committed to a socialist economy, are 
vehemently opposed to privatisation and have used Industrial action and 
publicity campaigns In order to halt the privatisation process.
Governments have traditionally used their businesses to achieve certain 
policy objectives, such as pricing. There Is, however, considerable 
reluctance In government circles to relinquish this control over the 
economy. On the other hand, private Investors would be loathe to invest In 
compar lea which are ellectlvely controlled by governments and which act 
as an Instrument lor government policy.
Cross-subsidisation ol government services benetits some groups within 
the economy. Privatisation would normally bring about a desire to divest 
unprolltable activities, which would engender opposition Irom the groups 
so disadvantaged. A common charge against privatisation Is that 
privatisation tends to result In service being rendered only to easy and 
prolltable customers, whilst dllllcult and unprolltable customers are 
neglected
It Is not always easy to determine a lair markei value ol a public sector 
llrm which Is to be privatised. Invariably, this Invokes criticism that public 
assets are being given away to certain privileged groups.
Public sector enterprises which governments are most keen on selling, 
are olten those with the greatest losses because prolltable state 
companies provide positive cash llow to governments. Private Investors, 
however, would only be Interested In purchasing loss-making concerns II 
the prices are extremely low, and Indeed well below net asset value.
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Although a government may be keen to privatise a particular state-owned 
enterprise, Internal conditions such as entrenched working practices may 
require substantial organisational and financial restructuring before 
In ti-'S t from the Investment community can be enticed. Organisational 
and financial restructuring represents change which needs to be 
appropriately managed and which may be a very time consuming process.
Political commitment Is an essential prerequisite for privatisation to occur. 
However, the realities of bureaucratic politics are such that government 
leaders have many economic and social programmes on their agendas, 
not all of which can be accomplished. They need to weigh the relative 
costs and benefits of alternative agenda Items, and trade-offs need to be 
made. Prlvatlaatlon may consequently not be a priority, particularly In 
those Instances where the expenditure of political capital to force through 
a prlvatlaatlon programme Is unlikely to reap commensurate political 
rewards In return.
Privatisation changes the power structure within society. Public sector 
businesses often enhance the power of the Ministries which oversee 
these businesses. The transfer of these companies to the private sector Is 
likely to be resisted by Ministry level policy makers. Public sector trade 
unions are also likely to resist privatisation because the power of unions 
is enhanced by the political Involvement of government In the Industrial 
relation mechanisms of public sector entnrprlsss.
In mony Instances, the sheer size of some public sector companies may 
exceed the capital resources available to private buyers, in many 
developing countries, a sophisticated capital market does not exist. The 
capital market may consequently be unable to mobilise sufficient amounts 
of local private Investment capital. A privatising government may 
accordingly be required to turn to foreign Investors. This type of foreign 
Investment may, however, be politically unacceptable.
In many countries, the general public has a very limited tradition oi 
owning ahares In companlea. The reasons for individuals not Investing In
shares Include:
A lack of understanding of shares and how tney work;
No knowledge of how to purchase shares;
An unwillingness 10 take on the risks associated with share 
ownership; and
Legal restrictions on share ownership.
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3.9 THE STAKEHOLDERS
Privatisation represents change. Change Implies that certain Individuals and 
groups benefit, whilst the change may be detrimental to the Interests of other
Individuals and groups. If the privatisation Initiative is to succeed, early
identification of these beneflclarlea and disadvantaged groups Is crucial. A 
complete analysis needs to be made of the perceptions of the various interest
groups which are affected by the privatisation process.
Austin, fil aL (1986,pp.55-56) state:
‘Because of their multiple objectives and broad sphere of 
activities, public enterprises typically enjoy the support of many 
groupa with vested Interests In continued government control. At 
the highest level there Is the head of state, who may genuinely 
favour privatisation of state enterprises but whose awareness of 
tho political risk and unfavourable publicity may make him 
hesitant to act. Government bureaucrats within supervising 
ministries resist privatisation or hinder its Implementation 
because they fear privatisation will erode their Influence and 
power. Similar resistance comes from SOE managers and 
employees who believe their jobs may be at stake If new owners 
attemots to rationalise employment. Finally, customers who sell 
to or buy from SOEs on relatively favourable terms are afraid 
they will be deprived of these benefits If privatisation occurs. 
They can exercise political pressure to ma main the status quo.'
According to Plrle (1986), the operations of the public sector need to be regarded 
as processes and examined thoroughly in order to track down the way In which 
their elements motivate individuals Involved as producers or consumers, as 
tax payers or beneficiaries. Policy creativity Is required to ensure that the new 
reality will be wrilngly supported by enough of Its participants to make the 
privatisation Initiative a success, and to guarantee its permanence. Mlcropolltlcs 
Is the art of generating conditions In which Individuals are motivated on a 
voluntary basis, to prefer and embrace the alternative of private supply 
Privatisation Is most securely achieved when Its progress Is evolutionary, arising 
from free decisions.
Privatisation will fundamentally Influence the future roles of government and 
consequently redefine the relationship between the public and private sectors. 
The Interest of the government and government officials In the privatisation 
process Is multi faceted. Certain aspects are as follows:
a. Many governments pursue a privatisation policy for ideological reasons. 
These governments believe in the superior performance of the free market 
economy. Most governments, however, are faced with budgetary con­
straints, and would attempt to maximise the revenue that can be obtained 
from the sale of a public sector company.
b. Privatisation removes, or at least diminishes, the control of a government
over the affairs of an enterprise. Often, a government may not wish to
relinquish control, particularly If the government perceives the company to 
be of strategic Interest to the rest of the econo'.iy.
c. The fact that many privatised businesses have been transformed from
being tax consumers Into tax producers Is a major Incentive for other 
governments to embrace privatisation. An Increase In tax revenue Is 
compounded by a decrease In suosldles.
d. The fact that nominally socialist governments such as the New Zealand
labour government, have enthusiastically embraced privatisation Indicates 
that privatisation is no longer Ideologically based.
e. Privatisation provides funds which can be used by the government to 
retire public debt, thereby reducing the public Interest burden. Alternetlve- 
ly, privatisation frees financial resources which can be used for social 
Investment and other development projects.
Most enterprises ere taken Into the private sector by very much the same 
management which ran them In the public sector. Although In the United Kingdom 
privatisation was Initially opposed by the wenlor management of some public 
sector companies, the general consensus soon changed In favour of privatisation. 
Steel and Heald (1984,p.17) allege:
‘Suddenly, faced with an owner which can see nothing good in 
nationalised Industries, the mood In certain industries seems to 
have swung decisively In favour of Joining the private sector on 
the beet possible terms. This changed outlook can partly be 
explained In terms of management simply watching the way In 
which the polltlna' • :nd was blowing.’
In some cases, where management actively opposed privatisation, the Thatcher 
government did not hesitate to replace the management.
The Thatcher government also Imposed very restrictive financial controls on the 
public sector. The managements of public sector companies became visibly upset 
with the Treasury's enforcement of restrictive external financing requirements as 
they were at cdds with corporate plans and Investment requirements of the 
businesses. Steel end Heald (1984,p.17) continue:
‘When they complained, thev were told that such public sector 
constraints' were an Inevitable consequence of their nationa­
lised status and the only way to relax them would be to set the 
Industries free In the market-place. Making life unnecessarily 
unpleasant for the nationalised Industries thus became a 
convenient spur to a change In management attitudes towards 
denationalisation.’
II a public sector company's senior management Is supportive of the govern­
ment's privatisation Initiative, It certainly facilitates the privatisation process.
The management of a company which Is to be privatised have Inter alia the 
following concerns:
a. Privatisation offers the prospect of less Interference by government 
officials In the operations of the privatised company. This independence 
from government Interference tends to facilitate quicker decision making. 
Management neede to be less aware of political dimensions but more 
conscious of commercial Implications of their actlone.
b. It is highly likely that the remuneration packages of executives and other 
managere will Improve after privatisation.
c. The objectives of privatised companies tend to be much clearer than they 
were when the companlee were part of the public sector. The profit motive 
tends to be the central driving force rather than a combination of political, 
aoclal and economic objectives.
d. The prospect of being able to participate In a share ownership scheme 
and other performance based reward structures, tends to be a powerful 
Incentive for Improving managerial performance.
Privatisation will only succeed If the advantages and benefits of a privatisation 
Initiative are clearly understood and recognised by the employees of a firm which
Is to be privatised. Understanding necessitates an honest and clear communica­
tion campaign. Policy makers must also recognise that the potential social and 
economic dislocations accompanying privatisation are real and must be ad­
dressed. Privatisation almost always Involves work force reductions In both blue 
collar and managerial ranks. Governments consequently nc.d to make arrange­
ments for retraining, Job placement, and unemployment Insurance. The major 
concern for public eector workers appears to be the Issue of job security, as well 
as the uncertainties brought about by the privatisation process.
Thomas (1984,p.75) alleges:
Public ownership may have bid up the terms and conditions of 
less skilled staff (like clerks and some manual workers) with 
poor bargaining power, and depressed the rewards which highly 
skilled woikers (like managers and engineers) would expect In 
the private sector. In this precise sense public ownership has
been an egalitarian force. How denationalisation will affect the
ataff of an enterprise will vary, depending not least on what, If 
any, productivity Improvements result and on whether (as Is 
likely) staff experience these productivity increases as fewer 
he, but higher pay.'
In order to boost morale and eliminate worker Interest In the process of 
privatisation, the practice ol share allocations being made on a preferential basis 
to employees Is now generally accepted. This practice entails inter alia, an offer 
of free shares, an offer of shares given In proportion to shares purchased, and 
priority In the allotment process.
TABLEB
EM PLO YEE PARTIfi1PAT|nN in UK GOVERNMENT SHA9E_SALEemrLUTEc rw n iiw irn iiv n  in - 
COMPANY DATE OF 
SALE
PERCENTAGE OF ELI- 1 
GIBLF. WORK FORCE 
PARTICIPATING ;
British Petroleum Oct 79 43%
British Aerospace Feb 81 74% 1
Cable and Wireless Oct 81 99%
Amersham International Feb 82 99%
National Frelgh' Company Feb 82 36%
Brit oil Nov 82 72%
Associated British Ports Feb 83 90%
Enterprise Oil Jun 84 71%
Jaguar Jul 84 19%
British Telecom Nov 84 96%
British Gas Dec 86 99%
British Airways Feb 87 00%
Source: Privatisation In thg United Kingdom. Background Briefing, Her Majesty's 
Treasury, 1987
Privatisation In the United Kingdom has been slowed down by the argument from 
trade unions that privatisation would Increase unemployment, as well as reduce 
standards of living and working conditions of public sector workers. The public 
sector trade unlone have consequently been the group most vehemently opposed 
to the privatisation of public sector companies.
In the United Kingdom, unions, faced with the threat of denationalisation, pursued 
a strategy of attempting to win public opinion against the sale of public sector 
companies. In this regard union officials lobbied Members of Parliament, sont 
delegations to ministers, held press briefings and special conferences with 
members and other sympathetic groups, and produced vast amounts ol publicity 
material against privatisation. The unions tried to build alliances against 
privatisation and elicited the support of consumer groups as well as top 
management of nationalised companies. The union s cause would receive 
excellent publicity If a public sector company's board openly stated that
denationalisation would damage the Interests of an enterprise. The Thatcher 
government effectively closed this potential channel of union agitation by 
appointing supporters of the policy of privatisation when board vacancies arose. 
Few unions have used their strongest sanction, that Is Industrial action In an 
attempt to halt denationalisation.
Unions are, however, flexible and they have demonstrated their pragmatism by at 
times accepting privatisation as the lesser of two evils, when the other alternative 
was the complete closure of an enterprise or plant. The negotiating stance of the 
unions has Included two objectives, namely that the public corporations should 
pass Intact Into the private sector and that guarantees should be provided that 
jobs and employment conditions of public sector workers would be unaffected. In 
a private sector environment, guarantees of this nature are of course unlikely. If 
not Impossible.
Privatisation has brought about a number of consequences for public sector 
unions:
a. Privatisation has significantly reduced the leverage of unions. In the 
United Kingdom, for example. Industrial relations are Increasingly 
conducted outside the political arena.
b. Privatisation has fostered militancy In some normally quiet unions.
c. Certain unions have adjusted their structures because corporations have 
been structurally reorganised as a result of privatisation.
d. Public sector unions have normally restricted their operations to the public 
sector. This self-denying ordinance cannot continue If public sector 
companies move towards the private sector.
Suppliers also have an Interest In the privatisation of public sector companies. 
When tendering for contracts, domestic suppliers normally enjoy preference over 
foreign suppliers. This preferential treatment Is likely to change after privatisation. 
Debt Incurred by a state-owned enterprise Is also generally guaranteed or 
underwritten by a government, which Is not normally the case with private sector
companies.
It would appear that consumer interest mainly concerns the provision of 
reasonably priced quality products and services. However, the reality Is more 
complex. Behind the framework of statutory monopoly, extensive patterns of 
cross-subsldlsatlon have emerged and consumers who currently benefit from the
practice of cross-subsidisation have sought to defend their Interests. The notion 
that most consumers benefit from privatisation, Is nowadays generally accepted, 
particularly If privatisation Is accompanied by deregulation.
In countries such as France and the United Kingdom, privatisation has had a 
major effect on the distribution and pattern of share ownership. Privatisation has 
significantly contributed to the emergence of popular capitalism which Is defined 
as the extension of ownership of wealth more widely In the economy. These new 
shareholders constitute a lobby which can be counted upon to oppose moves 
towards any subsequent renatlonallsatlon of a privatised concern. There are risks, 
however. De Jonquieres (1967,p.1) states:
In democratic societies, at any rate, any serious failure by 
privatisation to deliver the positive economic results which the 
great mass of people have been encouraged to expect from it 
could lead rapidly to disenchantment and erosion of public 
support. That reaction could be compounded I. many small 
Investors who have been persuaded to buy shares In privatised 
companies suffered losses as a result of a steep decline In 
equity markets '
3.10 SUMMARY
Privatisation represents a fundamental shift In the economic practices and 
philosophies of governments In a number of countries. Privatisation signifies the 
Individuality of the market economy rather than collectivism of the state economy. 
This transformation Is a highly complex Issue mainly because privatisation has an 
Impact, either positively or negatively, upon the interests of all Individuals and 
groups within society. Successful privatisation must take account of the political 
processes emanating from the actions of different Interest groups which are 
affected by the privatisation Initiative. Privatisation theory, however, states that a 
conscious effort should be made to spread the benefits resulting from 
privatisation as widely as possible. A most significant benefit of privatisation Is 
the enhanced prospects for economic growth resulting from productive resources 
being transferred from the public to the private sector.
An understanding of and Insight Into the theoretical Issues and considerations of 
privatisation Is essential before the practicalities of privatisation can be 
considered. The application of privatisation Is discussed In Chapter Four.
CHAPTERS
THE APPLICATIO N OF PRIVAllSAHQM
41 INTRODUCTION
The oblectlve of this chapter Is to discuss practical Issues In respect of the 
Implementation of the privatisation process. This chapter builds upon the 
theoretical Issues of privatisation discussed In Chapter Three.
Although privatisation of different public sector enterprises tends to be unique, 
the Implementation of a privatisation Initiative Is nevertheless a highly structured 
process. This chapter hlghllgl.cs some of the Issues with regard to the 
Implementation of a privatisation programme. Firstly, the stages of privatisation 
are listed. Some of the Issues and activities Identified during the different stages 
of the implementation of the privatisation process are discussed In the 
subsequent sections. The Issues covered are the feasibility study, the legislative 
Issues, the role of advisers, the preparations required for privatisation, the Issues 
in respect f the valuation of a privatisation share issue, the privatisation 
methodologies, the question of partial privatisation, and the marketing of the 
privatisation process.
A 7 STAGES TO PRIVATISATION
Once a public sector company is Identified as c oosslble candidate for 
privatisation, a number of logical steps are presented. ..tese steps can be 
regarded as generic, although the exact procedure will of necessity be unique In 
each case where a state-owned business enterprise is privatised.
a. stage one.
A feasibility study needs to be undertaken by the responsible 
government officials and the management of the Identified 
business enterprise. External experts such as merchant bankers 
and management consultants normally assist In the feasibility 
study. The objective of this study Is to ascertain whether the 
particular public sector company can sensibly be moved Into the 
private sector. The feasibility study alms to Initially highlight 
peculiar circumstances and problems that a particular privatisa­
tion may Incur. It may touch on issues such as the prospective 
financial and organisational structure of the business which Is 
Investigated. In particular, various activities of a public sector 
conglomerate may not be equally suitable for privatisation. The
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which are considered suitable for privatisation.
A report on the prospects for privatisation Is accordingly 
presented to the ministers. The feasibility study report discusses 
the options and prerequisites of a specific privatisation.
A political decision Is then taken to proceed In principle wltn tlw 
privatisation of the particular company. A choice is also 
expressed as to the methodology of the privatisation, such as a 
sal* by means of floatation on the stock exchange.
During stage one, political commitment to the privatisation of a 
particular state-owned enterprise Is obtained and Is publicly 
announced by the government
stage two.
During stage two, the Identified privatisation candidate is 
prepared for eventual privatisation. The management team may be 
strengthened. Private sector attitudes amongst management and 
staff are encouraged and new methodologies are Introduced. The 
acculturation process may be complex end may be a rather time 
consuming exercise.
The organisational structure of the business which Is to be 
privatised, is adjusted. This process mainly entails two aspects, 
namely the appointment of an appropriately skilled management 
team as well as effecting an appropriate market and business 
definition for the business. In particular, some strategic business 
units which do not conform to the chosen market and business 
definition of the firm may be hived off In a separate privatisation. 
However, If such a strategic business, unit Is not a sultabe 
candidate for privatisation, then alternative arrangements must be 
made to keep the strategic business unit within the public sector.
Conscious e ffo rts  are Initiated In order to strengthen the balance 
sheet. Management efforts are directed to achieve a history of 
profitable performance.
The government needs to prepare enabling legislation, as well as 
consider a regulatory regime that may be necessary. In some 
Instances, time may be needed to foster the development of a 
deregulated environment.
If necessary, the state-owned business Is legally restructured as 
a company, thereby conforming to the legislation regulating 
normal private corporate entitles.
Advisers are appointed to assist and Identify, as well as facilitate 
any organisational, financial or legal reorganisation exercise that 
may be necessary before privatisation can take place.
During stage two, the first tangible steps are taken to bring about 
the transfer of the public sector company to the private sector. All 
interest groups are appropriately Informed of the ensuing 
privatisation.
Stage three.
The balance sheet is adjusted and authority Is obtained to create 
and sell state assets If so required. Important financial ratios 
such as the debt-equlty ratio, are brought Into line with Industry 
convention.
A well-run public corporation with a commercially oriented 
management Is created.
The state-owned enterprise Is now ready to be transferred into 
the private sector.
Staoe four.
A market slot In respect of the selection of appropriate 
shareholders and stock exchanges where the company Is to be 
traded are chosen.
A decision on the number of shares to be sold, as well as the 
price of the shares Is taken. The question of whether the share 
Issue Is to be underwritten, as well as the timing of the 
privatisation particularly with reference to other Issues, Is 
addressed.
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The government needs to prepare enabling legislation, as well as 
consider a regulatory regime that may be necessary. In some 
Instances, time may be needed to tester the development of a 
deregulated environment.
If necessary, the state-owned business Is legally restructured as 
a company, thereby conforming to the legislation regulating 
normal private corporate entitles.
Auvlsers are appointed to assist and Identify, as well as facilitate 
any organisational, financial or legal reorganisation exercise that 
may be necessary before privatisation can take place.
During stage two, the first tangible steps are taken to bring about 
the transfer of the public sector company to the private sector. All 
Interest groups are appropriately Informed of the ensuing 
privatisation.
Stage three.
The balance sheet Is adjusted and authority Is obtained to create 
and sell state assets If so required. Important financial ratios 
such as the debt-equlty ratio, are brought Into line with Industry 
convention.
A well-run public corporation with a commercially oriented 
management Is created.
The state-owned enterprise Is now ready to be transferred Into 
the private sector.
Stag* tour.
A market slot In respect of tho selection of appropriate 
shareholders and stock exchanges where the company Is to be 
traded are chosen.
A decision on the number of shares to be sold, as well as the 
price of the shares Is taken. The question of whether the share 
Issue Is to be underwritten, as well as the timing of the 
privatisation particularly with reference to other Issues, Is 
addressed.
A pathfinder prospectus may be produced In order to test the 
market.
A prospectus, outlining In careful detail the characteristics of the 
company, Is to be produced.
Public support Is engendered through well-designed advertising 
and public relations campaigns.
During stage four, the company is transferred to the private 
sector, even although the government may still retain some 
shareholding. Private sector attitudes and methodoloqles are, 
however, at this stage well entrenched In the privatised company.
a a th e  FEASIBILITY STUDY
As a logical first step, It Is essential to conduct a comprehensive feasibility study 
of the public sector enterprise In order to determine and evaluate Its suitability as 
a candidate for privatisation. This study would entail a thorough examination of 
the bualness and would Include a review of the following aspects:
a. The market which the enterprise serves, as well as the nature and 
Intensity of the competitive environment needs to be analysed. This 
analysis may need to address questions such as whether deregulation 
needs to be promoted and whether provisions tor consumer protection 
need to be established.
b. Financial results achieved, as well as future prospects need to be 
evaluated. The evaluation Is crucial, because the Investment community 
will only consider providing risk capital If reasonable prospects tor 
adequate profits exist. Financial forecasts, as well its reported financial 
results achieved, must present a true and fair assessment of the financial 
condition of the enterprise.
c. The capital structure, and In particular the relationship between debt end
equity, must be addressed. The Industry's convention as to the 
debt-equlty ratio must be ascertained In ordor that the financial risk prome 
of the business, If privatised, can be comparable to other Industry 
participants. Potential sources of equity and debt capital must be be 
identified and evaluated as to sufficiency.
d. Prospective cash flow and working capital requirements need to be 
determined. The extent and ability of the business to generate funds 
Internally Is particularly Important In this connection.
e. The taxation position of the public sector company must be considered. If 
privatisation would change the tax status of the enterprise, the Impact of 
this change needs to be assessed.
f. The ability of the management team, as well as the suitability of the 
organisational structure, needs to be evaluated In order to determine 
whether changes are needed to enable the business enterprise to deal 
effectively with its future in the private sector.
g. The arrangements and charges to aspects such as pension schemes that 
may be required, must be clearly spelled out and the Implications thereof 
highlighted.
h. The enabling legislation must be Identified.
It la not to be expected that a public sector enterprise will satisfactorily meet all 
of the above criteria. The feasibility st a y  will, however, provide Information and 
guidance aa to whether or not to proceed with privatisation; what areas of 
concern need to be resolved and corrected; the most suitable method of sale; the 
tlmoscale which should be allowed; as well as enable an action plan to be 
compiled stating the responsibilities of those concern**. In particular, the 
milestones to be reached along the path to privatisation must be highlighted. 
Although the management team of the business enterprise under consideration 
needs 10 be Involved In the feasibility study, Individuals outside of the business 
must also be Involved In order to provide expertise, is  well as a different 
perspective and, Importantly, provide credibility to the feasibility study. The 
feasibility study document Is presented to the political authority, after which a 
decision In principle to proceed with privatisation Is made.
4.4 LEGISLATION
Before privatisation can occur, the government must pass enabling legislation 
through Parliament. The legislation can either be of a general nature, authorising 
the government to privatise any business currently under Its control, or specific, 
authorising the government to privatise a specific public sector company. In the 
forme- case, privatisation can generally proceed more rapidly as has been 
exemplified by the recent French privatisations, whilst In the letter case, the 
naturo and characteristics of privatisation can be considered In more detail.
A particular privatisation initiative may need several pieces ol legislation. Firstly, 
legislation may be necessary to unwind the public corporation and to create a 
limited company to which all property, rights and liabilities may be transferred. In 
addition, separate legislation may be required to give the government the power 
to sell the newly formed company. Lerlslatlon concerning a regulatory environ­
ment may also be required before privatisation can be seriously considered. 
Finally, aspects such as pension schemes may also need to bo embodied in 
legislation. Depending upon the parliamentary procedures of Individual countries, 
a considerable period of time may elapse between the drafting of the necessary 
'white papers' or other documents of Intent, through to the final enactment of the 
legislation by the appropriate legislative authority. In particular, If political 
consensus concerning the privatisation of a particular public sector company is 
absent, or If considerable opposition to privatisation from an Ideological point of 
view exists, then the legislative process may be very time consuming.
4.5 THE ROLE OF ADVISEES
The privatisation of a state-owned enterprise can be a highly complex Issue. 
Often, the expertise needed Is not available within government departments or 
even within the public sector company Itself. The process of bringing In private 
experts to handle aspects of the mechanics of privatisation Is called the 
privatisation of privatisation'
After the government has publicly committed Itself to privatise a particular public 
corporation, a number of advisers need to be appointed. In the majority ol 
privatisations In the United Kingdom, the government and the firm which Is to be 
privatised, have contracteo different financial advisers (normally a merchant bank) 
m d different solicitors. In the United Kingdom, a typical privatisation which entails 
floatation on the stock market, have required the following advisers to be 
appointed:
a. Financial advisers to the government.
b. Financial advisers to the company.
c. Sollcltoi s to the Offer for Sale (acting on behalf of the government).
d. Solicitors to the company.
e. Solicitors to the underwriters.
f. Stockbrokers to the Offer for Sale (acting on behalf of the government).
g. Stockbrokers to the company.
h. Auditors and reporting accountants (normally a firm of
1. Chartered Accountants acting on behalf of the company),
j. Accounting advisers to the government (normally a firm of
k. Chartered Accountants).
I. R e p o rtin g  specialist consultants (where, for example the business of the
company Is sufficiently specialised to warrant an Independent professional 
report on a particular matter contained In the offer document), 
m. Registrars and custodian bankers,
n. Advertising and public relations consultants.
Merchant bankers seem to be the professional advisers who merit the most
attention for a number of reasons. Merchant bankers become crucially Involved In 
the organisational process and advise on topics which may be highly controver- 
slal. Merchant bankers can provide guidance as to the Ideal financial structure oi 
the company after privatisation. Moreover, merchant bankers can provide advice 
on measures that need to be taken In order tUat the best possible price cun be 
obtained on the stock market.
in the United Kingdom, the government and companies io be privatised, have 
found financial advisers particularly useful In iespect of the following Issues:
a. To conduct a strategic review of the organisation, which would Include a 
comprehensive review of the present operational and financial position as 
well as the potential prospects after privatisation. In addition, the strategic 
review would address crucial organisational restructuring Issues such as
the strategic business unit structure of the business enterprise. The
company's current management abilities would need to be considered.
b. Advice on the financial Implications of Introducing a regulatory regime, 
and In particular providing on the monitoring methods to be used by such 
a regulatory body.
c. To compile documentation required by the stock exchange.
d. To provide advice on the capital structure and and the available sources 
of finance.
e. To provide guidance on tax Implications and the affects of taxation on the 
organisation after privatisation.
f. Employment issues, and In particular pension liabilities post privatisation.
g. Appropriate accounting policies to be considered and adopted by the 
company post privatisation.
h. The effectiveness of the accounting and management information systems 
and changes necessary to deal with the company's requirements after 
privatisation.
The role of legal advisers Is to review the following matters to ensure that there 
are no Issues which might ultimately jeopardise the privatisation:
a. The adequacy of Insurance cover and Its compliance - .-gil 
requirements In conjunction with the company's Insurance brokers.
b. The nature of materlnl contracts and agreements.
c. The details of material property title deeds to ensure that there are no
detects of title or onerous conditions attached thereto.
d. All loan and lease documentation to ensure that there are no onerous
conditions
e. All outstanding litigation.
In order to achieve maximum goodwill towards the company which Is to bo 
privatised, a communication strategy needs to be devised In conjunction with the 
company's advertising agents and public relations consultants. In particular, 
during the time of floatation, the company may wish to conduct an advertising 
campaign In order to stimulate Interest In the company In general, and In Its 
shares In particular. The communication strategy needs to taka Into account of 
the situational requirements of various Interest groups and stakeholders.
The role of adviser? Is to provide guidance with regard to the wide array of 
actions needed to be taken when a public sector enterprise is prepared for 
privatisation. The ultimate objective Is not only to achieve a maximum price during 
floatation but also to position the company strategically for Its role In the private 
•ector.
Ifi-PBEPARINQ FQR PRIVATISATION
After the decision has been made to privatise s public sector enterprise, a 
number of actions need to be taken to prepare the enterprise for Its role In the 
private sector. Many aspects of the enterprise's organisation and operations are 
likely to require substantial change. Typical features which tend to require review 
Inter alia, Include the following:
a. Business and market definition.
b. The strategic business unit structure.
c. Corporate strategy and business plans.
d. Management objectives and structures
a. Financial control and reporting sys.ems
f. Accounting policies.
g. Organisational structure.
h. Adequacy of marketing.
I. Management Information systems.
J. Legal matters,
k. Personnel and training.
I. Pension arrangements.
m. Preparation of legislation and regulatory aspects,
n. Settlement of structural Issues.
The first step In preparing a state-owned business fur privatisation is to convert 
the enterprise Into a company with shares. This process Is called corporatisation. 
The new corporate entity Is at this stage still wholly owned by the government, 
but Is legally obliged to adhere to the provisions of relevant company legislation. 
At this stage the company ~iust rise be in a position to prepare financial 
statements as required oy appropriate generally accepted accounting conven­
tions.
The management of the company which Is to be privatised, must conduct a 
strategic analysis and review ot the company, particularly with a view tc Its 
strategic positioning after privatisation. The strategic review of the business 
needs to consider the market and business definition of the company after 
privatisation very carefully. This review would Indicate the appropriate structure of 
strategic business units after privatisation. M ..lagement needs to evaluate the 
adequacy and appropriateness of the company’s goals and objectives as required 
for success In the private sector. Any change In strategic direction, however, 
poses the question of whether the management team would be able to Implement 
such a strategic reorientation. The availability of appropriate resourc3S to effect 
such a change Is an Important issue which needs to be addressed. The Internal 
political consequences of such a change must also be evaluated.
In preparing the enterprise for privatisation there may be a need to strengthen the 
management team and Introduce private sector attitudes and methodologies. 
Significantly, the management restructuring exercise must be carried out at a 
reasonably early stage 'n order to allow a substantial period of time during which 
the strengthened team can familiarise, establish and prove itseit in the eyes of the 
general public, the Investment community and customers. The commitment of the 
management team to the privatisation initiative Is considered to bs —sential. A 
board of directors trust be appointed. At least some directors need to be drawn 
from the private sector for the sake of their commercial experience. The board of 
directors Is charged with the responsibility of preparing the enterprise for 
privatisation and It would require the ambition to remain with the company for 
some conr Jerabie time thereafter. The board of directors must also be given 
clear strategic objectives, as weii as challenging financial and performance 
targets.
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In many countries, businesses In the public sector apply different accounting 
systems from private sector companies. Consequently, a review of all financial 
reporting and control systems needs to be undertaken to determine whether they 
are appropriate to a listed company, adequate to safeguard the company’s assets, 
and whether they are capable of producing reliable and timely accounts, reliable 
management accounts and comprehensive budgets and reliable forecasts.
A review of all accounting policies and practices must be conducted as soon as 
possible after the decision to privatise has been taken. These policies and 
practices need 5o have been consistently applied over the five years Immediately 
prior to the public offering, and must be appropriate for a listed company. It may 
be necessary to consider whether prior year figures need to be restated, and 
wheiher or not the Information Is available to make the necessary adjustments, if 
a listing on a foreign stock exchange Is contemplated, adjustments may be 
required In order that the results are determined In accordance with the 
appropriate generally accepted accounting principles. A number of accounting 
policies and practices must be considered:
a. Timing of recognition of revenue and expenditure.
b. Basis of consolidation.
c. Foreign exchange accounting.
d. Amortisation and depreciation of tangible and Intangible fixed assets.
e. Capitalisation expenditure such as research and development < ists.
t. Accounting for leasing.
g. Treatment of extraordinary Items.
h. Deferred taxation
I. Valuation of assets.
The public profile, or the perceived Image of a public sector company, may not 
Inspire the necessary enthusiasm from the Investment community. Consequently, 
It may be necessary for the enterprise to conduct a thorough review of Its public 
profile. The company must project Its new public Image to consumers as well as 
the Investment community. On the one hand the company must address the 
market for Its products and services, whilst on the other hand the company must 
take the market for Its shares Into account.
Because legal liabilities may significantly affect the value of a privatised concern, 
a review of all outstanding or pending litigation needs to be conducted with a 
view to:
a. Ensv-lig that these legal liabilities will not be prejudicial to the offer for 
sale.
b. Establishing whether a satisfactory set'lement can be achieved prior to the 
offer for sale.
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c. Determining what information needs to be disclosed In the prospectus on 
the assumption that the matter cannot be successfully resolved prior to Its
Issuance.
The liabilities stemming from the public sector company's pension fund need to 
be carefully evaluated. In particular, the financial state of a public sector 
company’s pension fund may seriously Impair the prospects of privatisation. In 
some Instances, the pension fund may need to be fundamentally restructured. 
Employees may consequently be offered alternative pension arrangements which 
they may accept or reject. The pension scheme arrangements In a privatised 
company must satisfy the following conditions:
a. The pension scheme must be fully funded, as determined by an actuarial 
valuation carried out as recently as possible.
b. The benefit structure of the scheme must be comparable to those of other 
companies In the prlva** sector, and not unduly onerous, such as being 
Inflation linked.
The government must consider the regulatory environment In which the newly 
privatised company will operate with the view to stimulating the necessary 
competition and ensuring consumer protection. Guide-lines on the establlshnr.en 
of a regulatory regime or the development of a deregulated environment must 
also be sufficiently clear to potential Investors so that they can Interpret me 
possible commercial Impact on the company. A number of Issues must be 
considered for the promotion of greater competition with the objective of 
promoting efficient operations and expanding consumer choice:
a. Tariff policy and price controls.
b. Licensing of new enti ants.
c. Foreign ownership restrictions.
d. Contestability of markets.
e. Environmental constraints.
The relationship between the privatised company and the government needs to be 
addressed prior to privatisation. This relationship Is Inter alia, circumscribed by:
a. The percentage of shares retained by the government, I.e. the extent of 
ownership and equity control remaining with the government.
b. The existence of a golden dnare’ which entails certain pre-emptive rights, 
but no profit participating rights.
c. The degree to which long term debt, either provided or guaranteed by the 
government, will remain after the floatation. It la generally not feaalble for 
a government to remove guaranteee In respect of existing debt.
The financial structure of many public sector companies may need to be adjusted 
before privatisation can take place. The gearing of the enterprise (debt equity 
ratio) must conform with what is considered to be appropriate In a particular 
Industry It the share Issue I? to be attractive to the Investment community. An 
unacceptably high gearing ratio can be rectified by any of the following 
mechanisms:
a. New shares may be Issued to the government for cash prior to the 
floatation.
b. The government may assume directly or Indirectly part or all of the 
existing debt.
c Treasury shares’ may be offered by the company In exchange for cash.
d. The capital structure may be adjusted by off balance sheet' mechanisms 
such as operating lease arrangements and lease-back operations.
4.7 VALUATION
Selling an enterprise Is an administratively complex tack. The assessment of the 
value of the company being privatised Is a particularly difficult task, especially In 
those countries which lack well developed and sophisticated equity markets. In 
countries such as the United Kingdom, the government has been willing to 
experiment and Innovate In respect of privatisation Issues In order to achieve a 
fair price for both the tax payer and Investors.
However, pricing a share Issue Is always a difficult matter of judgment, whether 
the company being floated Is state- or privately-owned. The valuation Is 
particularly complex If the company's shares have not been traded before, or 
when there are no directly comparable companies currently listed on the stock 
exchange. Furthermore, between the date of fixing the price of an Issue and the 
first day of trading, conditions on the stock market may have changed 
considerably. Some privatisations Involve very large companies relative to the 
size of the equity market. Although the market value of these shares may be 
regarded as a fair price, the valuation remains controversial.
The value ol a company as an on-going concern Is derived from Its ability to earn 
profits In the future. This ability arises from managerial action. The value of a 
company, and consequently of a share, Is thus directly related to the quality and 
excellence of a company's management. The net book value of assets as they 
appeal In the balance sheet based on a company's historical cost, Is of little 
relevance to the value of a company. In some circumstances, the not realisable 
value of assets may be an appropriate Indication of the company's value. This 
type of valuation Is appropriate when a company Is In Imminent danger of 
liquidation. In spite of the fact that a state enterprise may run at a loss for 
socio-economic reasons, this does not Imply that these assets have no value. 
Although the value of an enterprise bears a relationship to Its asset base, value Is 
derived from the use being mode of these assets.
In order to achieve maximum benefit for the state, an Independent assessment of 
asset value should be undertaken at the time of privatisation. Griffiths (lv85,p.2), 
asserts that an Independent assessment of asset value should be a regulatory 
requirement for each transfer Into the private sector. Even if a special price or 
arrangement is Justified, a proper full valuation should also precede whatever 
agreement the price of a public asset Is finally reached.
Pricing a share may be more of an art than Ah'r>ugh It may hold
considerable appeal to establish as high a pr.. possible, especially If a 
secondary offering to existing shareholders Is Included, overpricing a share must 
be avoided. There Is a high probability that an overpriced share issue may fall on 
the stock market. Investor confidence may consequently be destroyed, thereby 
accelerating a downward propensity In the share price. If a share Is slightly 
underpriced, in order to allow for a me Jest price rise In the Immediate 
aftermarket, public Interest m a y s t i m u l a t e d .  Slightly underpricing of shares and 
offering preferences to key constituencies such as existing management, 
employees and customers may pay off handsomely In terms of boosting morale 
and strengthening the privatised cr ncern's market position. Grossly underpricing 
a privatisation Issue, however, nay elicit considerable criticism and political 
opposition that may endange. a government's privatisation programme. Moreover, 
when a privatisation Issue Is grossly underpriced, the result Is a smaller equity 
Injection than could be achieved. A privatising government should obtain 
professional advice with regard to valuation of a privatisation share issue. 
Underwriters typically advise a company on an appropriate price to ensure an 
active aftermarket In the shares.
The pricing ol privatisation Issues has a number of peculiar characteristics which 
somewhat complicate the matter:
a. Often, a privatised concern enjoys a prominent public profile. If It can be 
shown that these companies have reasonable profit prospects, then 
considerable Interest appears to be expressed by the Investment 
community.
b. The perceived public Image of a state-owned enterprise may significantly 
affect the market valuation of Its shares when being privatised.
c. In those Instances where the privatised company dominates its Industry, 
there are no benchmark companies with which to compare its share 
valuation.
d. Many privatised companies tend to be large, which may create a
perception of security thereby stimulating market demand and conse­
quently market valuation.
e. The government can fundamentally Influence the market value of a
company which the government Intends to privatise. Firstly, If a
government establishes a highly competitive environment prior to 
privatisation, or Intends to promote deregulation after privatisation, this 
type of market liberalisation would lower the privatised company’s profit 
potential and would consequently depress the company's share price. The 
financial restructuring exercise whereby the gearing ratio Is adjusted may 
also have an Impact on the privatised company ’s market valuation.
4,8 PRIVATISATION METHODOLOGIES
The mechanics of privatisation tend to be very complex, mainly because the 
circumstances surrounding different public sector activities tend to be more or 
less of a unique nature. In practice, the shift of supply from the pubilc to the 
private sector necessitates a battery of sophisticated techniques which take full 
account of the political and social problems of the public sector, as well as 
economic shortcomings.
Each Instance of privatisation raises Its own problems and this has led to the 
realisation that there Is no one premier privatisation technique. The approach 
needs to be situational in the sense that each part of the pubilc sector constitutes 
different problems and requires different sets of techniques. Although a large 
number of variants (Appendix 4) on the privatisation theme have been Identified, 
four main privatisation methodologies exist. Firstly, denationalisation refers t, the 
sale of a pubilc sector asset or enterprise, either wholly or partly. Secondly, 
contracting represents the substitution of private contractors for In-house 
production. Thirdly, liberalisation means the removal of statutory prohibitions on
the private sector competing against the public sector. Liberalisation may also 
entail the encouragement ot private sector supply, rather than from the public 
sector and could Include activities abandoned by a public sector enterprise. 
Finally, charging Involves the substitution of user charges for tax finance. These 
different methodologies may be applied In conjunction with each other In the case 
of a particular public sector activity.
IA B LO
PUBLIC PRODUCTION PRIVATE PRODUCTION ,
PUBLIC FINANC­
ING
Public Sector Contracting
PRIVATE FINANC­
ING
Charging Private Sector 
. Denationalisation 
• Liberalisation
a
Denationalisation concerns the sale of a state-ow ned enterprise to  the public. 
Denationalisation represents the  most significant form  of privatisation In the  
sense that denationalisation Involves a change In ownership of the  productive  
resources within an  econom y. Denationalisation has typ ically  taken one of the
following forms: ___
a Floatation ot existing shares or new shares through one or more stock
exchanges by means of an offer for sale, a tender, or a combination of 
both.
b. Private vendor placement of shares.
c. Sale to managers and or employees.
d. Disposal of residual shareholdings In private companies.
in the case of larger public sector businesses, the usual method of privatisation 
has been a public floatation on a stock exchange. In these instances, 
parliamentary authority must be obtained In most countries. This legislation 
normally provides for the creation of a new public limited company to take over 
the business operations of the public sector enterprise, which Is called 
corporatisation. Initially the government holds all shares In the new comnany, u 
provision Is made for the government to dispose of all or some of these shares at 
a public floatation. Meanwhile, the new company Is prepared and restructured for 
a new role In the private sector.
-Depending upon considerations such as the size of the equity market, the 
government may decide to dispose of Its shareholding of large companies 
gradually. In the case of public sector conglomerates, a government may well 
decide to break up the conglomerate and privatise the constituent businesses 
separately. It the company fulfils a strategic role In the economy, the government 
may also Insist on provisions that will preclude a take-over by another company, 
or specifically by foreign Interests. In some Instances, a small foreign 
shareholding may be desirable. In particular, foreign partlclp-tlon In privatisation 
may provide a desirable Inflow of foreign capital for those countries which are 
burdened by an onerous foreign debt commitment. Special provisions In respect 
of shareholding may be made for specific Inte-est groups such as management, 
employees, customers and financial institutions, In order to obtain greater 
commitment from ‘hese groups. The selection of specific shareholder groups may 
be significant with regard to the company’s strategic position, marketing abilities 
and efficiency of production. It Is Important to recognise that the various public 
sector companies which are to be privatised, require the application of different 
and unique approaches. There are peculiar circumstances within each company, 
and specific needs of stakeholders In different companies.
Contracting Involves the substitution o« public sector supply with orlvate sector 
supply because the private oectcr business can presumably produce more 
efficiently than the public sector entity. Successful change-over to contract 
services Involves Inviting competitive tenders from companies seeking ihe 
business. This method Involves recognition that a government can still be 
responsible for guaranteeing a supply, even when that government d^ie not 
produce the supply itself.
The advantages of contracting entail the following:
Contracting harnesses competitive forces and brings the pressure of the 
marketplace to bear on Inefficient producers
Contracting permits better management, free of most distractions char­
acteristic of overtly political organisations.
The costs and benefits of managerial decisions are felt more directly by 
the decision maker, whose own rewards are directly at stake.
Contracting permits a quicker response to new needs and facilitates 
experimentation In new programmes.
Contracting relieves a government of non-vlable state activities.
I. Contracting limits the size of government Involvement, at least In terms of 
the number of employees.
g. Contracting enables a government to take advantage of specialised skills 
lacking In Its own workforce.
h. Contracting Is a way of avoiding large capital outlay. Contracting spreads 
costs over time at a relatively constant and predictable level.
I. Contracting can reduce the dependence on a single supplier and
consequently lessen the vulnerability to strikes.
The argumenta against contracting Involve the following:
a. Contracting Implies higher costs because the contractors need to make a 
profit.
b. Contracting Increaaes the scope for corruption.
There Is a limited number of qualified contractors, which makes 
comparison of price and quality nigh Impossible.
Managing and monitoring contractor performance Is a costly exercise.
The marginal cost of expanding government service tends to be low.
f. Contracting limits the flexibility of government response to emergencies.
g. Contracting is demoralising to employees and deprives the government of 
skills which are needed In-house.
h. Contracting fosters an undesirable dependence on contractors and leavea 
the public vulnerable to the risk of bank uptcy of the contracting firm.
In many countrlea, contracting often represents a first experiment with privatisa­
tion becauae contracting allows a government to retain some control. Contracting 
can be regarded to be on the periphery of the trend towards privatisation as It 
doea not Involve a clean break with state control as offered by denationalisation. 
Contractlng-out has been described (Ernst and Whlnney, 1987) as the "privatisa­
tion of management." The management of a public aectcr enterpriee need only 
control and evaluate the performance of the contractor In general, rather than 
manage the operation In Its entirety.
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at least for the foreseeable future. Many governments Intend to retain at least a 
minority, If not majority shareholding, In those companies which they regard as 
being of strategic Interest. Pickering (1984,p.56) states:
■in our political culture there may be a need to express the 
state's Involvement In such Industries through a shareholding, 
even when the government of the day espouses a tree market 
Ideology.'
The gradual approach to privatisation may also be regarded as a method to 
defuse opposition to privatisation. By gradually divesting tranches of shares the 
state's shareholding Is eventually reduced to a minority Interest. At this stage the 
management, employees and consumers have become accustomed to the 
company operating within the private sector, and private sector culture has 
become firmly established and secure. Gradual privatisation also enables a 
government to experiment with and gain experience In the concept of 
privatisation.
The view that the existence of private shareholders and consequent disciplines of 
the capital market will make It more difficult for a government to Intervene In the 
affairs of a privatised company, thereby shielding such hybrid companies from 
political pressures, Is regarded with some scepticism. Many companies with 
substantial government shareholding operate in areas where the government 
retains major responsibilities. It seems highly unlikely that a government will not 
attempt to Influence major policy and strategic decisions token by a privatised 
firm.
It a minister decides to Intervene In the affairs of a privatised company, this 
Intervention can be achieved by mobilising the government's shareno'dlng. 
However direct Involvement In a privatised company's activities would be a last 
resort. The company's directors would be well aware of the latent power of a 
large block of voting shares. Steal (I984,p.l09) states'
One suspects that even now they are conscious of the fact that 
their largest shareholder Is only sleeping not deceased and 
would consider it prudent to listen carefully to ministers' views.'
A government would also be In a strong position to Influence board appointments 
On specific Issues, ministers could resort to the practice of persuasion and 
arm-twisting which they have adopted on many occasions In the United Kingdom, 
as well as In other countries, In relation to public sector companies.
The potential role that a government would play In the affairs of a privatised 
company can be analysed by providing answers to the following hypothetical 
questions:
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'Would a government allow a major privatised company, In which it has 
retained a significant shareholding, to be declared Insolvent?
d.
Would the government allow a privatised firm to drastically curtail some 
unprofitable operations on the basis of the argument that cross-sub­
sidisation Is no longer feasible?
If, In order to preserve unprofitable operations, an explicit subsidy Is 
grented, would a government not take a close Interest In the manner In 
which It was calculated and spent?
Would the government be able to Ignore an Industrial dispute In a 
privatised concern which is strategic to the rest of tne economy?
In a number of Instances, a government’s shareholding Is largely superfluous 
because It also owns a Special Share’ which can be Invoked to outvote all other 
shares, albeit only In strictly defined circumstances, such as the prevention of a 
takeover attempt and the reduction of Influence of foreign shareholders. A golden 
share’ Is of considerable significance because the threat of :akeover Is one of the 
mechanisms of capital market discipline.
4.10 MARKETING THE PRIVATISATION PROCESS
Similarly to the marketing of any product or service, the marketing of a 
privatisation Issue must proceed along established marketing principles, taking 
Into account aspects such as product design (for example ordinary or preference 
shares), pricing of shares, promoting the share Issue, as well as establishing 
approp. iate distribution channels. It Is of particular Importance for the success of 
a privatisation initiative, that an assessment of the needs and requirements of the 
targeted market aegmentu Is made. In the case of a privatisation issue, the 
targeted market eegments consist principally of the stakeholders. It Is crucial to 
the success of marketing a privatisation Issue that a general consensus In 
respect of the desirability of the privatisation exists amongst the various 
stakeholders.
The process of privatisation Is not only dependent upon the will of the 
government. There must be considerable creativity In policy Innovation, each 
requiring new and sometimes Intricate techniques tailored to the specific 
characteristics of a particular privatisation. In the United Kingdom, the success of 
the privatisation concept Is exemplified by the fact that the number of Individual 
shareholders more than trebled during the past eight years. Shareholders are now 
spread right across the different socio-economic groups. The enthusiasm of both 
Institutional and private Investors In providing funding In areas which have
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traditionally been regarded as only capable of attracting state guaranteed finance, 
has also been a major feature of change In the British financial system. In South 
Africa, for example, financial Institutions reacted enthusiastically with regard to 
the privatisation of SASOL.
A gove-nment has two main options when pricing an Issue, namely fixing the 
price according to Its assessment of the value of the enterprise, or by means of a 
tender. In the former c-se, all those who wish to buy at the stated price are sold 
shares scaled down In the event of an over subscription, whilst In the latter casf , 
the government announces a striking prlco and all those who have tendered 
above that price are sold snares at the striking price. It Is thought that In the first 
case small Investors are favoured, whilst In latter case financial Institutions are 
favoured.
The objective of the marketing exercise Is to create the correct Image of the 
company In the market for Investment funds. It also needs to be borne In mind 
that this marketing exercise would take up a tremendous amount of executive and 
management time The marketing efforts in a privatisation Issue are usually 
i  rected at the following audiences, namely the Investment community (domestic 
and foreign financial Institutions, larger and smaller private Investors), the 
stockbroker*, opinion forming Individuals such as financial analysts, the financial 
and other media, as well as the management and employees of the firm which Is 
to be privatised. In the United Kingdom special arrangements have been made to 
encourage the extension of share ownership, particularly employees, customers, 
small Investors, and on occasion, foreign Investors.
These special arrangements Include Inter alia, the following:
a. The widest possible marketing of shares, consistent with retaining proper 
protection for Investors.
b. Marketing of shares by means of a corporate advertising campaign on 
television, as well as In the press.
c. Detailed press coverage explaining the privatisation and method of 
application for shares.
d. Detailed communication with Journalists from the financial and popular 
press to ensure there would be fair coverage, and In th3 hope that 
newspapers would encourage people to apply.
e. A regional network of stockbrokers and other financial Intermediaries has 
been developed In order that full information about privatisation Issues 
can oe widely and sensibly disseminated.
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Opening a share Information office, to handle enquiries on privatisation In 
general, as well as the share Issue In particular.
-Road shows' for Investors that are hosted by the senior management of 
the company immediately prior to privatisation.
Using branch and o-itlet displays to promote the privatisation campaign.
Issuing a publication on how to buy and sell shares.
Issuing a 'pathfinder prospectus' In cases where full Information about a 
company Is not already in the market, as well as to provide a mechanism 
to gauge market Interest In the company.
Introducing 'mlnl-nrospectuses' and simplified application forms for 
shares.
Deliberately fixing the minimum amount of money required to make an 
application for shares as low as possible.
Allowing payment by Instalment for shares.
Allowing Investors more time In which to make their applications.
Giving a bonus distribution of shares (loyalty bonus) to those small 
shareholders who retain their shares for an extended period of time.
Holding a fees competition In order to determine the composition of the 
equity underwriting syndicate, thereby reducing the costs of the share 
Issue.
Acting effectively against multiple applicants, namely Investors completing 
more than one application form.
Issuing vouchers to Individual shareholders for application against the 
purchase of the company's products or services.
Offering discounts to shareholders for the purchase of a company’s 
products and services.
Weighing allotments In the event of oversubscription In favour of those 
Investors applying for a low number of shares.
u. Offering free shares to employees and management, as well as 
preferential treatment In the allocation of shares.
Ptekerlnq (I984,p.55) expresses the view:
The encouragement to employees and small Investors to hold 
shares sits rather uneasily with the government's stated 
preference for the free market, since It Involves administrative 
Interference in the sale to produce a desired political result, in 
the case of free share offers for employees, there Is also a 
conflict, albeit quite a small one, with the objective of achieving 
the best price for the tax payer.'
Sometimes It may be necessary to market a limited number of shai es overseas. 
This type of foreign placement Is done In order to ensure that the issue as a 
whole will be successful, as well as to obtain additional benefits for the national 
economy. Firstly, In some Instances a country’s equity market may not be 
sufficiently capitalised to be able to successfully absorb the privatisation Issue. 
Secondly, selling overseas -..ay stimulate the demand for shares, thereby 
ensuring that a fair price Is achieved. Moreover, In those Instances where the 
company Is operating In the International market, a foreign shareholding may 
actually strengthen Its market position. Participation In overseas financial markets 
may also add value to a company's profile overseas, which In turn can lead to 
valuable export orders. However, a listing on a foreign stock market entails 
adherence to a larger number of regulations and may also bring about onerous 
reporting requirements.
The prospectus Is a document of prime Importance when the shares of a 
company are placed on the market. The prospectus discloses general Information 
about the company which Is to be privatised. Specific Information on the 
company’s sales, profit margins, competitive position, as well as Its executive 
officers and directors Is contained within the prospectus. The prospectus also 
contains information on how the company's management sees Its future as a 
privatised concern, together with projections of earnings and capital require­
ments. It Is carefully scrutinised by financial analysts and can significantly 
Influence the demand tor a company’s shares.
The timing of ■ public offering Is crucial to Its success. There are certain 
constraints appertaining to the precise timing of an Issue. It Is now common 
practice for the Issuance of a prospectus to be carried out In two steps. Firstly, a 
pathfinder prospectus' Is Issued which Is complete, except that the price of the 
shares and other financial Information are excluded. The pathfinder orospectus' 
Is usee to gauge Investor Interest and to assist in pricing of the shares. 
Approximately three weeks later the final prospectus is Issued. However,
conditions on the stock market from the date of publication of the prospectus and 
the day the shares are finally listed could have changed fundamentally, and could 
significantly affect the success of the privatisation Issue.
However, the success of a share Issue can be guaranteed" by the involvement of 
an underwriter, or syndicate of underwriters In the case of larger Issues. 
Commission paid to underwriters can thus be regarded as a form of insurance 
safeguarding a public sector company's entry Into the private sector.
d.11 SUMMARY
Privatisation Is a highly structured process and requires meticulous attention to 
detail. Before the privatisation or a specific public sector enterprise can be 
considered, a feasibility study must be conducted. Political commitment would 
only be forthcoming If the political authorities are satisfied that the specific public 
sector company can feasibly be privatised. Moreover, the political authorities 
need to pass the necessary legislation In order to make privatisation a reality.
The company which Is to be privatised, normally would not possess the required 
skills and expertise to effect all the various aspects of the Implementation of 
privatisation. Advisers, such as merchant bankers and management consultants, 
would play an extremely useful role In this regard. The Involvement of advisers in 
the privatisation process Is known as the "privatisation of privatisation. In 
particular, the restructuring of the business which Is to be privatised, may elicit 
some very sensitive Issues, which the Internal Interest groups could find difficult 
to deal with. The restructuring process Involves legal, organisational and financial 
dimensions. Corporatisation Is an essential step before privatisation can occur. 
The organisational Issues In respect of the restructuring process concern aspects 
such as an appropriate strategic business unit structure, as well as the availability 
of an appropriately skilled management team. The financial restructuring process 
mainly Involves the establishment of an appropriate capital structure for the 
privatised company.
Although a variety of privatisation methodologies can be Identified, the floatation 
of a company on one or more stock exchanges Is regarded as the essential form 
of privatisation. The floatation of a company on a stock exchange, however, 
entails many complexities, for example, the valuation and timing of the share 
Issue. The valuation of a privatisation share Issue Is a particularly difficult 
exercise. Partial privatisation may In some instances be a tactic whereby the 
complexities of privatisation can, In the short to medium term, be dealt with 
effectively. Finally, the Implementation of a privatisation Initiative requires the 
conscious marketing of the privatisation process amongst Internal, as well as 
external stakeholders.
Theoretical considerations, and practical Issues with regard to privatisation, as 
discussed In Chapters Three and Four respectively, torm the basis of key 
success factors for privatisation which are Identified In Chapter Five.
CHAPTER.5
KFY SUCCESS FACTORS KOR PRIVATISATION
Moving public sector companies Into the private sector Is a complex process. 
Knowledge and understanding of the characteristics of successful privatisation 
are therefore crucial. Specialised skills, as well as an Innovative approach to the 
peculiar problems and challenges presented by the privatisation process, are 
required. New techniques have been developed to ensure that vital national and 
public Interests could be reconciled with private ownership. The key success 
factors In privatisation, which are listed In this chapter, have been developed from 
the theoretical and practical Issues with regard to privatisation, which have been 
discussed In Chapters Three and Four respectively. Key success factors for 
privatisation are numerous and Include the following:
a. The government must have no further Interest In owning the enterprise 
concerned. Political commitment Is crucial to privatisation. The govern­
ment must also be convinced that public policy will be better served by 
private supply. A government must take particular care that Its privatisa­
tion policies are not frustrated by government bureaucracy. The govern­
ment must also be convinced of the underlying strength and vitality of the 
private economy.
b. It Is essential to ensure that privatisation does not result In the erosion of
essential services, which would result In political support evaporating 
rapidly. If unprofitable activities merit support, subsidies should be direct, 
contractual and specifically targeted.
c. The company must be attractive to the Investment community. The
prospects for profits should be real and reasonable, remaining so for at 
least the shon to medium term.
d. The privatised company should not be burdened with large amounts of
debt or contingent liabilities (such as a deficit on Its pension fund or any 
unresolved llt'gatlon claims or proceedings). In particular, the debt-equlty 
ratio should be comparable to what Is regarded to be the Industry norm.
e. In e  enterprise should be ready and willing to enter the private sector. An
appropriate financial structure, management team and other facilities 
should be organised before privatisation. The organisational culture must 
also be appropriate to a private sector envlionment.
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The privatisation process will make significant demands on management’s 
time. Management must be prepared for such demands and responsibi­
lities, and be capable of dealing with them. The strength of the 
management team will be closely scrutinised by underwriters and 
Investors alike. The quality and excellence of management have a 
significant Impact on the shsre price the a company being floated.
The government should consider the regulatory environment In which the 
privatised company will operate as early a» possible. The regulatory 
guide-lines must be clear, yet sufficiently comprehensive to enable 
potentl.il Investors to interpret the possible commercial Impact on the 
company.
Privatisation c in only succeed If there Is close cooperation between the 
authorities and the private sector In all of Its ramifications.
The sale of an enterprise must be acceptable to the public. The public 
would normally demand that the enterprise Is sold at a fair' price. It must 
be kept In mind that the value ascribed by an Investor to a business 
enterprise would generally be determined by reference to the entity's 
prospects for profits. The capacity of a privatised firm to pay dividends, 
presently as well as In the future, rather than the net asset value of the 
business, tends to be the basis for valuing an on going concern. The 
profits of the enterprise should therefore be able to support a vulue of at 
least equal to Its net assets, otherwise the government will be accused of 
disposing public assets at less than their value.
The Government needs to be convinced that privatisation will not conflict 
with it* economic policy or damage local Interests, for example, through 
the closure or relocation of plant or through massive redundancies.
Government policies must not be encroached upon through privatisation, 
for example, a potential Investor might be a foreigner or might be a 
competitor. Concerns like this would need to be Identified, and a plan for 
their resolution prepared.
The Interests and concerns of all stakeholders must be understood end 
satisfied. Employees may be concerned about Job security, as well as 
maintenance of pension arrangements. Customers and suppliers may be 
concerned that the enterprise may use Its monopoly position to exploit 
them. In the United Kingdom, experience has shown that the most 
successful privatisations have been those where ail of the major Interest 
groups have benefited to a greater or lesser extent.
m.
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The public shoula be eatlslled that the sale of the enterprise Is fair and 
equitable. A wldaspread public Issue without restrictions Is the most 
favoured route. Sale to a single buyer Is more risky as It expose the 
government to criticism of favouratlsm and underpricing. It Is extremely 
important to avoid creating the nrtton that the shares are being given 
away to a few people.
The stock market should be buoyant, but not overheated. Unstable 
conditions would tend to limit Int. M emanating from risk averse 
first-time Investors. In the United Kingdom, the concept of privatisation 
was boosted by the longest running bull market. The slump on the world s 
stock exchanges since October 1987 may result In privatisation plans of 
some governments being postponed either temporarily or Indefinitely.
In order to stimulate Investor Interest Ir  privatisation. It Is desirable that 
the share price be slightly underpriced. This Jives small Investors, as well 
as employee shareholders, an Immediate tangible benefit In respect of the 
privatisation Initiative.
It Is crucial that the value of the firm which Is to ^  privatised, is 
determined as accurately as possible.
Policy makers must resist .he temptation to view privatisation as the 
panacea for all of their economic problems. This view csii only lead to 
disappointment If privatisation does not produce the dclred  result. 
Privatisation will not resolve all of the problems surrounding public 
enterprises, but experience ham revealed that privatisation Is bo.h 
desirable and feasible In many Instances.
The privatisation solution must be tailored to the unique political, social 
and economic conditions that oxlst In different countries. The unique 
characteristics existing within the Industry, as well as the pacullarKies of 
the firm Itself must also be taken Into account fully. In other words, 
privatisation requires a situational solution.
It is essential that the opponents of the privatisation Initiative be identified 
as early as possible. Specific steps can then be taken to break down the 
resistance from such groups as government officials, r.s-.sgement, 
employees, unions, and consumers.
It Is essential that the best possible professional advice is obtained. 
Credence should be given to ‘privatising the privatisation process.
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It may be necessary to design creative and Innovative financial products, 
especially In those equity maikets which lack sufficient capitalisation. The 
nature of the shares offered must correspond to the needs of the potential 
Investors aiw the privatised company alike.
An appropriate communication strategy needs to be devised In order to 
inform all stakeholders of the nature, process, timing and consequences 
of privatisation.
The fivst attempts at privatisation should be taken with those public sector 
companies which already operate on the periphery of the private sector. 
Success would give the government confidence to attempt the more 
difficult cases. The privatisation programme should also he adequately 
spaced to allow the equity market to absorb successive privatisations.
When a particular private sector company has been Identified as s 
candidate for privatisation, the momentum achieved must be retained. A 
realistic timetable must be prepared and progress towards privatisation 
must be continually monitored.
The privatisation process must be carefully planned, and the appropriate 
administrative apparatus must be put In action In order to carry out the 
privatisation. According to Austin, el H i (1986,p.56), the following Issues 
must be addressed in the planning effort.
Over what period of time will the divestment program be 
conducted? Most countries have grossly underes 'maled the 
length of time It takes to complete the sale of even one -ompany.
If for financial or other reasons the companies cannot be sold all 
at once, In which order should they be sold? Should the biggest 
losers be sold first, In order to save money, or should the most 
profitable (and easiest to sell) be offered first?
How much of the equity In each public sector company should 
be offered for sale? The government may retain some equity It It 
feels the need to maintain a degree of control over the divested 
enterprise through partial equity ownership.
What form of decision making and approval process should be 
followed In carrying out the divestment program? Experience 
shows that once the administration of a divestment process 
becomes politicised, the speed and smoothness of flow of the 
prot ss can be seriously Impaired. The more carefully the
process Is spoiled out at the outset, the less chance there will be 
ot political Interference, subjective Interpretation and changing 
the rules ot the game' along the way.
Who will manage the process once the privatisation process Is 
established? Failure to provide the divestment process with a 
strong and credible administrative entity has been a serious flaw 
In many privatisation efforts. Because divestment calls for 
sophisticated financial, legal, public relations, managerial, and 
negotiating skills, the privatisation process cannot be entrusted to 
a weak and under funded bureaucracy for Its execution. A 
recommended approach Is to create a temporary 'privatisation 
commission' of recognised, non-pol'tlcal professionals and 
technicians representing both the public and private sectors.
How will the divestment effort be financed? The Inltle! coats of 
mounting a successful privatisation programme can be signifi­
cant. The costs Include legal fees, title searches, management 
consulting and Investment advisory services, and most Important, 
the enormous Investment that must be made (In some cases) to 
get a company's balance sheet Into saleable condition.
Successful privatisation requires meticulous attention to detail. Although the 
privatisation process needs to be highly structured, the implementation 
process must be very Innovative and creative. In particular, the motivations of 
the various stakeholders must be understood, and appropriate strategies 
devised. Privatisation represents a strategic reorientation for a privatised 
company, and significantly affect* the strategic positioning of a privatised 
company. Privatisation Is, however, a unique experience and requires a 
tailor-made approach.
The theoretical and practical Issues In respect of privatisation, ar veil as the 
key success factors of privatisation, which have been discussed It Chapters 
Three, Four and Five respectively, together with the characteristics of the 
airline Industry, which has been discussed In Chapter Two, form the oasis of 
a hypothesised framework for privatisation In the airline Industry. Th: 
hypothesised framework for airline prlvatlar'lon Is discussed In Chapter Six. 
Tne practical experience of some privatised airlines with regard to the 
suggested framework for airline privatisation, Is described and analysed In 
Chapter Eight.
CHAPTEB.fi
AIRLINE PRIVATISATION : A FRAMEWORK
ft 1 INTRODUCTION
idemlly and describe the scope for and Implication, of the strategies and general 
characteristics appertaining to privatisation In the airline Industry.
Although airline privatisation I .  a rather complex Issue, twentyflve propositions 
which endeavour to explain some major issues with regard to ,he 8C° ^  and 
implication, of airline privatisation, were derived from the analysis of the susteglc 
an operational characteristic, of the airline industry, a . " J T T  
•valuation of the theoretical and practical implication, of privatisation These 
propositions formed the basis of the structured interview, which were conducted 
with key individuals from a number of airlines which had recently been either fully
or partly privatised.
ft,; A FR AMEWORK FOR AIRLINE PBI7ATI3ATIQM
The concept of airline privatisation is a relatively novel one. which surfaced In 
1979, when British Alrwcys was first suggested as a candidate for privatisation. A 
number of airlines, such as Malaysian Airline System. Singapore International 
Airlines. Alitalia, Cathay Pacific Airways, as well British Airway, have .  nee been 
floated o one or more stock exchanges. Also, some airline, which were alroady 
partly privatised such as K IM , U ^an  Air Lines and Lufthansa "
Airlines. Qantas, South African Airways, Mexicans. Pakls'an international Airways 
and Aerollneas Argentines.
ur
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characteristics appertaining to privatisation In the airline Industry.
Although airline privatisation Is a rather complex issue, twenty-five proposmons 
which endeavour to explain some me|or issues with regard to ^
Implications of airline prlvat'estlon, were d erive  from the analysis of the strategic 
an operational character,ctlc. of the airline industry, a .  "
•valuation of the theoretical and practical implications of privatisation These 
propositions formed the basis of the structured Interview, which were conducted 
with key individuals from a number of airlines which had recently been either fully
or partly privatised.
fi 9 a FRAMFWORK FOR AIRLINE PRIVATISATION
The concept of airline privatisation Is a relatively novel one, which surfaced in 
1979, when British Airways was first suggested as a candidate for privatisation. A 
number of airlines, such as Malaysian Airline System. Singapore Infrna.lonal
partly privatised such as KLM, Jspan Air Lines and Lufthansa »^ceeded
Airlines, Qantas. South African Airways, Mexicans, Pakistan International Airways 
and Aerollneas Argentines.
The rationale for postulating and devising a framework for privatisation as 
applicable to the airline Industry, Is based upon the premise that there are certain 
unique situational characteristics appertaining to privatisation In different 
Industries. However, the situational framework for privatisation also suggests that 
the unique Institutional features, and the peculiar political and economic 
considerations within each country, as well the specific conditions within each 
airline all Influence the privatisation process. The situational framework Is ba ted 
upon the notion that privatisation Is e micropolltlcal approach, taking the Interests 
of the various stakeholders Into consideration. In particular, the situational 
framework requires the formulation of a unique strategy for privatisation In 
different airlines.
It Is postulated that there are a multitude of different reasons and objectives tor 
privatisation In the airline Industry. Firstly, the airline Industry has massive capital 
requirements. State-owned airlines do not have access to the world a equity 
markets, and consequently must rely on debt finance Such a reliance on debt 
finance tends to affect the 'Inanclal risk profile of a particular airline detrimentally. 
The economic, social and political environment In which the airline Industry 
operates Is also In a state of flux. Secondly, the trerJ towards deregulation of the 
airline Industry would appear to make etate-ownersh'p of one of the competing 
airlines undesirable because that particular airline would not be subject to the 
disciplines of the capital market, whereas the other private airlines would It their 
strategic effectiveness and operational efficiency were to prove unsatisfactory. 
Thirdly, the theory of privatisation suggests that greater efficiency would be 
derived from privatisation. Privatisation might consequently result In an Improve­
ment of the marginal profit performance of the airline Industry. Moreover, the 
general wisdom of the coiicept that airlines should operate within the ambit of the 
public sector might be questioned as the airline Industry operates on the 
periphery of the private sector. Finally airline privatisation may be part of a 
general policy of privatising state-owned businesses.
It Is thought that as a result of privatisation, the extent of political Involvement in 
the affairs of an alrl'ne would diminish, but not entirely disappear. Firstly, airlines 
which operate International routes are still dependent upon their national 
governments to negotiate air traffic rights on their behalf. Secondly, as many 
governments view theli airlines as strategic national resources, It Is thought to be 
unlikely that a govct nnent would Immediately divest the .otal share-holding that It 
holds In Its ntitiO' til airline. Thirdly, airlines have a slgnlflcar: Impact on the 
general economy and qovemments might be unwilling to relinquish direct control 
over the air transport sector of the economy. In partlcult In most countries, 
commercial airliners need to be imported, which would have an impact upon the 
country’s balance of payments. Moreover, many privatised airlines would tend to 
enjoy a dominant market position, thereby necessitating a regulatory framework In
order to protect consumer Interests. Finally, the level of air lares is an extremely 
emotional political Issue and It appears to be unlikely that a government would 
relinquish total control over the pricing policies of Its privatised airlines.
The public image of a privatised airline Is expected to Improve after privatisation. 
When an airline Is privatised, It Is thought that Its pro' t prospects ought to 
Improve. The airline would also be abl* to pursue commercially oriented, rather 
than politically oriented policies and objectives. It would thus be seen to be 
operating as sn independent business concern rather than as a branch cl the 
government. The fact that a privatised airline Is listed on the stock exchange 
would tend to enhance an airline's public Image. In particular, there would be 
relatively few political considerations when the performance of a privatised airline 
is analys' d. An airline’s actual financial performance would tend to be the basis 
for scrutiny by financial and other investment analysts.
The objectives pursued by an airline's management are perceived to be far 
clearer after privatisation than before. In particular, it Is thougi.* that the 
management of a privatised airline would consciously pursue profltabi ty as its 
prime objective, if, however, an airline's management pursued cny nt ,i-economic 
objectives. It would be likely to be with the airline's overall strategic positioning In 
mind, rather than the government’s social and political alms.
When a government decides to privatise an airline which hitherto has enjoyed 
monopolistic market protection. It would need to address the issue of establishing 
an appropriate regulatory framework. It would appear that estabiishinc a private 
monopoly would be politically unacceptable. There would seem to be some 
conflict between privatisation and deregulation In the sense that deregulation 
would depress the profit prospects of an airline, thereby reducing the price that a 
government could obtain when floating the airline. There Is genuine concern 
about privatising a public monopoly us a private monopoly, it Is also plausible that 
some time would elapse before credible competition could emerge, and this might 
result In the privatisation process •'elng delayed.
A government must be politically committed In order to privatise Its national 
airline. According y, a government must be willing tc withstand political agitation 
from trade unions and socialist opposition against privatisation. It would, however, 
seem that from what Is currently occurring In countries such as New Zealand, 
privatisation Is no longer ideologically based. When analysing the reasons for 
privatisation In different countries, especially In third world countries, fiscal 
constraints seem to be the motivating force for embracing a policy of 
privatisation. The realisation by a government and its electorate that a 
loss-making airline, or any other state-owned enterprise for that matter, can no
of privatisation.
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in different countries.
obtainable from other more stable sectors of the economy, 
commercially important customers.
Airline privatisation Is expected to proceed gradually, meaning that the state will 
only incrementally divest of Its Interest In the national airline. Firstly, the market 
capitalisation value might exceed the capital resources available on the national 
equity market. Secondly, gradualism would represent a cautious approach 
towards privatisation and It would therefore be easier to reverse the process if 
proven unsuccessful, than If the airline were fully privatised In.tlally. Gradualism 
would also enable the airline to adapt its cultural orientation far more smoothly to 
private soctor practices, than if it were plunged suddenly Into the private sector. 
Finally, many governments regard their national airlines as strategic national 
resources, and would consequently be loathe to lose complete control over 
significant operational and strategic decisions that an airline's management may 
wish to make.
It is postulated that the time period required to privatise an airline varies among 
airlines and is Influenced by the peculiar circumstances within an airline. It must 
be kept In mind that, although airlines operate on the periphery of the private 
sector, governments vary In their approach to and philosophy on allowing their 
national airlines to pursue private sector business practices. The extent of 
restructuring and preparation required for privatisation Is thus expected to vary 
between airlines.
Privatisation In the airline Industry requires substantial restructuring. This 
restructuring exercise Is of a three-dimensional nature, namely legal, organisa­
tional and financial. Legal restructuring would entail the corporatisation of the 
airline. The airline would be registered as a public company according to the 
company leglsu llon applicable In a specific country. As state-owned airlines 
already operate rather closely to the private sector, many airlines are already 
structured as corporate entitles. Corporatisation would, however, be a prerequisite 
for privatisation to take place.
The organisational restructuring of an airline might be rather extensive, depending 
upon the peculiar circumstances within a specific airline. Firstly, an airlines 
management may not have the appropriate management In order to take the 
airline Into the private sector. Privatisation can only succeed If the company’s 
management Is positively Inclined towards privatisation. Secondly, an airline’s 
productivity record might preclude It from operating as a privately-owned 
concern. In order to rectify and Improve the airline’s productivity performance, 
significant adjustments In working methods and employee numbers might be 
necessary. Guaranteed job security would also be normally unacceptable within 
the private sector. Finally, the organisation restructuring process may necessitate 
the creation of an appropriate group of strategic business units. This organisa­
tional restructuring process might be rather complicated and time-consuming. In 
particular, the politics of the privatisation process would have to be carefully 
managed.
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prospects and financial health.
Airline privatisation naan, to be marketed amongst the various stakeholders 
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the market value of the privatised firm. The purpose of an Internal marketing 
exercise would be to elicit support and enthusiasm for privatisation amongst 
management and employees, in particular, privatisation would require cultural
reorientation.
It is postulated that the relationship between a government and Its national airline 
would change fundamentally once the airline has moved Into the private sector
and achieve shareholder objectives. Secondly, the government might be temp ed 
to make the tax environment less favourable because they no longer own the 
privatised airline. Thirdly, long term debt Incurred by a privatised airline would 
probably no longer be guaranteed by Its national government. Some air lnes  ^
particularly from Third World countries, might however find It very difficult to 
obtain finance for aircraft acquisitions, and would therefore still require some 
form of government support. Finally, the government might no longer be 
supportive with regard to a regulatory environment. In particular, the government 
might want to grant an operating licence to a competing airline.
Privatisation Is a rather complex Issue and it Is considered to be unMke'^hdt an 
airline would have the required expertise »o handle the complete P u ls a tio n  
process on its own. It is consequently expected that advisers would play a 
significant role In the privatisation process, This phenomenon is known as the
assist In devising a communications strategy and programme directed at the 
Internal and t. *  external stakeholders.
The various privatisation methodologies, namely floatation, contracting, liberalisa­
tion and charging, are expected to be applicable to a greater or lesser extent In 
respect of the airline Industry. Privatisation, for the purpose of this research study 
Is taken to mean floatation on a stock exchange. It Is expected that an airline 
would normally be floated m  Its national stock market, but because of the 
International nature of airline operations, a case for multiple listings would be 
appropriate. With regard to other privatisation methodologies such as contracting. 
It Is Inoustry practice that airlines contract services such as handling and catering 
to other organisations when these services are required outside the airline's 
home base. In a numbei of countries, some private airlines have also been 
licensed to operate In competition with the state-owned airline. These moves 
towards deregulation can also be regarded as Initial steps towards fully 
privatising the state-owned airline.
Although a privatised airline would, for all Intents and purposes, operate within 
the ambit of the private sector. It would be regarded to be unlikely that a 
government would allow Its prime national airline to be declared Insolvent. 
Experience In the United States as well as the United Kingdom, however. 
Indicates that Branlff Airlines and Laker Airways were allowed to become 
bankrupt by their respective governments. These airlines carried only a relatively 
small proportion of total traffic In their countries, whereas the privatised national 
airlines generally carried a dominant share of the total market. Theoretical 
considerations of privatisation postulate that an absence of the risk of bankruptcy 
would result In an airline not operating as efficiently as It otherwise would.
Effective privatisation requires that the practice of cross-subsidisation be 
discontinued because operating unprofitable services would dampen overall 
profitability. It Is consequently postulated that an airline In the process of 
privatisation, would probably terminate unprofitable services and close non-per- 
formlng sales offices thereby reducing overall costs as well as Improving overall 
profitability. It Is to be expected that privatised airlines would be more sensitive to 
opportunities that could represent cost reductions. The theory of privatisation also 
postulates that privatised airlines would generally operate more efficiently than 
their state-owned counterparts.
6.3 SUMMARY
A framework for airline privatisation suggests a number ol peculiar aspects which 
can be summarised as follows:
a. Airline privatisation Is situational and this framework for privatisation also 
suggests that the unique Institutional features and peculiar political and 
economic considerations within each country, as well the specific 
conditions within each airline, all Influence the privatisation process.
-
Governments are motivated by a multitude of reasons and objectives to 
privatise their national airlines.
c. The ability of privatised airlines to obtain equity cental which can be used 
to finance aircraft acquisitions Is a major Incentive to alrt.ne privatisation.
d. It Is thought that the extent of political Involvement in the affairs of an 
airline would diminish, but not entirely
disappear, after privatisation.
e. The public Image of a privatised airline would Improve after privatisation.
The objectives pursued by an airline’s management are perceived to be 
much clearer after privatisation than before. X
g. When a government wants to privatise Its national airline, It also needs to 
consider the regulatory environment In which the privatised airline will 
operate.
h. The government must be politically committed to privatise Its national 
airline.
I. It Is postulated that the relationship between a government and ltd national
airline would change fundamentally once the airline moved Into the private 
sector.
I
In spite of the fact that they would be operating within the prlva.i sector, 
privatised airlines do not face the risk of bankruptcy.
The essential methodology of airline privatisation entails a listing on one 
or more stock exchanges.
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ilrllne that is to  be privatised.
airlines are listed.
G overnm en t, would tend to  place restrictions on the extent of loreign  
shareholding In privatised airlines.
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y. Airline privatisation needs to be marketed amongst the various sta* 'hold­
ers which htve an Interest In the well-belnu of the Industry.
The above propositions concern some of the major Issues In respect of 
privatisation In the airline Industry.
These propositions have consequently formed the basis of the research that has 
been conducted Into the practical experience of major international airline* such 
as British Airways, KLM, Lufthansa, Singapore International Airlines and Japan Air 
Lines with regard to the privatisation phenomenon. The .esearch findings are 
discussed In detail in Chapter Eight.
CHAPTER 7
RESEARCH METHQPPLQGYAMD..APPROACH TO THE STU01
The objective of this research report Is to Identity general guide-lines In respect 
of privatisation In the airline Industry. The research alms to establish a 
generalised framework tor airline privatisation from these guide-lines. An 
Investigation Into airline privatisation mus* take account of strategic and 
operational characteristics of the airline Industry, as well as theoretical and 
practical considerations with regard to the phenomenon of privatisation.
A set of propositions for airline privatisation has been developed from 
perspectives gained from the strategic evaluation of the characteristics of the 
airline Industry, which have been discussed In Chapter Two, as well as the 
theoretical and practical considerations of privatisation and the key success 
factors for privatisation, as discussed In Chapters Three, Four and Five 
respectively. A hypothesised framework for airline privatisation has been 
presented In Chapter Six. This framework forms the background against which the 
phenomenon of airline privatisation has been researched. It must be emphasised 
that there exists no authoritative reference work dealing purely with the 
phenomenon of airline privatisation.
Although various methodologies of privatisation can be Identified In the airline 
Industry, the main thrust of this research report concerns the phenomenon of 
airline shares being floated on one or more stock exchanges where they were 
previously owned by a government or a government agency. Thin research report 
Is consequently concerned with those instances where either a fully or psrtly 
state-owned airline has been either fully or partly privatised.
The phenomenon of airline privatisation appears to have gained momentum 
recently. Several governments have expressed an Interest In privatising their 
national airlines. However, the practical experience In respect of privatisation 
within the airline Industry is at the present moment still rather limited. Although, 
for the purpose of this research report, It was endeavoured to select a broadly 
based sample of privatised airlines In order to be able to Identify and evaluate the 
general principles of airline privatisation, the choice of research objects was 
rather limited. The airlines which were chosen, consist of British Airways, KLM 
Royal Dutch Airlines, Lufthansa German Airlines, Singapore International Airlines 
and Japan Air Lines.
The sample of airlines chosen for investigation represents the major approaches 
to privatisation In the airline Industry:
a. British Airways was privatised from full state ownership to full private 
ownership.
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b. In th» cases of Lufthansa and Singapore International Airlines, the extent 
of the state’s majority shareholding was reduced.
c. In the case of KLM the state’s majority shareholding was reduced to a
minority shareholding.
d. In the case of Japan Air Lines the Japanese government sold Its
remaining minority shareholding.
Harrlgan (1983.P-400) notes that, Representative sampling can reduce the need to 
interview entire universes. For example, In-depth Interviews with key competitors 
can provide data describing how the other competitors managed similar strategic
challenges’
The set of propositions, a described In Chapter Six, was tested and evaluated 
from Information obtained from structured Interviews which were conducted with 
key Individuals from the chosen sample of privatised airlines. These structured 
interviews formed the basis of the research methodology. The questions which 
guided the structured Interviews are attachvd as Appendix Five. The link between 
the various propositions a.id the questions posed to the different airlines is 
Indicated In Table Ten which Is attached to this chapter.
A complication of the research methodology pursued emanates from the fact that 
circumstances and philosophies within the different airlines that constituted the 
chosen sample, are considerably different. This difference of perspective 
between the various airlines Influenced the course and nature of the interviews.
The main lim itation of the research methodology pursued, are the following:
a. The nature of the research methodolog,, as well as the relatively small 
sample size of airlines being Investigated, brings about the risk of the 
research results being biased by subjective opinions being expressed by 
the Interviewees.
b. The lack of generality of some of the research, mainly with regard to the 
Impossibility of applying rlgourous statistical validation techniques.
c. The various research results may not necessarily be applicable to a 
particular airline because Institutional arrangements In different countries
may be vastly different.
d. Privatisation Is a unique event for a particular airline. An experiment in 
respect of the privatisation of a particular airline can therefore not be 
repll' ated.
in order to reduce the risk of subjective analysis, the Information and views 
obtained from the structured Interviews were supplemented by reports from 
airline Industry journals. The annual reports and prospectuses of the different 
privatised airlines were also thoroughly scanned In order to enhance the 
understanding and Insight Into the practicalities of the experience In respect ot
privatisation by the dIMerent airline*. Harrlgan (19S3,p402) continues, ‘Strategy 
research needs many sources ol Information to reconstruct firms' business 
strategies and comprehend their strategy choices.’
The approach of the research methodology has consequently been more of a 
qualitative, rather than a quantitative nature. The qualitative nature of the research 
emanates from the fact that the exper'ence of the sample of airlines In respect of 
privatisation was analysed from viewpoints expressed by the key Individuals who 
were Interviewed. The qualitative analysis dealt with the following Issues:
The unique factors appertaining to privatisation In each airline.
The motlvatlona of privatisation from both the government's and the 
airline's perspective.
The role of the government In the airline after prlvatlaatlon.
The Issues In respect of the flostatlon of the airline, such as the valuetlon 
of the sherws, the composition of shareholders, snd the timing of the 
floatation.
The preparations needed for privatisation (legal, financial and organisa­
tional).
The extent to which advlsere were utilised In the privatisation process.
The msrketlrn Issues of the privatisation process.
Certain quantitative analyses were, however, conducted such as those estimating 
the beta values of some airlines, calculating returns on Investment, debt-equlty 
ratios, and productivity performances. The beta values of the respective airlines 
were calculated In order to determine the volatility of the sharea of the different 
privatised airlines. The returns on Investment and productivity performances were 
calculated In order to determine the efficiency and profitability changes In the 
different airlines as a result of privatisation. The debt-equlty ratios were 
calculated In order to determine the extent of financial restructuring as a result of 
privatisation. The purpose of this type of quantitative analysis has been to 
lllLstrste a principle that emerged from the qualitative research rather, than 
establlah a principle as such.
According to Harrlgan (1983,p.399), 'the major advantages of fine-grained studies 
can Include meticulous attention to detail, relevance to business practice and 
acceas to multiple viewpoints.' The rationale behind choosing a fine-grained 
reaearch methodology has been:
a. The chosen research methodology made It possible lo probe Into key 
Issues with regard to airline privatisation.
b. The detailed perspectives r !  the finer nuances of the privatisation process 
could be analysed.
c. The fine-grained research methodology requires meticulous attention to 
detail. Privatisation is a highly complex phenomenon.
d. The relevance to business practice could be easily established.
strategies and comprehend their strategy choices.'
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airline's perspective.
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c The1lM .grIln !dd research methodology requires meticulous attention to 
detail. Privatisation is a highly complex phenomenon. 
d The relevance to business practice could be easily established.
e. The fine-grained research methodology allowed access and analysis of 
multiple viewpoints. Privatisation Is dealt with differently In different 
airlines.
To summarise the Information gathered from the structured Interviews, the annual 
reports and prospectuses of the dHerenl airlines, as well as )orts from airline 
trade journals were collated. This Information was analysed, evaluated and 
Interpreted, particularly In respect of the set of propositions from the hypoth­
esised framework for airline privatisation which has been discussed In Chapter 
Six. The research findings are discussed In detail In Chapter Eight, and the 
conclusions reached and recommendations proposed are listed In Chapter Nine.
TABLE 10
LINK BETWEEN PROPOSITIONS STATED (CHAPTER 6) AND QUESTIONS POSED 
TO KEY INDIVIDUALS OF AIRLINES THAT HAVE RECENTLY BEEN PRIVATISED
PROPOSITIONS QUESTIONS
Airline privatisation Is situational. Please describe the background and 
origin of privatisation In your airline.
What is your definition of airline privati­
sation?
Govern,..cr/s are motivated by a 
multitude oz reasons and objectives 
to prlvat'.Fd their national airlines.
Why did your government decide to 
privatise your airline?
The abllhv of privatised airlines to 
obtain equity capital which can be 
used to finance aircraft acquisitions 
Is a major Incentive for airline pri­
vatisation.
Old the management of your airline 
favour privatisation? Why?
What are the major benefits of privatisa­
tion for your airline?
What are the major disadvantages of 
privatisation for your airline?
It Is thought that the extent of 
political Involvement In the affairs of 
an airline would diminish, but not 
entirely disappear, after privatisation.
What role does your national govern­
ment play In the affairs of our com­
pany? Did the role of the gi eminent 
change after privatisation?
Does your government possess any 
special mechanisms such as a golden 
snare' with regard to your airline?
Does your government still own any 
shares In your airline? If so, why?
The public Image of a privatised 
airline would Improve after privatisa­
tion.
Did the public Image of your airline 
change after privatisation?
The objectives pursued by an airli­
ne's management are perceived to 
be much clearer after privatisation 
than before.
What are the major objectives of your 
airline’s management? Did these objec­
tives change after privatisation?
When a government wants to privat­
ise Its national airline, It also needs 
to consider the regulatory environ­
ment In which the privatises airline 
will operate.
Did the regulator environment change 
after privatisation? How?
The government must be politically 
committed to privatise Its national 
airline.
..... _
What are the national political consider­
ations In respect of privatisation In your 
country?
To what extent Is your national govern­
ment committed to privatisation as a 
national economic policy?
What Is the risk of renatlonalisatlon?
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TABLE 10 (CONTINUED)
LINK BETWEEN PROPOSITIONS STATED (CHAPTER 6) AND QUESTIONS POSED 
TO KEY INDIVIDUALS OF AIRLINES THAT HAVE RECENTLY BEEN PRIVATISED
[ PROPOSITIONS QUESTIONS
Privatisation In the airline Industry 
requires substantial restructuring. 
This restructuring exercise Is of a 
three-dimensional nature, namely 
legal, organisational and financial.
What kind of restructuring was required 
before your airline could be privatised?
Before an airline can be privatised. It 
must be Incorporated according to 
the specific country's company 
legislation.
Were there any legal complications | 
concerning the privatisation of your 
airline?
An airline may neef to be organisa­
tionally restructured In terms of 
employees and management before 
privatisation can proceed.
Did any employees or management lose 
their jobs as a result of privatisation? Do 
your management and employees enjoy 
security of tenure?
Did the culture of your organisation 
change as a result of privatisation?
Tho financial restructuring exercise 
mainly entails adjusting the debt- 
equlty relationship In accordance 
with the norms of the private sector 
airline Industry.
What Is the policy of your airline In 
respect of Its capital structure?
Did your pension scheme arrangements 
present any problems with regard to 
privatisation?
Privatised airlines would become 
more efficient and profitable than 
they were when they still operated In 
|| the public sector.
Did the effectiveness and efficiency of 
your airline Imorove as a result of 
privatisation?
Airlines would require the assistance 
of advisers to provide guidance with 
regard to the various aspects and 
processes of privatisation.
What role did ad'-lsers play In the 
privatisation process?
Airline privatisation needs to be 
marketed amongst the various stake­
holders which have an Interest In the 
well-being of the Industry.
Who are the major Interest groups with 
regard to privatisation In your country, 
and also In your airline? |
Did you market privatisation Internally In 
your organisation? How?
Did you market privatisation externally? 
How?
Ci i Ai TEn B 
AIRLINE PRIVATISATION : THE PRACTICAL
m
8.1 INTRODUCTION
•  *
'
This chapter discusses the results that emerged from the research study. The 
findings reported are In response to the propositions which emanated from the 
hypothesised framawork fo- airline privatisation which Is described In Chapter Six.
It needs to be emphasised that although some general conclusions may be 
reached from the research results, the research findings primarily concern those 
airlines which were Investigated. The relevance of the research results dlscussad 
In this chapter therefore needs to be considered together with the unique factors 
and considerations present In the particular airline which Is considered to be a 
candidate for privatisation.
The propositions for airline privatisation which were Identified In Chapter Six, are 
discussed below in eight general categories. These categories are the following:
a. The applicability of a situational framework.
b. The motivations for privatisation.
c. The role of government In a privatised airline.
d. Floatation issues.
e. Partial privatisation.
t. Preparing for privatisation.
g. The role of advisers.
h. Marketing the privatisation process.
The relationship between the set of propositions Identified In Chapter Six and the 
categories which are discussed in this chapter Is Indicated In Table Eleven.
8.2 THE APPLICABILITY OF A SITUATIONAL FRAMEWORK
The research findings confirm that a sltuat'onal framework Is an appropriate 
approach for airline privatisation. Conditions and circumstances within different 
airlines which were Investigated differed widely, and this necessitated a unique 
approach to privatisation. In particular. It needs to be kept In mind that 
privatisation Is a mlcropoiitlcal approach. Successful privatisation consequently 
needs to take Into consideration the psychology of the different Interest groups 
very carefully. Motivations, and actions, and indeed the composition of these
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE CATEGORIES OF DISCUSSION IN RESPECT OF 
THE PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE OF AIRLINE PRIVATISATION (CHAPTER 8) AND 
THE HYPOTHESISED PROPOSITIONS FOR AIRLINE PRIVATISATION (CHAPTER 3)
CATEGORIES OF DIS­
CUSSION
PROPOSITIONS FOR AIRLINE PRIVATISATION :
The applicability ot a si­
tuational framework.
Alrllre privatisation Is situational and this framework 1 
lor privatisation also suggests that the im lque  
nstitutlona! features ano pecuM arpolltlcaland  
economic considerations with n each country, as 
well the specific conditions within each alMne all, 
Influence the prl\ itlsatlon process.
The motivations for pri­
vatisation.
Governments are motivated by a muhltude 't 
reasons and objectives to privatise their national 
airlines.
The ability of privatised airlines to obtain equity 
capital which can be used to finance aircraft 
acquisitions is a major Incentive for airline prlva.l- 
satlon.
The role of a government 
In a privatised airline. r„ |entr rely disappear, after privatisation.
The public Image of a privatised airline would 
improve after privatisation.
The objectives pursued by an airline's management 
are perceived to be much clearer after privatisation 
than before.
When a government wants to privatise Its national's r s z u : ' . x r a
operate.
The government must be politically committed to 
privatise Its national airline.
it Is postulated that the relationship between a 
government and Its national airline would change 
fundamentally once the airline moved Into the 
private sector.
In spite of the tact that they would be operating 
within the private sector, privatised airlines do not 
face the risk of bankruptcy.
Flotation Issues. The essential methodology of airline privatisation entails a listing on one or more stock exchanges.
It Is a fairly complex Issue In order to determine the 
market value of an airline that Is to be privatised.
The share prices of privatised airlines are thought 
to be more volatile than the overall stock market 
Indices on the s re k  exchanges where these
TABLE 11 (CONTINUED) M M # v r
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE CATEGORIES OF DISCUSSION IN RESPECT OF 
THE PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE OF AIRLINE PRIVATISATION (CHAPTER b) AND 
THE HYPOTHESISED PROPOSITIONS FOR AIRLINE PRIVATISATION (CHAPTER 6)
CATEGORIES OF DIS­
CUSSION
PROPOSITIONS FOR AIRLINE PRIVATISATION
Flotation Issues (con­
tinued) airlines.
It Is expected that airlines would tend to pay 
oartlcular attention In selecting an appropriate 
group of shareholders.
Partial Privatisation.
Interest In the national airline.
Preparing for privatisa­
tion.
It Is postulated that the time period required to 
within an airline.
Privatisation In the airline Industry requires sub­
stantial restructuring. This restructuring exorcise Is 
of a three-dimensional nature, namely legal, organi­
sational and financial.
M i *
company legislation.
An airline may need to be organisationally restruc­
tured In terms of employees and management 
before privatisation can proceed.
The financial restructuring exercise mainly entails
prolMABle Ih'erMhey'were 
the public sector.
The role of advisers.
and orocesses of privatisation.
Marketing the privatisa­
tion process. the well-being of the Industry.
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Interest groups are different to a certain extent for all airlines, because different 
airlines operate within different Institutional, economic, social and political 
environments.
The privatisation of British Airways was a highly political Issue, mainly because 
the concept of prlvatisaVon Is Ideologically based In the United Kingdom. The 
opposition Labour Party, as well several trade unions, Lave been doing their 
utmost, albeit without success, to disrupt and slow down the privatisation process 
in general. In fact, the Labour Party threatened to renatlonallse British Airways In 
the event of the Labour Party becoming the government of the United Kingdom at 
a future date. When British Airways was first suggested as a candidate for 
privatisation In 1979, the airline's financial position was also very precarious. 
British Airways was considered to be heavily over-manned as well, which was a 
result of the merger between British Overseas Airways Corporation and British 
European Airways, which had led to the formation of British Airways. The 
privatisation of British Airways was characterised by a massive restructuring 
piocess, whereby British Always was restored as a serious competitor within the 
International airline Industry. The privatisation of British Always was also delayed 
on several occasions as a result of threatened litigation In the United States 
emanating from the collapse of Laker Always.
KLM has, since 1957, been partly privatised. The Dutch government held a 
majority shareholding In KLM until a recent share Issue In 1986 altered Its 
shareholding by reducing It to thirty-nine percent of the voting shares. It Is 
understood that KLM has been managed as a private sector company for a 
relatively long period of time. Private sector attitudes seem to be well entrenched 
and consequently, relatively little restructuring was required at the time of the 
latest share Issue. The Dutch Labour Party, as well as a few airline trade unions, 
however, expressed their concern at the Dutch government's shareholding 
dropping below fifty per cent. This concern was, however, countered by the Dutch 
government by Intrcduclng a mechanism whereby It could resume control In the 
event of KLM experiencing problems with regard to its air traffic rights. The Dutch 
government generally did noi Interfere In the management of the airline, although 
It did pursue policies very favourable to KLM such as a relatively liberal air 
transport policy, as well as providing the airline with an excellent Infrastructural 
facility at Schlpol airport.
Lufthansa has also operated for a relatively long period of time as m partly 
privatised airline. When It was suggested In 1985 that the extent of the German 
government's shareholding be reduced, opposition was elicited from Mr 
Franz-Joseph Strauss who happened to a board member of Lufthansa, as well as 
chairman of Airbus Industrie. Hie opposition to any further privatisation of 
Lufthansa was based upon the notion that Lufthansa’s aircraft acquisition policies 
would become less favourable to Airbus Industrie. However, Mr Strauss later
relented end the government shareholding was reduced by means of a rights 
Issue which the German government did accept. The German government still 
retains a majority shareholding and It appears that Lufthansa's operating policies 
ere still somewhat Influenced by dicta from the German government. The German 
airline trade unions also appear to be opposed to any further reduction In the 
state’s shareholding.
Singapore International Airlines was privatised In early 1986. The shareholding of 
the Singaporean government, however, was progressively reduced from the 
mid-1970s as a result of shares being Issued at net tangible asset value to 
employees. Employees consequently own a substantial shareholding In Singapore 
International Airlines. The Singaporean government still retains a majority 
shareholding, and In order to protect Singapore Airlines' nationality status, It Is 
expected to remain so at least for the foreseeable future. Singapore Airlines also 
has a substantial foreign shareholding although It Is not listed on any foreign 
stock exchange. Even prior to privatisation, Slngaoore Airlines had an excellent 
public Image. Privatisation, consequently required no financial or organisational 
restructuring and this could be regarded as tantamount to an exercise whereby an 
efficient and effective private sector company la to be listed on a stock exchange.
Although the Japanese government has held a minority shareholding In Japan Air 
Lines for a considerable period of time, the management o’ the airline was 
significantly constrained by legal provisions contained In the Japan Air Lines Law. 
As a result of changing philosophy with regard to airline competition In Japan, the 
Japanese government decided to fully divest Its Interest In Japan Air Lines. Japan 
Air Lines would consequently face competition from rival Japanese airlines on 
International routes, and wouid be allowed to compete domestically. An aircraft 
belonging to Japan Air Linen suffered an air crash a few days after the 
announcement to privatise Japan Air Lines fully. The airline's management was 
consequently severely chastised for inefficiency by Inter alia the Japanese Prime 
Minister. A new top management was appointed which resulted In restructuring. 
As a result of the Japan Air Lines Law been amended, Japan Air Lines have since 
been fully privatised.
The practical experience of privatisation by a number of airlines confirms that 
airline privatisation Is situational. A situational framework for privatisation 
suggests that the unique Institutional features and peculiar political economic, 
social and legal considerations within each country, as well as specific conditions 
within each airline, all Influence the nature and characteristics of the privatisation 
process.
.3 THE MOTIVATIONS FOR PRIVATISATION
Governments appear to be keen to privatise their national airlines tor a number ol 
reasons.
Firstly, though governments generally consider their national airlines to be 
strategic national resources, they have come «o realise that the airline Industry 
essentially belongs In the private sector. Policy considerations can be adequately 
fulfilled by establishing an appropriate regulatory framework which would govern 
the operations of the airline Industry. The British and Japanese governments In 
particular, and to a lesser extent the Dutch government, are Ideologically 
committed to establish and nurture a private sector airline Industry. The 
Singaporean and German governments seem to be In favour of a private sector 
airline Industry, but appear to be approaching the privatisation process somewhat 
more cautiously.
Secondly, some governments may be keen to privatise their airlines In order to 
obtain additional revenue, thus reducing the level of taxation. This appears to be 
a major consideration In the case of British privatisation generally, although It 
does not appear to have been so with regard to the privatisation of British 
Airways. In the case of Japanese privatisations, revenue maximisation does not 
appear to be a consideration at all. Thirdly, the governments of the United 
Kingdom and Japan hoped that the privatisation of their respective national 
airlines would result In them being able to operate more efficiently and 
consequently more profitably. Fourthly, the Dutch, British and German govern­
ments would appear to view privatisation of their national airlines os an essential 
step In order to enable their respective national airlines to compete effectively In 
a liberalised European air transport environment after 1992. Finally, the 
Singaporean government appears to be motivated by the realisation that 
Singapore Airlines Is a highly respected International airline and that It would be 
able l ) compete more effectively Internationally without full government owner- 
*  V*
Governments are consequently motivated by a multitude of reasons and 
objectives for privatising their national airlines.
Airlines are also moMvated by a diverse sot of reasons for preferring to operate 
within the private sector. When airlines operate within the public sector, their 
ability to obtain equity capital Is severely constrained. Governments do not appear 
to be very willing to provide their national airlines with equity capital. In order to 
compete effectively In the International environment, and to a lesser extent In the 
domestic environment, airlines continually need to acquire aircraft which are 
better suited to a dynamic environment. When on airline Is not able to obtain 
equity capital, It needs to rely on debt capital which Is financially rlcky In the
sense that It Incurs fixed financing charges. Airlines such as Singapore Airlines 
and KLM do not particularly need equity finance, because they have accumulated 
very large reserves of current assets. Lufthansa, British Airways and Japan Air 
Lines are, however, not Is such a fortunate position because their current 
liabilities exceed their current assets.
TABLE 12
CURRENT ASSETS ANP CURRENT LIABILITIES 1986 US DOLLARS (MILLIONS!
AIRLINE CURRENT
ASSETS
CURRENT LIABIL­
ITIES
British Airways 1256 1843
Japan Air Lines 1664 2092
KLM 1752 900
Lufthansa 1098 1706
Singapore Airlines 1725 820
Source: Airline Annual Reports
In general, the ability of privatised airlines to obtain equity capital which can be 
used to finance aircraft acquisitions, might be a major Incentive for an airline's 
management to be positively Inclined towards privatisation. Some airlines may, 
however, not need this type of finance In the short term.
5,4 THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT IN A PRIVATISED AIRLINE
Although a government may have divested Its shareholding In Its national airline, 
It does not mean that It will have no further Interest In its national airline. 
Although British Airways was operating Independently, It still needed government 
support to assist It In Its take-over of British Caledonian Airways, and to thwart 
the attempt by Scandinavian Airlines System to take over British Caledonian 
Airways. In Japan, In spite of the the Japanese government holding a minority 
Interest In Japan Air Lines, the airline's management still had to present its 
business plans to the government for formal approval. However, since the 
Japanese government has now fully privatised Japan Air Lines, the airline 
nowadays pursues m far more Independent course of action. KLM, Lufthansa and 
Singapore Airlines pursue business strategies relatively Independently from 
governmen. Interference, but still need to have formal approval from their 
respective national governments for aircraft acquisitions. International air traffic 
rights must also be negotiated by national governments on behalf of their 
privatised airlines.
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was enhanced by this conscious action.
As a general rule, It can be stated that the public Image of a privatised alr"m| 
would improve after privatisation. If, however, the airline already had an exce 
public image, Its transition Into the private sector would he smoothed.
State-owned airline, are generally required to pursue political, a . well a .  
commercial objectives. Sir Colin Marshall (1985,p.58), chief executive of British
Airways, states that:men
success.'
Prior to privatisation British Airways pursued objectives such as:
To link the nations In the British Com m onwealth.
To further the interests of British foreign policy.
To provide employment for as many of the workforce as pose'* Is.
To buy British goods, especially British manufactured aircraft.
To nhow the flag.
Although the Japanese, German, Dutch and Singaporean governments did and 
still do on occasion Influence management decisions, their respective airlines 
managements have been able to pursue the profit motive to a far greater extent 
than British Airways. This may explain the very poor financial performance of 
British Airways before It was considered as a candidate for privatisation. Different 
airlines all deem that their managements are able to pursue the profit motive far 
more purposefully than oefore they were privatised.
The objectives pursued by an airline’s management are consequently perceived 
to be much clearer after privatisation than before. In particular, the profit motive 
seems to be the main driving force for management decision and action.
State-owned airlines normally enjoy monopolistic market protection. It Is generally 
considered to be politically untenable to privatise a public monopoly Into a private 
monopoly. It Is consequently necessary to consider the regulatory environment In 
which airlines operate.
During the process of preparing for privatisation, the British government 
endeavoured to strengthen British Caledonian Airways at the expense of British 
Airways. British Airways was Inter alia, required to relinquish Its very profitable 
Saudl-Arablan routes In exchange for British Caledonian Airways' not-so- 
profltable South American routes. The United Kingdom government also licensed 
British Midland Airways to operate between London and Glasgow, London and 
Edinburgh and London and Belfast, which was In direct competition with British 
Airways. British Airways has recently, however, been successful In launching a 
take-over of British Caledonian Airways. The acquisition was approved on the 
basis of British Airways' desire to compete on a global scale with the emerging 
American mega-alrllnes. In spite of these developments, the United Kingdom 
government remains committed to a competitive airline environment. British 
Airways would consequently run the risk of competition being allowed on some of 
Its very lucrative routes If It were to pursue predatory policies against other 
< .ti jr  British airlines.
■'he rationale for fully privatising Japan Air Lines was In fact a desire by the 
Japanese government to deregulate Its airline Industry. Toa Domestic Airlines and 
All Nippon Airways were allowed to compete with Japan Air Lines on some 
International routes, and Japan Air Lines was granted a licence to operate a few 
domestic routes. The Japanese government realised that Japan Air Lines could 
not compete effectively If It were constrained by the now defunct Japan Air Lines 
Law.
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in the cases ot KLM and Singapore Airlines, the regulatory environment did not 
change as a result of privatisation. The Dutch and Singaporean governments still 
favour a liberalised air transport environment, mainly because their respective 
national airlines owe some of their success to their ability to carry fifth freedom 
air traffic via Amsterdam and Singapore respectively. The regulatory environment 
in which Lufthansa operates has also not changed, mainly because the German 
government still retains a majority shareholding In Lufthansa.
When a government wants to privatise Its national airline, It will normally consider 
altering the regulatory environment of Its airline industry. Any moves towards 
deregulation seem to take Into consideration the present competitive advantages 
of the airline that Is to be privatised. A government Is fully aware that full-scale 
deregulation may depress an airline's profitability, thereby reducing the price that 
could be obtained for the airline.
The government Is a very significant stakeholder In the privatisation process. The 
British government Is Ideologically committed to the principle of reducing the role 
of the state In the economy. The opposition Labour Party has, however, 
threatened to renatlonallse British Airways at a future date. This threat Is, 
however, regarded by British Airways' management to lack substance, as a future 
Labour government would have more pressing priorities than bringing the airline 
back Into the public sector. There does not seem to be any fundamental 
opposition to the privatisation of Japan Air Lines and Singapore Airlines, in the 
caves of KLM and Lufthansa a number of public sector trade unions and the 
socialist opposition have expressed their concern about further privatisation.
Political commitment of a government Is an essential prerequisite for privatisation 
to occur. An airline’s management will also tend only to express themselves 
publicly In favour of privatisation, If they are aware that their government holds 
similar views. The nature and extent of governmental commitment to privatisation 
tends to depend upon the peculiar political and Institutional considerations within
a particular country.
The risk of bankruptcy or the risk of being taken over by a more effective or 
efficient airline Is a discipline exerted by the capital market. Although It Is 
theoretically possible that a privatised national airline may become insolvent, It 
has been conceded by all the airlines Interviewed that It would be unlikely that 
their respective national governments would allow this to happen. The British, 
Dutch and Japanese governments have also introduced mechanisms which would 
prevent their respective national airlines from being taken over by other airlines, 
or by foreign Interests.
In spite of operating within the private sector, privatised airlines do not face the 
risk of bankruptcy and this consequently seems to be only of theoretical Interest 
to a major privatised national airline.
When a government privatises Its national airline, It redefines Its role In respect of 
Itr national alillne. In particular, a government's role as shareholder Is altered by 
the process of privatisation. In the cases of British Airway* and Japan Air Lines 
the respective governments have fully divested their shareholding Interest In their 
national airlines. Both governments have consequently made the decision to 
withdraw from the airline business, except with regard to their role In a regulatory 
capacity. In the cases of K IM , Lufthansa and Singapore Airlines, the Dutch, 
German and Singaporean governments have accepted a reduced role In their 
airline Industries. These governments, however, have never played a substantial 
role as shareholders In their respective natlori.il airlines. Significantly, It Is 
politically unacceptable for a government to dlsplvy any signs of favouritism 
towards a privatised airline within the domestic environment, although It may 
justifiably favour Its privatised national airline In competition with foreign airlines.
The assumption that tho relationship between a government and Its national 
airline would fundamentally change after the airline has moved Into the private 
sector Is partly confirmed. A government still retains a responsibility to Its 
privatised national slrllne within the International environment.
8.5 FLOTATION ISSUES
Although airlines may contract with outside suppliers to provld1* a multitude of 
services such as catering, passenger handling and even the p r o v e n  of a 
reservation system, these actions are only regarded to be on the periphery of 
privatisation. The floatation, together with the listing of an airline’s shares on a 
stock exchange. Is regarded as the essential mechanism for privatising a 
state-owned airline.
British Airways, KLM, Japan Air Lines, Lufthansa and Singapore International 
Airlines are listed on one or more major stock exchanges. It would appear that a 
listing on a major International stock exchange Is regarded as an enhancement of 
the public Image of the privatised airline. All of the above airlines also operate 
internationally, and It Is thought that an International listing would enhance the 
respective airlines' ability to obtain. Inter alia, debt capital from International 
capital markets In order to finance aircraft acquisitions. Moreover, an International 
listing Is thought to strengthen the privatised airline's market and strategic 
position In the country where It obtained j  listing on the stock exchange. An 
International listing of an airline's shares may tend to enhance the tradeabillty of 
the shares, which may facilitate the privatisation of the airline.
S T O C K  E X C H A N G E S  WHERE AIRLINES ARE LISTED
AIRLINE STOCK EXCHANGE
British Airways London
New York j
Japan Air Lines Tokyo j:
KLM Amsterdam
i Dussnldorf ;
Frankfurt
New York
Lufthansa Dusseldorf
Frankfurt !
S'ngapore Airlines Singapore
A listing on a foreign stock market Is however, not essential In order to have 
foreign shareholders. British Airways placed some shares with Institutions In 
Japan and Switzerland without actually obtaining a listing on the Tokyo and Zurich 
stock exchanges. Similarly, Singapore Airlines has allocated twenty-five per cent 
of Its shares to foreign shareholders without actually being traded on any foreign 
stock market. It also needs to be kept In mind that a foreign listing results in 
additional reporting requirements, which may be rather onerous. For example, 
British Airways and KLM are required to restate their financial statements In order 
to comply with United States GAAP (Generally Accepted Accounting Principles).
The various airlines which were Investigated agreed that a listing on one or more 
international stock exchanges Is the essential methodology tor privatising a major 
International airline. When an airline’s shares are traded on a stock exchange, the 
airline Is normally required to comply with an extensive set ct regulations which 
have been devised In order to protect Investors In publicly traded companies.
The price at which an airline’s shares are to be brought to the stock market can 
be fairly difficult to determine. In the case of British Airways, the opening price of 
the shares was not certain until the very last moment. The British government 
were obliged to take care that the opening price of British Airways’ shares was a 
fair assessment of the shares’ Inherent market value. If the price were too high, 
the listing would fall because Investors would lack interest In purchasing 
overvalued shares. If the price were too low. the British government would be 
criticised that It was giving away state-assets. For this reason, the United 
Kingdom government employed the services of merchant bankers and stock­
brokers amongst others, In order to ensure that a lair price was determined. The 
British government also made use of the services ot underwriters In order to 
ensure that all shares would be taken at a guaranteed market price.
LuMhansa, KLM and Japan Air Lines have been traded lor a number of years. The 
market value of these shares have consequently been well established. The 
current market price of the respective airline’s shares could therefore be used In 
order to determine the price c« any further offerings of shares. Singapore Airlines 
faced a similar problem to British Airways when It was first listed In 1986. The 
price of the Singapore Airlines* shares which were offered In 1987 could be 
related to a market price that Is now weU established.
The privatisation of an airline can he delayed by events on the world's stock 
exchanges. The final privatisation of Japan Air Lines was postponed for a few 
weeks In order that normality return to the Japanese stock market after the slump 
on the world's stock markets In October 1987. Indeed, the privatisation of Air 
France was postponed Indefinitely as a result of the stock market slump.
The difficulty In determining a market value for the shares of an airline that is to 
be privatised stems from a number of reasons:
a. There Is usually no benchmark airline with which the price of shares of 
the privatised airline can be compared.
b. Different International airlines pursue very different accounting policies. In 
particular, depreciation policies differ vastly amongst various airlines. This 
phenomenon makes financial comparison between International airlines
tremendously difficult.
c. The market value of an airline Is not only Influenced by Its net tangible
assets, but also by Intangible assets such os route licences.
d. The airline Industry's financial position Is highly sensitive to the course of
the business cycle, as well as to events on the International oil and
currency markets.
The research findings confirm that It Is a fairly complex exercise to determine the 
market value of an airline that Is to be privatised.
The notion that share prices of privatised airlines are more volatile than overall 
stock market Indices of stock exchanges where they are listed, has been partly 
confirmed by the research conducted. If the standard deviation of the weekly 
percentage change of a share's price Is Indicative of share price volatility, then 
the share prices of British Airways, Lufthansa, KLM, Japan Air Lines and Swissair 
are more volatile than share prices generally on their national stock exchanges. 
According to this definition of share price volatility, the share prices of Cathay 
Pacific Airways and Singapore Airlines are less volatile than share prices
generally on the Hong Kong and Singapore stock exchanges respectively. The 
standard deviation of the weekly percentage change of a share's price is 
Indicative of the range In which an airline's share price could fluctuate.
TABLE 14
VOLATILITY OF SHARE PRICES
(STANDARD DEVIATION OF WEEKLY PERCENTAGE CHAH&E1
AIRLINE AIRLINE
SHARES
STOCK EX- 
CHANGE INDEX
British Airways 9.82 4.21
Cathay Pacific 5.07 5.20
Japan Air Lines 6.83 3.4C
KLM 5.71 3.41
Lufthansa 5.60 3.89
Singapore Airlines 4.67 4.78
Swissair 5.60 3.07
TABLE 15
BETA ESTIMATES OF AIRLINE SHARES
AIRLINE BETA STD
ERROR
T-VALUE R-SOUA-
RE
OBSERVA>
IONS
British Airways 1.8166 0.2081 8.74 0.59 57
Cathay Pacific 0.5983 0.0791 7.56 0.38 96
Japan Air Lines 0.5050 0.2106 2.40 0.05 114
KLM 1.2311 0.1099 11.20 0.53 114
Lufthansa 0.8847 0.1093 10.59 0.31 114
Swissair 1.2440 0.1273 9.77 0.46 114
Another measure of a share's price volatility Is the estimate of a share's beta 
value. The beta value estimates the extent to which a share price will fluctuate In 
response to fluctuations of the overall stock market Index. The estimated value of 
British Airways' beta Is relatively high, which indicates that when share prices on 
the London stock exchange fluctuated, the price of British Airways' shares would 
fluctuate even more widely. The share prices of KLM and Swissair also appear to 
fluctuate more widely on their respective national stock markets than share prices 
generally. The beta values of shares of Singapore Airlines. Cathay Pacific Airways 
and Lufthansa are all less than one, which would Indicate a lesser degree of 
volatility on their respective national stock exchanges than share prices generally.
w m
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Research llndlnge Indicate that movements In the share price Indices of various 
stock exchanges statistically explain between thirty-seven and fifty-nine per cent 
of share price fluctuations of privatised airlines. In the case of Japan Air Lines, 
there appears to be no statistical relationship between fluctuation? of share prices 
generally on the Tokyo stock exchange and the share price of Japan Air Lines.
Governments tend to regard their national airlines as strategic national resources. 
However, major national airlines generally operate extensive International route 
networks. The International exposure of these airlines may necessitate some 
foreign shareholding In order to enhance the market and strategic positioning of 
the airlines within the International mvlronment. The emergence of a truly global 
airline also presupposes a multlnatU nal shareholding.
The British and Singaporean governments have specifically restricted the extent 
of foreign shareholding to twenty-five percent of all voting shares In British 
Airways and Singapore Airlines respectively. The Japanese government restricts 
foreign shareholding to one third of all voting shares In Japan Air Lines. In cases 
of British Airways and Japan Air Lines, their managements may refuse to register 
any further foreign shareholders once the respective thresholds are reached. 
There are no specific provisions restricting foreign shareholding In KLM and 
Lufthansa, mainly because the shares of both airlines are bearer shares. These 
airlines consequently do not know the Identity or nationality of all of their 
shareholders. The Dutch government may, however, resume control of KLM If the 
airline were to be heading towards being controlled by foreign Interests. The 
German government still retains a controlling Interest In Lufthansa, which makes 
the question of restricting foreign shareholding largely theoretical.
A mechanism also exists whereby a government can control the affairs of Its 
privatised national airline In the event of foreign Interests gaining control of a 
privatised airline, or In the event of foreign Interests launching a take-over 
attempt of a privatised airline. This mechanism Is known as a golden share*.
The research findings confirm that an essential feature of airline privatisation 
would be governments tending to place restrictions on the extent of foreign 
shareholding In privatised airlines.
It would appear that airlines do pay limited consideration In selecting an 
appropriate group of shareholders. Airlines appear to consider an appropriate 
group of shareholders to consist of financial institutions, employees. Important 
customers, the general public and foreign shareholders. British Airways, in 
particular, allocated large tranches of shares to financial institutions, employees 
and foreign shareholders. Japan Air Lines, Lufthansa, KLM and Singapore Airlines 
have been traded on a stock exchange for a considerable period of time. These 
airlines were legally obliged to make a rights Issue to their existing shareholders
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during their most recent privatisation. Only Japan Air Lines have a scheme that 
enabloa shareholdera to obtain dlacounted air travel facilities. Other airlines 
appear to be opposed to schemes like this, mainly because It would be 
tax Inefficient for their shareholders In their respective countries.
An airline can only consciously select the composition of Its shareholders at tho 
time of Initial privatisation. Any further reductions of the state’s shareholding must 
take the exlating shareholders Into consideration hy means of a rights Issue. The 
characteristics of an airline's choice of shareholder composition would appear to 
be dependent upon the peculiar nature of a particular country’s equity market. In 
those instances where foreign shareholding Is deemed to he Important, 
Institutional shareholding appears to be most appropriate.
Although an airline may design Its share structure according to the peculiar 
requirements of a target group of investora at the time of Initial privatisation, the 
airiine'e management Is only able to marginally Influence the composition of 
shareholders after privatisation. The eventual group of shareholders that may 
emerge may be an inadvertent result of airline’s dividend policies, Inter alia.
Employee share ownership appears to be very Important for privatised airlines. In 
particular, Brlllah Airways and Singapore Airlines have allocated substantial 
numbera of shares to their employees. Lufthansa and KLM both profess to be in 
favour of aome employee share ownership, but neither airline has Instituted any 
particular scheme to encourage employee share ownership. KLM and Lufthansa 
alao lack a mechanism to gauge the extent of employee share ownership because 
their eharea are bearer shares. Although the employees of Japan Air Lines own 
approximately one percent of the airline’s shares, It was not considered politically 
feasible to allocate additional shares to employees at the most recent privatisation 
of Japan Air Lines.
Airline management appears to consider employee share ownership as highly 
desirable when an airline Is Initially privatised. Political considerations make It 
necessary, however, to limit the extent of employee share ownership.
a s PARTIAL PRIVATISATION
The general experience of privatisation In the airline Industry Indicates that 
governments tend to prefer to Incrementally dlves.lng their shareholding In their 
national airlines.
The United Kingdom government privatised British Airways fully at the beginning 
of 1987. They retained a very small number of shares which will be allocated as a 
loyalty bonus to a few shareholders that retain their shares until 1990. The 
Japanese government recently withdrew from the airline business when Japan Air 
Lines became a fully privatised airline. The Japanese government progressively 
reduced Its shareholding In Japan Air Lines over an extended period of time. It 
would appear that the German, Dutch and Singaporean governments are pursuing 
a similar strategy to the Japanese government.
The rationale for partial privatisation was given by various airlines as:
a. Airlines are considered to be strategic national resources.
b. The respective governments wish to demonstrate their allegiance to their 
national airlines by a limited shareholding.
c. A government shareholding confirms the nationality status of a privatised 
airline.
d. Partial government ownership means that the particular government will 
still guarantee the privatised airline's d»bt commitments.
e. Partial privatisation Is a cautious approach and a government will be able 
to evaluate the progression of the privatised airline Into the private sector 
more carefully.
f. A country's stock market may not be sufficiently capitalised to provide the 
amount of equity capital required for full privatisation of a national airline.
The research results therefore confirm that airline privatisation would normally 
proceed gradually. Governments will tend to incrementally divest their Interest in 
their national airlines.
8.7 PREPARING FOR PRIVATISATION
An essential feature of the process of airline privatisation Is the nature and extent 
of restructuring required to prepare an airline for privatisation. Research 
conclusively found that the extent of the restructuring exercise depends upon the 
extent to which private sector attitudes have already been entrenched In a 
particular airline. The restructuring exercise also entails a clearer definition of the 
purpose the business of a particular airline, as well identifying appropriate 
strategic business units
When British Airways was first put forward as a candidate for privatisation, the 
airline would not have been able to operate effectively In the private sector. 
Firstly, the airline was tremendously over-manned. Airline staffing was therefore 
reduced from fifty-eight thousand to nearly thirty-six thousand employees. 
Secondly, the extent to which British Airways relied on debt finance, as well as 
the amount of accumulated losses, meant tnat the airline could be considered to
be technically bankrupt. Profits generated since 1983, however, have resuscitated 
the capital structure of Brltlsn Airways to a more acceptable level. Thirdly, the 
business strategy of British Airways was fundamentally revised. Fourthly, the 
airline's profitability was also Improved by discontinuing the operation of a 
number of unprofitable routes, as well as by closing non-performing sales 
offices.
Fifthly, management systems were Introduced, whereby management performance 
could be measured more appropriately. Sixthly, British Airways management 
found It necessary to Introduce a profit sharing scheme amongst employees In 
order to entrench profit performance as a business motivation and objective. 
Pension scheme arrangements had be changed In order that thsy presented a 
leas onerous future liability for a privatised British Airways. Finally, British Airways 
had to be Incorporated as a publicly limited company before privatisation could 
occur. British Airways could only be privatised after an extensive rr structuring 
exercise had been performed.
TABLE 16
BRITISH AIRWAYS.'.flNANCIAL INFORMATION
FINANCIAL
YEAR
PROFIT BEFORE 
TAXATION (MIL- 
LION UK 
POUND)
SHAREHOLDERS 
' EQUITY (MIL- 
LION UK 
POUND)
DE6T-EQUITY
RATIO
1983/84 1J5 128 6.66
1984/85 191 286 2.07
1985/86 195 480 0.71
1986/87 162 605 0.45
Source: British Airways' Annual Report and Accounts 1986-87
The process of privatising KLM, Lufthansa and Singapore Airlines was less 
traumatic The reason privatisation In these airlines proceeded with less upheaval 
can be ascribed to the fact that all threw airlines were only partly privatised at 
their most recent share Issue. Both Lufthansa and KLM have also operated as 
companies with some private shareholding for a period of time, whereas 
Singapore Airlines had some employee shareholding since the mid-seventies. 
However, In the case of Japan Air Lines, more fundamental restructuring occurred
when the airline was prepared tor full privatisation. In particular, the management 
structure, as well as the organisational structure, was revamped to prepare Japan 
Air Lines for full privatisation.
TABLE 17
KLM FINANCIAL INFORMATION
FINANClAi
YEAR
PROFIT BEFORE 
TAXATION (MIL- 
LION DUTCH 
GUILDERS)
SHAREHOLDERS 
' EQUITY (MIL- 
LION DUTCH 
GUILDERS)
DEBT-EQUITY
RATIO
1983/84 79 1492 1.51
1984/85 279 1784 1.64
1985/86 312 2617 1.15
1986/87 300 2918 1.26
Source: KLM Annual Report 1986-87
lABLEJLfi
SINGAPORE AIRLINES' FINANCIAL INFORMATION
FINANCIAL
YEAR
PROFIT BEFORE 
TAXATION (MIL- 
LiON
SINGAPORE
DOLLARS)
SHAREHOLDERS 
' EQUITY (MIL- 
LION
SINGAPORE
DOLLARS)
DEBT-EQUITY
RATIO
1363/84 127 1452 2.01
1984/85 221 1626 2.03
1985/86 312 2268 1.53
1986/87 492 2667 1.17
Source: Singapore Airlines' Annual Report and Accounts 1986-87
The time required to prepare an airline for privatisation appears to depend upon 
the nature and extent of the restructuring exercise. It took almost eight years for 
British Airways to enter the private sector after It .v»r P m  put forward as a
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candidate for privatisation. However, threatened litigation In the United States in 
respect ol the collapse of Laker Airways contributed to the extensive delay of the 
privatisation of British Airways. The privatisation of Lufthansa, KLM, Singapore 
Airlines and Japan Air Lines proceeded with far less delay, mainly because the 
privatisation of these airlines did not occur In one full ectlon.
The research conducted consequently confirmed that:
a. The time period required to privatise an airline varies between airlines and 
is Influenced by peculiar circumstances within an airline.
b. Privatisation In the slrllne Industry may require substantial restructuring. 
This restructuring exercise Is of a three-dimensional nature, namely legal, 
organisational and financial. The extent of restructuring depends crucially 
upon the profitability history of the airline, as well as the extent to which 
the airline haa been allowed by Its national government to operate as a 
quasi private sector company.
c. Before an airline can be privatised. It must be Incorporated according to 
the specific country's company legislation.
d. An airline may need to be organisationally rtstri>ctured In terms of 
employees and management before privatisation can proceed. The 
objective of this exercise would be to entrench private sector attitudes 
and culture amongst both management and employees.
e. The financial restructuring exercise executed when an airline is being 
privatised mainly entails adjusting the debt equity relationship. The 
debt equity ratio can be fundamentally Improved only by operating 
profitably for a number of years.
f. The restructuring exercise has resulted In privatised airlines being more 
efficient and profitable than they were when still operating In the public 
sector.
B J  THE RQLE.QE-ABflSEF-S
All of the alrllnea which were analysed subscribed to a greater or lesser extent to 
the principle of privatising the privatisation process ' British Airways In particular, 
made extensive use of advisers In tholr privatisation Initiative. These advisers 
played a substantial role In the organisational and financial restructuring process, 
as well as the marketing of the privatisation amongst the Internal and external 
Interest group*. British Airways' management also made use of underwriters and
= = = = = = =
airline's market position.
foreign financial Institutions, 
hnuiauor. differs between various airlines.
B,? M ftFKETINfl THE PRIVATISATION PROCESS
= = = = = = = = =
pursued a more low-key approach.
* ■  
requirements of Its customers.
The marketing exercise conducted by other airlines was of a less extensive 
   Thi« low.kev ' iroach -an be ascribed to a number ol 'actors
a. Privatisation en |o ,. a leaser degree ol public a ll.n l,on In other 
countries.
b. These airlines already had private shareholders and were legally 
obliged to otter shares to their existing shareholders.
c. These airline generally enjoyed a good public Image In their respective 
countries, and consequently required a lesser degree of market 
exposure.
d. The Internal stakeholders of these airlines already accepted, to a 
lesser or greater extent, the need to operate In the private sector.
The research confirms that airline privatisation needs to be marketed amongst the 
various stakeholders which have an Interest In the well-being of the airline being 
privatised. The nature and extent of the marketing exercise Is dependent upon *he 
peculiar circumstances within a particular airline.
8.10 SUMMARY
The research that was conducted In respect of British Airways, KLM, Lufthansa, 
Singapore International Airlines and Japan Air Lines confirms the applicability of a 
situational framework for privatisation In the airline Industry. Privatisation Is a 
unique experience and differs between various airlines Privatisation In a 
particular airline Is dependent upon the peculiar circumstances within that airline. 
The extent of restructuring and organisational change In a particular privatisation 
Initiative Is dependent upon '.he extent to which private sector attitudes and 
cultures are entrenched In that particular airline. Although privatisation Is unique, 
there are general principles that need to be kept in mind when an airline Is being 
considered as a candidate for privatisation.
The conclusions and recommendations emanating from the research that was 
conducted amongst British Airways, KLM, Lufthansa, Singapore International 
Airlines and Japan Air Lines are discussed in Chapter Nine. It will endeavour to 
provide some general guide-lines for other airlines which may be considered by 
their governments as candidates for privatisation.
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CHAPTER 9
reco m m en d a tio n s  AND CQNCLUSIQttS
T 1 r ^ .  .»g.ONS PRAWN FRQM -IH £ FINDINGS OF THE.BESEABCM
T1» to lc in g  conclusions csn bo Or««n Iron, in , llndlng, and obsorvsllons Iba, 
have emerged from the research study.
' ■II
must take cognisance of peculiar circumstances within an airline.
ment.
S = = H = =
E S *
foreign competitor.
n o u o r n m A n t .
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In privatised airlines, management objectives are Influenced by political 
considerations to a limited extent. Although a privatised airline’s 
management cannot deny the existence of the political environment, 
political considerations are no longer the crucial determinant of strategic 
direction. A privatised airline's management can pursue economic 
objectives without political objectives exerting undue Influence, which 
tends to be the case prior to privatisation. The pursuit of the profit motive 
appears to be the driving force for management action and direction In a 
privatised airline
Airline privatisation cannot be considered without the issue of airline 
deregulation being addressed. Public opinion will generally not tolerate the 
privatisation of a public monopoly to a private monopoly. The characteris­
tics of the regulatory environment that are to be established, are 
dependent upon the peculiar market considerations In a particular country.
Political commit nent to a private sector airline Industry Is an essential 
prerequisite for airline privatisation.
A government will not allow Its privatised national slrlln > become 
Insolvent. A privatised national airline Is therefore 'srly rubject to
the disciplines of the capital market.
The nature of the relationship between the management of a privatised 
airline and the government does not appear to alter significantly after 
privatisation, except with regard to the pursuit of political objectives by the 
airline’s management. However, top management of a partly privatised 
airline may still be appointed by the government, whereas In a fully 
privatised airline, private Investors would appoint the top management 
team. The too management of a privet,sed airline has a strategic 
responsibility to maintain good relations with government officials because 
a privatised airline continues to ne»d its national government to negotiate 
International air traffic rights on the airline’s bet alf.
The floatation of an airline’s shares on one or more stock exchanges Is 
generally accepted as the essential form of airline privatisation. Dena­
tionalisation Is the only effective privatisation mechanism whereby the 
political Influence on airline management decision-making can be 
reduced.
The establishment of an airline’s market capitalisation value for the 
purpose of privatisation is a fairly complex exercise, particularly when an 
airline’s shares are being listed for the first time. It Is of strategic Interest 
to a privatised airline that the equity Injection resulting from privatisation,
Is maximised. Alrllna manogement generally elicit advice trom underwriters 
and merchant banks In order to assist In determining the share price of 
the privatisation Issue.
The share price o( a privatised airline Is not necessarily more volatile than 
the stock market Index of Its national stock exchange. This has Important 
consequences for the cost of equity capital for a privatised airline.
Governments consider their privatised national airlines to be strategic 
national resources. Although a limited foreign shareholding Is regarded as 
highly desirable for a privatised airline, tew, If any governments, will allow 
their privatised national airline to be controlled by foreign Interests. The 
Imposition of restrictions on foreign shareholding effectively prevents the 
emergence of a truly global airline.
When an airline Is privatised, the composition of shareholders Ic carefully 
considered. An airline's shares are normally distributed amongst em­
ployees, financial Institutions and the general public. There Is only limited 
evidence that privatised airlines entice their customers to become 
shareholders.
Employee share ownersnlp Is a very Important consideration for an airline 
which Is being privatised.
The time that Is taken to privatise an airline is dependent upon the 
peculiar circumstances within the airline. There Is no general gulde-llne as 
to the time required to transfer an airline from the public to the private 
sector.
Airline privatisation requires legal, organisational and financial restructur­
ing. The extent of the restructuring oxerclse is dependent upon the extent 
to which private sector attitudes and culture have already been 
entrenched within the specific airline.
incorporation as a publicly limited company Is a prerequisite for airline 
privatisation. Most state-owned airlines are, however, already Incorpo­
rated.
The organisational restructuring exercise for an airline which Is being 
privatised, mainly entails the identification of appropriate strategic 
business units, as well as the employment of a competent management 
team.
When an airline Is prepared for privatisation, the debt equity ratio of the 
airline being privatised Is adjusted In accordance with the norms of the 
private sector airline Industry. In particular, profits generated during this 
period are utilised to strengthen the airline’s equity base. Any equity 
received as a result of privatisation would also Improve the airline’s 
gearing ratio.
Privatised airlines generally operate more efficiently and profitably than 
prior to privatisation.
During the process of a privatisation, the managements of airlines are 
being privatised, make extensive use of the services of advisers, such as 
merchant bankers, management consultant and public relations consul­
tants. Airline management adheres to the concept 'privatising the 
privatisation process '
The privatisation process Is marketed amongst the Internal, as well as the 
external stakeholders of the airline being privatised. In particular, 
commitment and acceptance of an ensuing privatisation are essential 
prerequisites for airline privatisation. The objective of the external 
marketing exercise Is to engender enthusiasm from the Investment 
community. The marketing of the privatisation of a particular airline Is an 
opportunity to Improve the public Image of the alr'lne.
9.2 RECOMMENDATIONS
The most Important recommendation emanating from this research study Is that 
when an airline Is considered for privatisation, the privatisation process needs to 
be structured according to the peculiar circumstances within the particular airline. 
The privatisation process must consequently be carefully planned and managed. 
In particular, a project team consisting of airline managers, as well as external 
experts, must be appointed to actively drive the Implementation of the 
privatisation process. It Is recommended that the Implementation strategy for a 
privatisation initiative includes Inter alia, the following actions:
a. The extent of the government's commitment to privatising Its national 
airline must be determined. Without governmental commitment there can 
be no privatisation. The objective and purpose of the privatisation Initiative 
needs to be clearly spelled out. The legislative aspects must also be 
Identified and the necessary legislation passed through Parliament.
The airline's management must decide on the airline's desired strategic 
positioning and direction In order that Investors are able to estimate the 
prollt potential ot the privatised airline. The mission, business objectives 
and strategies need to be determined and communicated to the 
appropriate Interest groups. The competitive Issues which will affect the 
privatised airline must also be addressed.
The organisational structure of the privatised airline must be decided 
upon. This entails Inter alia, the determination and definition of the 
amine's strategic business units.
An appropriate strategy needs be devised, whereby the most significant 
stakeholders of the airline can be persuaded to actively support the 
privatisation initiative. 1 he privatisation of an airline needs to be actively 
marketed amongst the key stakeholders. These key stakeholders Include 
the airline's management and employees, but most significantly, the 
airline's customers as well. These key stakeholders need to be convinced 
of the benefits that will ensue from privatisation.
The role ot the government In Its privatised national airline must be 
determined before privatisation, and not thereafter. Investors need to 
know how the government will influence decision making within the 
privatised airline.
Conscious actions should be taken In order to ensure that the share price 
of the privatisation share Issue Is maximised. In particular, a marketing 
programme In respect of the share Issue needs to be launched. TIk  
marketing of the airline's shares must be targeted to specific groups of 
Investors.
If necessary, the airline must be Incorporated according to the specific 
country’s company legislation. Privatisation cannot take place, unless an 
appropriate corporate structure Is created.
A competent management team that can operate according to private 
sector management methodologies must be appointed. In particular, the 
management team must be committed to the pursuit of the profit motive 
as the major corporate objective. The existence of a history of profitable 
operations Is a prerequisite for privatisation.
Expert advice musl be obtained In order that the airline's management, as 
well aa the government, can be guided through the Intrecedes cl the 
privatisation process.
Specific targets and deadlines need to be established for the privatisation 
Initiative to be Implemented.
9.3 FURTHER RESEARCH SUGGESTED BY THE STUCY 
The following research Is suggested by the research study:
a. The objective of this research report Is to establish a framework for airline 
privatisation. The various considerations with regard to the privatisation 
process, however, need to be researched and Investigated In greater 
detail. These considerations include Inter alia, the following:
The objectives of privatisation.
The merits of privatisation with specific reference to the airline 
Industry.
The stiateglc considerations In respect of privatisation In the 
airline Industry.
The role of advisers In the privatisation process.
Preparing for privatisation in the airline Inductiy.
The role of stakeholders In the privatisation process.
Privatisation methodologies.
Valuation considerations with regard to privatisation.
Marketing the privatisation process.
b. South African Airways has been suggested by the South African 
government as a possible prospect for privatisation within the foreseeable 
future. The Implications and considerations with regard to the privatisation 
of South Africa's national airline need to be Investigated and researched.
9.4 A FINAL THOUGHT
Although privatisation Is a highly structured process, the Implementation of 
privatisation must be creative and Innovative. In particular, the privatisation 
process presents many challenges and opportunities. However, privatisation 
brings about change, and change needs to be managed. Privatisation Is a major 
strategic decision In the life of an airline. Privatisation results In a major strategic 
repositioning of an clrllne which Is being privatised.
A number of airlines will move from the public sector to the private sector within 
the foreseeable future. The strategic characteristics of the airline Industry will 
change fundamentally as a result. To summarise, a new era has dawned for 
world's airline Industry.
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FREEDOMS Q EIM E&IB
APPENDIX 1
NEGOTIATED IN BILATERAL AIR SERVICES AGREEMENTS 
*|pST FREEDOM
The right to fly over another country without landing.
.  lindlnfl ,» , ,« r n ,= . ,  ,E , ,n .n o ,h .,
country wfhout picking up/aettlng down revenue tratllc.
ravMMM m m  Iron* ,o u , own coun,,, ( * l  .o  <M coumr, (B) 01 
your treaty partner.
Irom coumnr IB) OKk to your own country I* ) .
^ S T o W n .  m m  country (A) to corry rc«.nu . trolttc country
(B) and another country (C).
SUPPLEMENTARY RIGHTS
lIslslS SH
them, oapeclally when dealing with capacity Issues.
“ .B° Tam o. T ^ t n .  ol county (A) to c r y  -ow nu . b o tw -n  two point. In 
country (B). Cabotage rights are very rarely granted.
s o u rc e : Dogania, R.. Etitlnfl O il t^ursfi OH* EeanomlM el inifimailenal M Um al. 
r.n n rn n  Allen & Unwin, London, 1985.
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APPENDIX 2
AVIATION OBJECTIVES OF EUROPEAN GOVERNMENTS
ON BEHALF OF THE CONSUMER,
e. Reasonableness of tariffs:
• range of market oriented products.
- no need to pay for unwanted product features
- cost related fares.
b. Simple, comprehensive tariff structure.
c. Convenient Interline arrangements.
ON BEHALF OF AIRLINES
a. Economic viability of airlines.
b. Improvements in airline efficiency.
c. Maximisation of market opportunities for their airlines.
ON BEHALF OF OTHER PARTS OF THE AIR TRANSPORT SYSIEM 
Avoidance of capacity problems (Eg airport congestion, air traffic delays)
ON BEHALF OF OTHER ASPECTS OF OTHER PUBLIC INTEREST
a. Maintenance of services to Smaller communities.
b. Protection of tax payers against airline subsidies.
c. Avoidance of excess airline profits.
d. Benefits for the tourist Industries.
a. National economic, prestige and cultural objectives.
t. Environmental protection (Eg noise).
g. Efficient use of resources (Eg energy).
h. A balance between air and surface transport.
L Maintenance of safety standards.
Sourre: Wheatcroft, S. and Llpman, 0 ., M  Transport Id I  CflTPfilUlta European 
Environment (Problems. Prospects and Strategies). The Economist Intelligence 
Unit, London, 1986.
APPENDIX 3
rnNTENTS OF THF PROSPECTUS
 .
b. inform ation on earnings, d ividends and asset value per share.
c. S tatistics related to  m arket capitalisation.
d. statement of Indebtedness at a recent date.
niRFCTORS ANP ADVISERS
N am es and addresses of directors and advisers.
t h e  BUSINESS
a. History of the com pany's developm ent.
b. Description of the com pany's activities.
c Description of the com pany's products and m arkets,
d. Inform ation on significant custom ers and suppliers.
^ n a ie m e n t  amd-S ia e e
a. Details o f directors and senior m anagem ent.
b . Sum m ary of o ther em ployees.
 —
c. indication of the future dividend policy.
pPAsnNS f q p  sun u s e  OF PR- PEEPS OF THE SHARE ISSUE
a. D isclosure of the amount of cash being raised, 
b Purpose for w hich the cash will be used.
c ’ s ta tem ent by the directors that there Is adequate w orking capital.
p p o sP E C T S fo rs  op|n|Qn on <he im m ediate prospects of the com pany.
previous five years and the latest balance ,heet. 
ronortlra accountants.
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STATUTORY AND GENERAL INFORMATION 
ti. Details of share capital.
b. Summary cf s lid e s  ot association.
c. Information concerning any employee share schemes
d. List of subsidiaries and associated companies.
e. Details of premises.
f. Directors' interest In share capital.
g. Any material contrads not Into the ordinary course of business.
h. Summary of the underwriting, offer for sale or placing agreement.
I. other statutory and stock exchange disclosures Including details of
litigation.
j. List of documents available for Inspection.
APPENDIX 4
PRIVATISATION TECHNIQUES
a. Selling the whole.
b. Selling complete parts ol the whole.
c. Selling a proportion ol the whole operation.
d. Selling to the workforce.
e. Giving to the public.
t. Giving to the workforce.
g. Charging for the service.
h. Contracting out the service to private business.
1. Diluting the public sector.
J. Buying out existing Interest groups.
k. Setting up counter groups.
1. Deregulation via voluntary associations.
m. Encouraging alternative Institutions.
n Making small-scale trials.
0. Repealing monopolies to let competition grow.
P Encouraging exit from state provision
q U*lng vouchers.
r. Curbing state powers.
q. Divestment
s. Applying liquidation procedures.
t. Withdrawal from the activity.
u. Thi* right to private substitution.
Source: Plrle, M., ErlYSllSflllfla Un IbflOTX M d  EllfitiFSl, Adam Smith Institute, 
London, 1985.
APPENDIX 5
QUESTIONS POSED TO KEY INDIVIDUALS OF AIRLINES THAT HAVE RECENTLY 
BEEN PRIVATISED
1. Please describe the background and origin of privatisation In your airline.
2. What Is your definition of airline privatisation?
3. Why did your government decide to privatise your airline?
4. Did the management of your airline favour privatisation? Why?
5. What are the major benefits of privatisation for your airline?
6. What are the major disadvantages of privatisation for your airline?
7. What role does your national government play In the affairs of your 
company? Did the role of the government change after privatisation?
8. Does your government possess any special mechanisms such as a 
golden share’ with regard to your airline?
9. Does your government still own any shares in your airline? If so, why?
10. Did the public Image of your airline change after privatisation?
11. What are the major objectives o* your airline’s management? Did thesi 
objectives change after privatisation?
12. Did thd regulatory environment change after privatisation? How?
13. What are the national political considerations In respect of privatisation In 
your country?
14. To what extent Is your national government committed to privatisation as a 
national economic policy?
15. What Is the risk of ^nationalisation?
16. What Is the nature of the relationship between your airline’s management 
and government officials?
17. How credible is the risk of bankruptcy for your airline? Would your 
national government allow It?
18. On which stock exchanges are your airline’s shares listed?
19. How did you determine the value of your airline’s shares at the most 
recent share Issue?
20. How volatile are your alrllne'3 shares In comparison to other shares listed 
on your national stock exviiange?
21. Why did your airline’s management decide to list your airline’s shares on 
a foreign stock market?
22. What restrictions, If any, do you place on foreign shareholding In your 
airline?
23. Does your management pursue any specific policies In order to attract 
specific groups of Investors as shareholders In your airline?
24. To what extent do employees own shares 'n your airline? How important Is 
the concept of employee share ownership tor your airline's management?
Were there any factors that resulted In the privatisation of your airline 
being delayed?
What kind of restructuring wee required before your airline could be 
privatised?
Were there any legal complications concerning the privatisation of your 
ah ne?
;.V  any employees or management lose their Jobs as a result of 
• i  tisatlon? Do your management and employees enjoy security of 
«wni ,e?
Did the culture of your organisation change as a result of privatisation?
What la the policy of your airline In respect of Its capital structure?
Did your pension scheme arrangements present any problems with regard 
to privatisation?
Did the effectiveness and efficiency of your airline Improve as a result of 
privatisation?
What role did advisers play In the privatisation process?
Who are the major Interest groups with regard to privatisation In your 
country, and also In your airline?
Did you market privatisation Internally In your organisation? How?
Did you market privatisation externally? How?
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